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Abstract 
Personal communication services are moving towards the ultimate goal 
without the time and space constraints on communicators. To construct such 
versatile networks relies heavily on the microcelluar scheme. The accomplishment of 
the microcelluar scheme requires the knowledge of the radio wave propagation that 
1 
can guide to optimally design microcells. This has kindled extensive propagation 
studies in various environments such as in houses, office buildings, and factories. 
Tunnels play important roles in transportation of people and materials. They are 
typical environments where mobile cellular radio and personal communication 
services are needed for daily and emergency operations. In tunnel confined spaces 
the propagation characteristics due to the heavy wave-guiding effect are much 
I . 
different from those of open-area mobile systems, and the common cell planning 
concepts are not applicable. Therefore, this dissertation aims to characterize the 
I tunnel UHF radio propagation channels for the tunnel microcellular and personal 
• 
communications. The tunnels considered are empty and occupied tunnels with 
straight and bent sections or combination of both. They are theoretically treated as 
oversized imperfect waveguides. Thus, an imperfect waveguide theory to deal with 
I the propagation problems in tunnels of different uses has systematically been 
developed. The imperfect waveguide theory predicts that tunnels can support 
multimodes. The dominant mode is important for long distance propagation as it 
suffers the least attenuation, while higher order modes, in the near field region that 
cause fluctuation due to addition or subtraction of these modes. In addition, another 
theoretical approach based on the uniform geometrical theory of diffraction has also 
been developed for the analysis of the tunnel propagation problems. The statistical 
characteristics, the radiation from tunnels into open air, and the effect of transition 
from the outside to inside of tunnels on propagation are also studied. The 
characterization is given in terms of radiation intensity, propagation attenuation rate, 
mean excess delay, rms delay spread, and the statistical distribution of the rms time 
delay spread on narrow-band and wide-band systems. Extensive experiments 
conducted have validated the propagation models. These data can provide required 
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1.1 Brief Description of Tunnels 
A tunnel is a long passage which has been made under the ground, usually 
i 
through a mountain or under the sea. The shapes of the cross sections of commonly 
used tunnels are rectangular and arched or circular as shown in Fig. 1.1. The choice 
of the cross section configuration of the tunnel is made after the careful consideration 
of the geological and mechanical conditions of the tunnel ambient media. Tunnels 
play important roles in transportation of materials and people. Taking Hong Kong's 
MTR and Harbour tunnels as examples, they are probably the busiest tunnels in the 
world. On an average, approximate one million people and seventy thousand vehicles 
travel through them every day. It is obvious that mobile cellular radio (MCR) and 
personal communication services (PCS) are needed there for daily and emergency 
operations. It is believed that the successful implementation of such sophisticated 
information networks requires the knowledge of radio wave propagation in tunnel 
environments. Thus, the characterization of tunnel UHF radio wave propagation 
channels becomes essential. There have been several theoretical and experimental 
I studies on radio wave propagation in tunnels. They are reviewed in sections 1.2 to 
1.4 and found to be preliminary and insufficient. Section 1.5 will be devoted to 
briefly introduce the existing tunnel radio communication systems. The problems to 
1 
be studied are listed in section 1.6. Finally, section 1.7 describes the overall 
organization of the dissertation. 
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Fig. 1.1 Typical tunnel geometry 
1.2 Review of Tunnel Imperfect Waveguide Models 
The ambient media of a tunnel at ultra high frequencies behaves as dielectrics 
with the relative permittivity in the range 5 - 10. Under these conditions the tunnel 
can reasonably be treated as an oversized imperfect waveguide. Therefore, natural 
propagation will be possible only above a cutoff frequency determined by the tunnel 
dimensions and cross section shape. Since the wavelengths of UHF radio waves are 
smaller than the tunnel dimensions, in other word, the frequencies of UHF radio 
signals are higher than the cutoff frequency of the tunnel oversized imperfect 
waveguide model, the natural propagation of UHF radio waves is realized through a 
fundamental mode and infinite number of higher-order modes. Al l of these modes 
are hybrid and lossy modes due to the tunnel electromagnetic imperfectness. There 
are more propagation modes in the near field region than those in the far field zone. 
The propagation modes with the lowest attenuation rates, usually termed as the 
2 
fundament or dominant modes, are particularly important because they contributes 
most significantly to the propagation in the far field zone. 
Generally, the characteristics of the natural propagation of UHF radio waves 
is a function of tunnel dimensions, frequency, polarization, and constitutive 
parameters of the ambient media. For a straight rectangular tunnel with width a and 
height b, one has the attenuation constant for the dominant Eu mode with the 
horizontal polarization [1] 
a , = 4343X ' { ^ 严 + 、 / 1 (dB/m) (1.1) 
l^aVen-l bWSr2-l J 
and for the dominant E[i mode with the vertical polarization 
I 
0Cv = 4.343 X' ( ^ / 1 + 3,Er2 ] (dB/m) (1.2) 
VaVen-i bwer2-l J 
where £ri is the relative permittivity of the side walls, £r2 is the relative permittivity of 
the floor and roof. 
For an arched tunnel with the maximum width a and height b, the attenuation 
constant can be written in the form [2] for the dominant En mode 
f 1 \ 
och = 5 .00^ 3 产 + (dB/m) (1.3) 
( a V e r _ l b w e r - 1 y 
and for the dominant En mode 
f 1 e ^ 
0Cv = 4 .70 X' 3 I 1 + r r r = 7 _ m ) (1 .4 ) 
l^awBr-l bver-1 J 
3 
i • 
Equations (1.3) and (1.4) hold under the condition that the width and height of the 
tunnel are larger than about four times the free space wavelength. 
Circular tunnel propagation is a rather particular case because polarization has 
no influence on propagation. For a circular tunnel with the diameter d the 
attenuation constant of the dominant TEoi mode is given by [3] 
f \ 
a 二5.09人2 1 + ^r (dB/m) (1.5) 
U V e r - 1 t / V e r - 1 ) 
The above equations obtained from the oversized imperfect waveguide 
models show that the natural propagation in straight tunnel environments favors 
larger dimensions and higher frequency but only if the roughness of the tunnel walls 
remains small in terms of wavelength. In addition, the undesirable mode conversion 
caused by discontinuities in tunnels and changes in cross sections certainly increases 
propagation loss. It is found that the calculation of this additional propagation loss is 
extremely difficult by the imperfect waveguide theory. 
1.3 Review of Tunnel Geometrical Optical Model 
A geometrical optical propagation model has been developed for straight 
rectangular tunnels years ago by Mahmoud and Wait [4]. By assuming that the UHF 
radio waves are locally plane waves, the Fresnel reflection coefficients of vertically 
and horizontally polarized plane waves incident on the tunnel walls can be used. 
Thus, the natural propagation is achieved via a direct ray and many reflected rays 




determined by adopting the image principle of geometrical optics. Since the 
contribution of a reflected ray to the propagation is weighted by its reflection 
coefficient, and wil l become weaker as the reflected ray undergoes multiple 
reflections. In other words, only those images in the vicinity of the tunnel walls are 
significant for the propagation in the far field region. Generally, the geometrical 
optical approach will give the propagation attenuation constant in a numerical form. 
However, the attenuation constants in the ray picture for the dominant En and En 
y 
modes can be expressed analytically as [1] 
a = 5 . 0 x f ^ l o g i o l + 4 l o g i o l ] ( d B / m ) (1.6) 
ya Ri b Ri) 
For the dominant En mode the power reflectance Ri and R2 of the vertical 
and horizontal walls, respectively, are given by the Fresnel formulas 
^rlSi^,-^Jsin(^l + ^rl-^ 
Ri = 1 , 1 (1.7) 
eriSin(^^ + ^Sin 9 i + e n - l 
Sin(^2 - V^m^^2 + e r 2 - l , 1 。 、 
Ri = 7 = = ( 丄 . 8 ) 
5/n^2 + V^^^^2 + e r 2 - l 
For the dominant En mode the corresponding formulas are 
Sind^, - ^Sin(^i^Eri-^ ,,… 
Ri=——；， (1.9) 
Sin(\>^ + ^Sin(i>i + eri-^ 
I 2 
£,2 Sin(^2 - V S in^2 + ^ r2 - 1 
R2 — I (1.10) 




where Sin(^ ^ = — and Sin(^^ =——^re the conditions that phase shift undergone by 
2a 2b 
the ray is exactly 360° after successive reflections from the two side walls or from 
the floor and roof. 
1.4 Review of Tunnel Propagation Experimental Results 
Although there are very limited experimental results of the natural 
propagation of UHF radio waves for tunnel environments, they are scattered in the 
open and the less accessible literature. In this section, except gathering together the 
experimental data in chronological order, we will use those with the knowledge of 
the dimensions and electromagnetic parameters of experimental tunnels to verify the 
available theory. 
Experimental studies of the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in 
tunnels can be traced back to the year of 1956 when Monk and Winbigler reported 
their investigation on communications with moving trains in tunnels [5]. Fig. 1.2 
shows the measured attenuation constant versus frequency in an American railway 
tunnel. It can be seen in Fig. 1.2 that the attenuation constant is decreasing as the 
frequency is increasing in the UHF range. 
In the year of 1968 Reudink [6] conducted an experiment in the Lincoln 
Tunnel that connects Manhattan to New Jersey under the Hudson River. The tunnel 
has a rectangular cross section of width 7.5 m and height 4 m and is about 2425 m in 
i 
6 
length. Propagation tests were made at seven frequencies between 153 MHz and 
11.2 GHz with transmitters inside the tunnel. Fig. 1.3 shows that the calculation 
from (1.2) does not agree with the measurement data over the UHF range. 
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Fig. 1.3. Attenuation versus frequency 
Measurements of attenuation in straight American rectangular coal mine 
tunnels have been made by Goddard [7] at frequencies 200, 415，and 1000 MHz for 
various orientations of the transmitting and receiving dipole antennas. He found that 





error, for all three orientations of the two antennas, i.e., horizontal-horizontal, 
vertical-horizontal, and vertical-vertical. The comparison with theory in Fig. 1.4 
shows clearly that the propagation in the tunnel is by the dominant En mode. 
However, the somewhat higher values of the experimental attenuation at 415 and 
1000 MHz suggest that some additional loss mechanisms set in higher frequencies. 
These mechanisms are the roughness and tilt of the tunnel walls [1]. The natural 
propagation around corners into cross tunnels have also been made [7]. It was 
found that there were approximate 10 dB more comer loss at 1000 MHz than that at 
415 MHz. 
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Fig. 1.4. Attenuation versus frequency 
Chiba et. al. measured the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in a 
straight 1470 m long Japanese railway tunnel with the transmitter outside the tunnel, 
about 30 m to the entrance [3]. The tunnel is theoretically substituted by a circular 
waveguide model with the area of the cross section equal to that of the tunnel. The 
diameter of the equivalent circular waveguide model is d = 8.4 m, i.e., a circular 
I 
8 
cylinder of diameter d and free space dielectric constant 80 embedded in another 
medium of dielectric having the relative permittivity 8r = 5.5 and the conductivity 
[ 
a 二 0.03 S / m. The attenuation constants obtained for frequencies 470, 900, and 
1700 MHz are shown in Fig. 1.5 with the theoretical values of TEoi mode. As is 
evident that the theory is closely correlated with the experiment. The authors 
concluded that the tunnel is a type of high pass transmission channel. 
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Deryck performed the experiments in a Belgian road tunnel with rectangular 
cross section [8]. The width of this tunnel is 17 m and the height 4.9 m. The tunnel 
walls are made of concrete. In his experiments the natural propagation of UHF radio 
waves was measured for vertical and horizontal polarization. The results are shown 
in Fig. 1.6. The measured attenuation constants represented by the asterisks for 
horizontal polarization and the circles for vertical one are compared with theoretical 
attenuation curves in solid and dashed lines for the dominant En and En modes 
I 
9 
calculated using equations (1.1) and (1.2) under the assumption that the relative 
permittivity was 10. The measurements do not agree with the theoretical calculation. 
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Fig. 1.6. Attenuation versus frequency 
Based on the experiments done at the frequencies of 466 and 812 MHz in the 
670 m long American slope limestone mine tunnel with the width of 6.1 m and the 
height of 2.9 m, Isberg et. al. [9] found that the attenuation constants for the 
frequencies of 466 and 812 MHz were 13.18 dB/lOOm and 6.66 dB/lOOm, 
respectively. 
Underground streets are similar to tunnels. However, the environment for 
radio propagation is somewhat different from that of tunnels because there are many 
pedestrians and irregularly sized projections. Yamaguchi et. al. measured the 
attenuation constants in a frequency range from 200 MHz to 12.4 GHz in a Japanese 
underground street [10]-[11]. Experiments were first performed in the empty 
underground street at night time, and then in the same underground street crowded 
with pedestrians at day time for horizontal and vertical polarization. The measured 
1 0 
attenuation constants are illustrated in Fig. 1.7 as a function of frequency. As seen in 
this figure, the attenuation constants at night represented by the circles decrease 
somewhat oscillatorily with increasing frequency below 2 - 5 GHz, then increase at 
the higher frequencies. The optimum frequency for minimum attenuation is in the 
range of 2 - 5 GHz. The attenuation constants in the day time represented by the 
asterisks, on the other hand, seem to decrease with increasing frequency as a whole, 
and always larger than those at night . The influence of pedestrians on propagation 
characteristics is the most significant near the upper limit of the UHF band. 
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Measurements taken in actual tunnel environments do not readily allow to 
separate individual influences on wave propagation, whereas, experiments in tunnel 
scaled models do so. Klemenschits et. al. presented microwave measurements in 
scaled road tunnels modeling 900 MHz propagation [12]. They studied the obstacle 
influence on propagation and found that a single obstacle produced an additional 
standing wave pattem and resulted in an extra loss behind the obstacle. 
Mariage et. al. carried out experiments recently at the frequency of 900 MHz 
to study radiation outside the tunnel and penetration inside the tunnel [13]. They 
found that, when the transmitter is in the tunnel, the radiation pattem in free space is 
I very sharp and does not depend appreciably on the position of the transmitting 
! antenna, inversely, when the transmitter is outside, the coupling loss becomes 
important if the angle of incidence is greater thanlO。. They also measured the 
propagation characteristics in a French 3.5 km long road tunnel with approximate 
width of 8.5 m and height of 5.3 m. The measured attenuation constant is about 8 
dByTcm. Numerical application of equation (1.2) with chosen material parameters 
8r = 5 and a = 0.01 S / m leads to a value of 7 dBy^:m for Eu mode. 
Review of the available experimental data on the natural propagation of UHF 
radio waves in tunnel environments, it has been found that they are by no means 
sufficient to design tunnel microcellular and personal communication networks. 
Most experimental results were obtained in the far field zone of straight empty 
tunnels. Propagation in near field region which is not important for tunnel macrocell 
but for microcell has been neglected. The sampling distances of the measurement 
systems were so large that the information on fading was lost. Moreover, there was 
no measured data on the tunnel UHF wideband channels available. 
12 
The discrepancy of the theory with some measurements shows that the 
additional attenuation mechanisms exist. The modification of the theory has been 
I 
done by Emslie et. al [1]. They included the additional loss of the dominant mode by 
roughness and tilt of tunnel walls and accounted for the higher loss observed at 
I higher frequencies. We wil l modify the theory in somewhat different way to take the 
fact that the natural propagation suffers higher loss in the near field region than that 
in the far field zone into consideration. 
I 1.5 Review of Existing Tunnel UHF Radio Communication Systems 
Radio communications are needed in tunnel environments, for instance, 
1 communications in mine tunnels, relaying radio communications of services in road 
tunnels, extension of land mobile and personal communications into underground 
railways, road and railway tunnels. Several system structures operating at UHF band 
have been proposed to provide radio communication services for tunnel 
environments. Each of them has its own advantages and drawbacks regarding cost, 
reliability, complexity, and technical efficiency. We wil l briefly review them below. 
Roughly the existing tunnel UHF radio communication systems can be 
classified into three categories, i.e., leaky feeder system, distributed antenna system, 
and discrete antenna system. A continuous leaky feeder and a coaxial cable with 
leaky sections behave simultaneously as antennas and transmission lines [14]-[16]. 
The long longitudinal coverage of the continuous leaky feeder have made it being 
widely used to construct tunnel radio communication networks. Further extending 
13 
i 
range with the leaky feeder requires utilizing in-line repeaters. The advantage of a 
leaky feeder system is its insensitivity to the tunnel environments, i.e., it can operate 
properly when the tunnel between the portable radios are heavily obstructed. The 
j leaky feeder system is expensive. The reliability of the system is obvious conditioned 
[ 
I 
by in-line repeaters. For some geometrical configurations of tunnels it may be 
I 
interesting to use distributed antennas connected to well-shielded coaxial cables by 
means of directional couplers or power dividers [9]. Obviously the cables are here 
used only to convey signals from the base station to the antennas. This system may 
be preferable to leaky feeders when the latter do not provide enough lateral coverage. 
Both leaky feeder and distributed antenna systems have the same disadvantage of 
poor ability to anti-catastrophe. When the cable is damaged by some means. The 
whole communication system is paralyzed. On the contrary, the discrete antenna 
system circumvents this drawback to some degree. The discrete antenna system is 
realized by use and judicious placement of repeaters to extend coverage range. 
Suppose the two radios are out of direct radio range of each other. The repeater can 
function to bring the radios within range. The system is sensitive to the tunnel 
environments. The noise accumulation due to repeaters in cascade may cause 
subjective uncomfortableness or overwhelms the desired signal. The existing tunnel 
UHF radio systems have been continuously improved by using the latest advanced 
microelectronics. Recent research on tunnel UHF radio systems shows that 
microcellular scheme with spread spectrum technique is very promising. 
14 
1.6 Statement of Problems to be Studied 
The characterization of tunnel UHF propagation channels is a broad topic and 
only certain aspects of the subject are covered in this thesis. The main objective of 
‘ 
this work is to study the propagation characteristics of UHF radio waves in more 
complex tunnel environments with digital microcellular and personal communications 
in mind. The problems to be studied are: 
1. Propagation in empty tunnels; 
2. Propagation in occupied tunnels; 
3. Tunnel UHF statistical and deterministic propagation models; 
4. Propagation in tunnel-land transition regions. 
They are studied by using the waveguide method and the impedance uniform 
theory of diffraction. In addition to the analytical approaches, a statistical method is 
used to characterize tunnel multimode or multipath propagation phenomena. 
1.7 Organization 
The natural propagation characteristics of UHF radio waves in empty straight 
and curved rectangular tunnels are presented in chapter 2. The problem in an empty 
straight tunnel is first attacked by using the waveguide theory. The modal equation is 
obtained by approximate matching of the tangential field components. The focus is 
on the wideband propagation characteristics. The effects of the tunnel size on the 
multimode propagation and the coherent bandwidth of the tunnel UHF propagation 
channel are studied. Similarly, the problem in an empty curved rectangular tunnel is 
. 
treated. The empty curved rectangular tunnel is idealized as a curved rectangular 
waveguide with impedance walls. The field configuration in curved optical dielectric 
I guides is drawn upon, and the surface immittance concept is introduced to simpUfy 
the boundary conditions required by the imperfect waveguide theory. 
I The natural propagation characteristics of UHF radio waves in occupied I 
\ straight rectangular tunnels are presented in chapter 3. We define occupied tunnels 
I as those with objects in them which affect the field distribution and wave 
\ \ 
propagation. The occupied tunnels are classified into road, railway, and mine 
I tunnels. The imperfect partially filled rectangular waveguide model is used to 
represent a road tunnel where vehicles are idealized as an equivalent medium layer. 
^ 
The effective dielectric constant concept is adopted to simplify the analysis. The 
fi 
imperfect periodically loaded rectangular waveguide models are proposed to study 
the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in railway and mine tunnels. Floquet's 
[i 
theorem is used to formulate the problems. The effects of trains in railway tunnels 
and supports in mine tunnels on propagation are theoretically studied. 
I The measured propagation results are compiled as a data base. They are 
analyzed to fit known statistical models in chapter 4. Rician statistical model is 
I developed for LOS propagation environments, and Rayleigh statistical model for 
1 OBS propagation locations. In addition, a versatile deterministic propagation model 
I 
I is developed according to the impedance uniform theory of diffraction. The 
I deterministic model can provide enough narrow and wide band information on the 
i 
1 












i tunnel propagation characteristics needed to implement digital microcellular and 
personal communications in tunnel environments. The model is validated with 
extensive measurement results, 
|i The radiation of UHF radio waves outside a tunnel and the propagation of 
I 
\ UHF radio waves in a tunnel and open air transition region are treated in Chapter 5. 
I -
1= 
The radiation is studied by treating the tunnel as a semi-infinite long waveguide 
antenna. The propagation is studied by treating the transition region as an imperfect 
1：： 
i； 
j; open groove waveguide 
!•‘ 
1 • 
I： Conclusions and recommendations for future work are presented in chapter 6. 
t 
i： Finally, the approximate solution to the transcendental equation is given in Appendix. 
{： -
i ； i: 1 ； 
1 ！ 
j 
i:; !'. !'.• 


















j In this chapter we will state and solve the electromagnetic problem associated 
i 
f ^ 
;; with the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in empty tunnels. Although the 
I 
I 
I empty tunnels considered here are highly idealized compared with actual tunnel 
i 
i 
I . , |i environments, the related electromagnetic problem is among the most sophisticated. M 
I The reason for this is that we have to do with at least two media, one of which has a 
E 
fmite conductivity. Consequently simple solutions consisting for instance of 
transverse electric ( TE ) or transverse magnetic ( T M ) waves can not generally 
match the boundary conditions. In many cases all of the six scalar components of the 
i:: 
h I： electric and magnetic fields are non-zero. The emphasis is on the development of 
i.: 
h [. 
some approximate methods which wil l be used in subsequent chapters. 
[: i' 
丨 2.2 Propagation in Empty Straight Tunnels 
• 
f' 
An exact analytical solution to the problem of the natural propagation of 
1 
f 
I UHF radio waves in an empty straight tunnel would lead extreme complexity. The 
I 
! 
i difficulty lies in the matching of the tangential components of electromagnetic fields 
[.'： 
i., 
on the four tunnel walls. Approximate methods are obviously required. Emslie et aL 
； [1] studied the lowest-order modes and obtained the approximate formulas for the 
mode propagation constants. Jacard et al. [20] calculated the propagation 
丨 1 8 
• i 
characteristics by decomposing the rectangular tunnel into two orthogonal infinite 
planar waveguides. Common to these analyses is the fact that the boundary 
conditions are satisfied approximately since the fields in the comer regions do not 
enter the derivation of the solution. We adopt the approach similar to Emslie. 
However, we start with the construction of more general expressions for two scalar 
components of Hertz electric and magnetic vectors. The propagation characteristics 
of wide band signals in the far region and the propagation characteristics of narrow 
band signals in the near field region are studied. 
2.2.1 The Imperfect Empty Straight Rectangular Waveguide Model 
The imperfect waveguide model of an empty straight rectangular tunnel is 
shown in Fig. 2.1, with its rectangular cross section of sides a and b. The ambient 
I media, assumed to be lossy nonmagnetic homogeneous, have complex wave numbers 
/^ i = W i^eoe;i=coj^ i8o tri-j— (2.1) 
V V «80； 
for the top and bottom walls 
Ki = «無eoe* r2 = d)J^heo Bri-J— (2.2) 
V V 0D80y' 
for the left and right walls. The enclosed space of the model is filled with air of 
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Fig. 2.1. The imperfect waveguide model of a straight empty rectangular tunnel 
The rigorous analytical solution to the natural propagation of UHF radio 
waves in this imperfect waveguide model of a straight empty rectangular tunnel 
would be extremely complex. However, the approximate analytical solution can be 
obtained if the transverse dimensions are much larger than the free space wavelength. 
This condition is usually satisfied in actual tunnels for UHF radio waves. Thus, most 
of the power travels in the model interior region, a small part travels in regions K^  
and K ” and even less travels in the four comer regions. Consequently, only a 
tolerable error will be introduced into the solution of the propagation when we 
neglect the fields in the comer regions. 
2.2.2 The Hertz Vectors for Empty Straight Tunnels 
For the present problem it is convenient to describe the fields in terms of y 
components of electric n j and magnetic nj" Hertz vectors. Except the source itself, 
the Hertz vectors satisfy the Helmholtz equation. 
V"n j+ i^ fn5 = o (2.3) 
20 
‘.] ；• I 
V^7+^/nj ' = o (2.4) 
where Ki is complex wave number. 
Once the Uy and n ^ are determined, the related electromagnetic fields can 
be described as follows [17]: 
3 2 n 》 . d u ^ 
i 五 尸 1 + 譯 7 " ^ (2.5) 
i 
i ( , 
|j ( 2 、 
！ Ey= K U ^ m (2.6) 
! ^ 1 I 3 / J ^ 
;,i ^ 
ji 
i 32n5 . an^ ( ” 、 
Ez = - ^ - J ^ ^ ' i ^ (2-7) 




1： a^n^ dU'y ,。Q、 
J 〜 = ^ " - 加 £ 丨 " ^ (2.8) 
i； 
i f 2^ 
i Hy= K j + ^ m (2.9) 
^ 1 ‘ ^2J ^ 
^ 
t^  
- d ^ u f a m , 。 i n 、 
. Hz = ^ ^ + J ^ ^ i ^ (2.10) 









I for the y components of Hertz vectors are: 
〔： 
r 
； nf= I i Amn Sin{kjcm X ) Sin(kyn y )exp(-rmn Z ) (2.11) 
: m = ln = 1 
n f = X lALCos{kxmx) Cos(kyny)exp{-Tmnz) (2.12) 















For the region x > - , expressions for the y components of Hertz vectors 
i 1 ” 
are thus 
i,： 
[ . , 
i ； 
r-
t 0 0 0 0 \ . \ 
f; n f = I 25m"-(YxmJC)^(^>;">0-(-rmnZ) (2.13) 
丨 m = 1 n = 1 
！ • 
0 0 0 0 . V 
！： n f = 1 lBLM^xmX )Cos(kyny)exp{-rmnZ) (2.14) 
m = ln = 1 
i / \ 
b 
while for the region y > — , 
2 
V / 
0 0 0 0 
n；= I Z C m n S i n { k x m X ) e x p [ j ^ ^ y ) e x p { - T m n Z ) (2.15) 
m 二 1 n = 1 
00 00 
n f = 1 I Cmn C o s [ k x m X ) e x p { j y ^ y y x p [ - T m n Z ) (2.16) 
m=ln=1 
where the above y components of Hertz vectors are functions of Fmn which appears 
in the following equations: 
kL+kjn-rL = Kl (2.17) 
kim + Y%-nn = Kf (2.18) 
y l + k%-rL = K'2 (2.19) 
For most tunnels, the horizontal and vertical dimensions a and b are larger 
than the free-space wavelength of UHF radio waves. This impUes that |jt;J « | r |， 
fc^J<<|r|,and r ^ jK^ . 
22 
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I The six coefficients Amn，A%in，Bmn，B%m，Cmn，C%in ^re to be determined 
from the boundary conditions. 
2.2.3 The Propagation Modal Equations for Empty Straight Tunnels 
As the imperfect waveguide model of the rectangular tunnel is symmetrical 




\ y = — . The boundary conditions for these two walls are given below: 2 
_ (a~ b+ ^ . b~ ^ ^ fa^ b+ . . b~ ^ /^ om 
Ey - > - ^ ^ y S" ,^z =Ey Y ' ~ T ^ -—'^ (2.20) [i [: 
i ^ fa~ b+z , b _ ) „ fa+ b^  . ,b— ) ,0 01� 
i： ^ 4 ~ ' ~ ' - T ' ^ J = ^ 4 " " ' - T ' ^ J (2.21) 
！ i 
„ (a~ b+z . b~ ) „ ffl+ b+z , b _ ) /000、 




„ 1 a~ b+z zb_ 1 .. ( a^  b+, 办^一 1 /ooi� 
1 ^ T ' " T - ^ -T'^ =^^ T ' " T - ^ -T'^ (2.23) 
\ J V / 
i. 
|. / , 一 _ \ / , _ , \ 
„ «十 z z a~ b~ „ «卞 z ^ a~ b^ /^ nA\ 
E x ] ^ - - ^ x < - , - , z j = ^x\^~~Y^ ~2'~r'^ ) ( ) 
/ , 一 _ \ / , _ , \ 
^ «十 z z ^~ b_ „ ojt z z a~ 办十 (n^ oc\ ； Ez - ^ - ^ ~ 2 ' ~ ' ^ =Ez - — - ^ 丁,了，之 ( ) 
v J \ J 
/ , 一 一 \ / , 一 . \ JJ 以十z . a~ b— „ ^t 以一办十 
Hx]^--^x < - , - > z J = H;c|^--^^ j , I，z J (2.26) 
( , — 一 \ / , _ , \ 
j j 以广 ^ a~ b~ „ ^十广 ,cT tft /ooq、 







\ Substituting from (2.6)，(2.7), (2.9), and (2.10) into (2.20), (2.21), (2.22), 
. 
and (2.23), we obtain 
Uklm-Tln)sin (宇） 0 (丫?.+补"(-^ ) 0 
-TmnkynSin ( ^ ) i^Hlc,mSin ( ^ ) Tmnkyne^P ( " ^ ) J^H^.m^^P ("^^) M 
1 。 （‘‘)a>, ( ^ ) 0 (YL+rL)-P ( -甲） | £ | =0 . 
； rnokxmCos ( ^ ) kynTmnCos ( ^ ) m,y,^exp ( - ^ ) _ 〜 「 肌 „ 以 尸 ( - 1 ^ ) 
I In a similar fashion, matching Ex ,Ez ,Hx , and Hz on the boundary at 
P ；；; 
[ b . i: y = - gives 
!•. 
「 /fcy«"、 . p lhnb\ { VM • P ( VM_ 
I kxmkynCos l^^l 一J C O ^ i o ^ m " C ^ w ( ^ ^ kxmkyn^^P "^^ J^^2^mn^xp - - ^ 
(kynb\ p (kynb\ ^ { yyn^^ , ( Y^n^^ 「』n 
TmnkynCos H ^ -J®^iO众xmCos - ^ 『肌„飞丫作忍邓-^^ 押^l2众训exp -~— Amn 
V ^ 乂 > / Amn _o (2 29) 
(kynb\ (k,mA ( V") , , ( hn^S 。脳—。、么">» 
mormnSin ^ kxmkynSin(^] -m2^rr1nexp - 々 kxmkynexp 一 了 C%m 
\ ^ \ 丄‘ V y V J 
(kynb\ (kynb\ ( ^yn^^ ( Yy„b、 
Mof^xm^in^-^J kynrmn^in^-^ -jm2kxm^W |^""^J -f^yn^mn^^P | "^"Y"j 
In (2.29) the first and second equations are contradictory, that is to say, i f the first 
equation is tenable, then the second is not. This contradiction arises from the fact 
that the tangential fields at the comer ( x = - , ; y = — ) can not be satisfied. 
2 2 
However, the disagreement can be solved by using the approximation condition 
k ^ kyn being extremely small. Thus, neglecting the terms with kxm kyn，the equations 
in (2.29) become 
24 
、丨 :. .i 
” 
i J 
「 fkynb\ ^ { V " Y 0 -p^ormnCos今) 0 鄉 2 厂 讲 " 哪 - 々 I 
lkynb\ (kynb\ ( Yv„^^ ( ^yn^^ r._1 
TmnkynCos ^ _7叫0众別0»’~^ Tmrdyn'^P - 々 J^V^lkxm^^P - 丁 ,f" 
2 V 2 ^ 2 乂 V 2 J Amn =。 (2.30) 
(kynb\ ^ { yynb^ ^ ^^ 、 ) 
mo^ rnnSin l - ^ 0 -J^ 2^ mn^ W -~\~ 0 [C*mn. 
(kynb\ (kynb\ ( Y ^ ) ( Yy„^^ 
7(oeo^xm5m|^ j^ kynTmnSin\^^j -m2kxm^xp | ^ - ^ j -kynTmn^W | ^ - ^ j 
For a nontrivial solution of (2.28)，it is required that the determinant of the 
matrix of coefficients should vanish, thus we have: 
, . \ . \ L ^ ^ i ( r L - ^ L ) c . / ^ l -
*2y"rL(YL+a02 4 ^ c 4 ^ +co2 ； ' ( • 
^ 】 ^ , “ — r L + Y L ) ^ [ ¥ J (2.31) 
• 卜 , 肌 8 1 ( r L 一 klm)sin{^^+k.m eo ( r L + y L ) c ^ { ^ ] ] = 〇 
Neglecting the first term in (2.31) results in: 
k ^ J ^ \ = 一 丫 产 一 ， ) … . - ¾ ^ (2.32) 
“ $ 1 2 ) ( r L + ^ o e*iHo 
, p + (kxma\ lxmiymn-klrr)^l jK^Ei^E^i-l 
kxmCtg[-^] =-~—~~;^ = {Z.33) 
\ 2 ) ( r L + A:L)eo eneo 
Similarly, the nontrivial solution of (2.30) gives: 
,, lkynh\ lynV^O jKohy|eh_l 
、 令 ) 二 — I = 一 “ " ^ ^ ； ^ (2.34) 
‘ c J ^ ) = 一 ⑩ . J K o e o 4 ^ l ( 2 . 3 5 ) 
\ 2 ) £2 £2 
Equations (2.32) and (2.34) are the propagation modal equations for EL 
modes. For this type of modes, the main electric field component is the horizontal 








Ex while the vertical electric field component Ey is zero. Similarly, equations (2.33) 
and (2.35) are the propagation modal equations for EU modes. For this type of 
modes, the main electric field component is the vertical Ey while the horizontal 
electric field component Ex is zero. 
2.2.4 The Propagation Characteristics of Empty Straight Tunnels 
Both analytical and numerical solutions can be obtained for the propagation 
modal equations (2.32), (2.34), (2.33), and (2.35). Emslie et al. presented the results 
of approximate analytical solutions for the dominant modes E i^ and E\i [1]. 
However, there is no detailed solution steps. Using the procedures given in 
Appendix, we get 
mn 2nme*i /9 ⑷ 
kxm^ + J , I {Z.:>o) 
a Koa2y|e*ri-l 
mc 2nn ,1 力 、 
k y n ^ - + J——,I (2.37) 
b K o W 6 - l 
for Ein modes, and 
mn . 2nm 
kxm^ + J ^ I (2.38) 
a Koa^yjen-^ 
nn . 2nmh (r^ 如、 
^ j n - — + ； 。 I (2.39) 
b KoPyjeh-l 
for Emn modes. These results show that kxm and kyn are complex. The first terms 
are the same as for a waveguide with perfect electric walls. The smaU second terms 
account for the energy loss absorbed by the tunnel impedance walls. 
丨 2 6 
、 . ’ i .....1 
.-i 
m 
Substituting (2.36) and (2.37) into (2.17), we obtain the propagation 
constants for EL modes as: 
~T y F f 
r L = a L + ; P l - , m ^ - ^ 7 f f ^ +"2 1 ^ J 2了 一幻 (2.40) 
I 卜 W A ^ - i 」 b KoWe-2-i_ 
a L = ^ ^ ^ f 4 ) + ^ f / 4 ^ ) Np/m (2.41) 
K W [ ^ J e ^ ) Klb ' l^Ve*2-l J 
^ - ^ ~ f W ^ ( 2 . 4 ¾ 
Similarly, substituting (2.38) and (2.39) into (2.17) gives the propagation constants 
for Emn modes as: 
~~F ^ r ^ 
TU = a l ^ n ^ j P l - L ^ ^ j f + 々 心 2 ? * 2 1 -^0 (2.43) 
\ “ Kofl2Ve*ri-iJ L" Kob^^|^r2-^] 
a U - ^ R e { ^ ] . ^ R e { ^ ] Np/m (2.44) 
KW [ y | ^ l ) KlP I ^Ve^J 
P - F M W (2.45) 
These analytical results show that the attenuation constants are inversely proportional 
to the square of frequency and to the cube of the tunnel size, and the phase constants 
are almost identical to those of the perfect conducting waveguide. Now assuming 
that the complex wave numbers of the tunnel ambient media are the same Ki = Ki， 
we note from (2.41) and (2.44) that E\^  and E\x modes have the minimum 
attenuation for the case of a > b and b > a, respectively. Thus, let an electric type 
27 
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用 
transmit antenna oriented in the X direction excite the tunnel propagation channel, 
the Efi mode wil l represent the field distribution in the far region of the tunnel as a is 
larger than b for most tunnels. The E\^  wave is termed as the tunnel dominant 
propagation mode. 
From the theoretical view point of communication networks and according 
the above results, the tunnel can be regarded as a propagation channel of high-pass 
type. The transfer function in terms of the dominant mode is expressed below: 
P(co) = ^jc/7 [ - r f i ( w ) z \=exp [-afi(co)z - j ^ n { ( i i ) z ] = e x p [-A(co)-;cj)(a))] (2.46) 
It is known that the useful form of P(co) is a high band-pass function with the center 
frequency at «0. We can expand P(co) at coo into a Taylor series as: 
-A(o)o) - (co 一 coo) A (coo)-(①广）^“(①。)一 
P{(^)-exp ( ① 出 ) 2 
7 (^o)o) - X® - ®o)中(coo) - j 中 {m) 
L 2 n (2.47) 
f (⑴ 一 03o) , • 
- a f i (o)0)2: - (¢0 - 0)0) afi (coo)z a^ {m)z -
=exp 2 
7pn(coo)z-y(co-ODo)Pn { m ) z - j ^ ^ 广）Pn M z 
where (j>(coo) and (j>'(a)o) are related with the phase delay x and the group delay Xg, 
respectively. 
<^W = Pn(coo)z = cooX (2.48) 
c|)'(coo) = Pf/(coo)z = cooT, (2.49) 
\ 28 
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The transmission and processing of digital UHF radio signals in tunnel 
environments seem not to have been studied. To M this void, we wil l analyze the 
impact of the tunnel UHF radio propagation channel characterized by P(co) on the 
modulated function of Gauss impulse. 
In time domain the modulated function of Gauss impulse is expressed as: 
Gi {t) = G exp{- r2 t^)exp(j coo0 (2.50) 
The corresponding function in frequency domain has the form as: 
G,(co) = G ^ J - ^ ^ ] (2.51) 
V J 
Gi(co)reaches its maximum at co = coo, and decreases when (co-coo)is larger than 吾. 
Thus we define — as the bandwidth of the source signal. 
T 
The receiver is assumed to also have the Gauss type frequency response: 
Q(co) = e J - ^ ^ l (2.52) 
V y 
where W is the effective bandwidth of the receiver. 
Multiplying G (^co) by P(co)and 0(co), we obtain the frequency response of the 
output signal, which has been propagated over the channel and processed by the 
receiver. Taking the inverse Fourier transformation of this frequency response gives 
the output signal in time domain as: 
29 
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r / ( )2 " \ 、 
V^  ( (0-0)0)2〉 -afi(coo)z-(o)-coo)afi (coo)z- ^ ““ afj {m)z-
co GQ——exp Y^ exp , 、2 “ • 
。 0 ( , ) = 去 了 T \ 47^  乂 [7Pfi(coo)z-j(a)-o)o)pfi'(coo)z-/^ "" Pfi (o>o)^J exp(jm)M 
、 1 ， 〔 - ^ ^ ) J (2.53) 
r r i2 1 
GQ ., 、1 ^-T,+7ocf,(cDo> r. . 、i 
= 丽 哪 卜 " { ^ ( 出 。 ) 小 叫 ^ — - ^M^O)o(M. 
where 
52 = i [ r - 2 + w-2 + 2ocfi" (0)0)z + 2j.pfi" (coo)z] (2.54) 
崎 L J 
The last two terms in (2.54) are related with the secondary amplitude and phase 
bandwidths defined as: 
WA = - | = = = (2.55) 
^2afi (coo)z 
Wp = - 7 = 4 = (2.56) 
V2Pn"(coo)z 
Expressions (2.53) and (2.54) clearly show how the modulated signal of Gauss 
impulse has been deteriorated. The tunnel UHF propagation channel has imposed 
f 
the attenuation factor ^jcp[-afi{m)z], group delay Xg-jafi (coo)^  = x^-f^, and phase 
delay x on the input signal. The bandwidth of the modulated signal of Gauss impulse 
has been broaden. The undesired intersymbol interference in digital transmission may 
occur if the extension of the bandwidth has exceeded a critical value. Furthermore, 
the receiver causes a constant bandwidth extension, while the channel produces a 
propagation distance dependent bandwidth extension. 
2.2.5 Propagation Numerical Results in Empty Straight Tunnels 
30 
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Fig. 2.2 ( a ) shows the frequency characteristics of the attenuation constants 
in a rectangular tunnel of width 8 m and height 4 m for e^ = e*2 = 10. The continuous 
curve represents for the Efi mode, and the dashed curve for the E\i mode. It is seen 
that the attenuation constants decrease as the frequency increases. The Efi mode has 
much less attenuation than the E\^  mode. Fig. 2.2 ( b ) shows the dependence of the 
frequency characteristics of the attenuation constants upon the tunnel dimensions for 
the £fi mode foreH = e*2 = i0. The continuous curve displays the loss rate for the 
large tunnel, while the dashed one for a small rectangular tunnel of width 4 m and 
height 2 m. As is evident that the small tunnel causes greater loss than the large one. 
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Fig. 2.2 ( a). Dependence of attenuation upon polarization versus frequency 
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Fig. 2.3. Attenuation versus frequency 
The dependence of the frequency characteristics of the attenuation constants 
upon the permittivity of the tunnel ambient media is illustrated in Fig. 2.3 for the £:¾ 
mode for the large tunnel. The attenuation constants are insensitive with the 
permittivity. The attenuation constants are approximately the same for the relative 
permittivity e^ = eh = 10 and e;i = e*2 = 5. 
Figs. 2.4 ( a) and ( b ) show the phase and total group delays in second at the 
propagation distance 300 m as functions of frequency calculated by (2.48) and (2.49) 
for the two tunnels, respectively. The continuous curves are for the large tunnel, and 
the dashed curve for the small tunnel. There exist the critical frequencies of 750 
MHz and 1500 MHz for the large and small cross-sectional tunnel, respectively. 
Below the critical frequencies the phase delays increase and the total group delays 
decrease with frequency, while above which they seem not to change with frequency. 
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Fig. 2.4 ( a). Phase delay versus frequency 
Fig. 2.4 ( b ). Group delay versus frequency 
The secondary amplitude and phase bandwidths for the large and small 
tunnels with the same relative permittivity e*i = eh = 5 at the propagation distance 
300 m are illustrated in Figs. 2.5 ( a ) and ( b ). Note the bandwidths increase with 
the frequency and the large tunnel has broader bandwidths. The bandwidths are 
extremely wide, which imply that the extension of the transmitted pulse by the tunnel 
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Fig. 2.5 ( a). Secondary amplitude bandwidth versus frequency 
Fig. 2.5 ( b ). Secondary phase bandwidth versus frequency 
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Fig. 2.6. Dependence of secondary amplitude bandwidth on permittivity 
As shown in Fig. 2.6, the permittivity has noticeable impact on the secondary 
amplitude bandwidth, particularly at higher frequencies. The bandwidth increases 
with the relative permittivity. 
We have found that the characteristics of the tunnel UHF propagation 
channel is correlated with the propagation distance, which will be examined in the 
following three figures. Fig. 2.7 shows the received power versus distance. The 




900 MHz in a rectangular tunnel of width 4.2 m and height 2.9 m. Note the 
attenuation is 42 dB/lOOm in the near region and decreased to 3.9 dB/lOOm in the far 
zone of the transmit antenna. These measured loss rates are close to the theoretical 
attenuation of the E^ and of the Efi modes, respectively. Thus, the communication 
coverage distance in a tunnel will be overestimated if the design is only based on the 
loss rate of the dominant mode. The dependence of both secondary amplitude and 
phase bandwidths at the frequency of 900 MHz on the propagation distance are 
represented by the continuous and dashed curves on Fig. 2.8. It can be seen that 
both bandwidths decrease with the propagation distance. On the other hand, the total 
group delay as depicted in Fig. 2.9 increases linearly with the propagation distance. 
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Fig. 2.8. Dependence of secondary bandwidths upon the propagation distance 
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Fig. 2.9. Dependence of total group delay upon the propagation distance 
2.3 Propagation in Empty Curved Tunnels 
Al l tunnels are not always straight, they are often curved either horizontally or 
vertically. It is observed that curvatures in tunnels have a pronounced effect on the 
wave propagation loss. Mahmoud et al. analyzed the propagation of natural UHF 
radio waves in a curved tunnel by using an idealized waveguide model that has the 
rectangular cross section and the broad curved walls being imperfectly reflecting and 
the narrow straight walls perfectly conducting. The analysis indicated that the 
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curvature of such tunnels wil l seriously increase the natural propagation attenuation 
o f U H F radio waves [21]. 
A great deal of work on curved optical dielectric guides has been 
carried out [22]. The results are found useful to understand the propagation in 
curved tunnels. The curvature in optical dielectric guides causes extra attenuation. 
They are radiation and conversion losses. The radiation loss decreases exponentially 
with increasing the curvature radius, while the conversion loss decreases inversely 
with the curvature radius. We propose an imperfect waveguide model to represent 
an curved empty rectangular tunnel. The expressions of the field configuration in 
curved optical dielectric guide will be used together with the surface immittance 
boundary conditions to develop an approximate theory for the propagation of natural 
UHF radio waves in curved tunnels. Large cross section waveguide model is capable 
of supporting many modes. Mode conversion loss often exceeds the radiation loss in 
curved tunnel propagation. 
2.3.1 The Imperfect Empty Curved Rectangular Waveguide Model 
The imperfect waveguide model of an empty curved rectangular tunnel is 
shown in Fig. 2.10，with its curvature radius R rectangular cross section of sides a 
and b. The ambient media, assumed to be lossy nonmagnetic homogeneous, have 
complex wave numbers as expressed in (2.1) and (2.2). The enclosed space of the 
model is filled with air of constitutive parameters i^。and eo. 
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be even impossible. However, the approximate analytical solution can be obtained 
1 ..1 
for the gentle curved tunnels by the perturbation techniques. The gentle curved 
tunnels are very common in railway transportation lines. This ensures that the field 
‘1 
change by the curvature is small and the perturbation technique can be applicable. 
Furthermore, the transverse dimensions are also required to be much larger than the 
free space wavelength. Thus, most of the power still travels in the model interior 
region, little travels in the four comer regions, and a slightly increased part, compared 
with that in the straight tunnel, travels in regions K^  and K:. Consequently, the 
solution of the propagation can ignore the fields in the comer regions. 
rr^ CN 
1 • \ 
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2.3.2 The Hertz Vectors for Empty Curved Tunnels 
Similar to the imperfect waveguide model of the straight empty rectangular 
tunnel, the fields in the imperfect waveguide model of the empty curved rectangular 
tunnel can also be described in terms of y components of electric n j and 
magnetic n^ Hertz vectors. Generally, the expressions for the electric Uy and 
magnetic n^ should be written as double summations over all the possible modes. 
However, since the tunnel transverse dimensions are usually greater than the free 
space wavelengths of UHF radio waves, the filed matching only along the sides of 
the tunnel interior region will not result in a serious error. Consequently, the electric 
n j and magnetic n^ do not need to be so general. They take such simplest forms as 
n5 = A^ 7v [ { 4 K f ^ y Y R + X) + ^ e Yn{ky y + ^T) exp{-jv<i?) (2.51) 
U^ = A- 7 v [ { ^ K l - k j y R + x) + ^ - ] c ^ ) t , 3^ + ^^ )exp(-M) (2.58) 
J 
ji 
for the interior region of the imperfect waveguide model of the empty curved 丨  
f 
rectangular tunnel. Where A^ and A^ are the amplitude coefficients; ^^,Q.\^^,Q.^ 
are constants that locate the field maxima; K^.ky are the propagation constants for 
the free space and along the Y direction, respectively; J^  is the Bessel function. The 
construction of the above electric ri5 and magnetic n^ has drawn upon the results 
obtained for the curved optical dielectric guides [22]. 
Two types of hybrid modes propagate through the imperfect waveguide 
model of the empty curved rectangular tunnel. They are s L and E^n modes. The 
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electric Hertz potential n j has the dominant contribution to vertically polarized Ehn 
\ 
modes, which have the field components as follows: 
E, = ^ ^ = ^ 4 V ^ F ^ K X [{^Kl — k]yR + x) + ^‘ ]Ow(it, y + ae)exp{-M) (2.59) 
E^ = {Kl - k f ) n5 = A^ {Kl - k f j J , [ { ^ j K l - k j ^ R + x) + ^  e Yn[ky y + H^) exp{-jv^) (2.60) 
E, = ^ ^ = ^ ^ ^ y, [ ( V ^ F ^ ) ( ^ + ^) + ^ ^ ]cos{ky y + n^) exp{-M) (2.61) 
I 
H . = 哉 0 5 = ^ ^/^[(7^)(料小少卞><。”^^”-"(-)绅） (2.62) 
Hy=0 (2.63) 
^ . 吨 
H^ =jCOEo^^ 
^ _ (2.64) 
=7coeo{^|Kl-kjy 7；[(V^T^){/? + x) + ^ ^卞>1(众,J + ^^)exp(-^) 
While the magnetic Hertz potential Uy has the dominant contribution to 
horizontally polarized E^n modes. Changing E into^，£o into -\iQ, and superscript 
ll 
e into m through (2.59) to (2.64), we obtain the field components for the Emn 
modes as: 
H, = ^ ^ = ^ ^ ( V ^ o - ^ ' K / ; [(V^o — kj^R + x) + ^m Yos[ky y + ^ T ) e x p { - j v ( s f ) (2.65) 
H^ = { K l - k f j U ^ = A^ { K l - k j ) j , [ { , | K l — k j y + x) + ^ 饥]5m(^,y + Q^ )exp(-Jv(p) (2.66) 
H : = 杀 樂 = ^ ^ 八 [ ( V ^ T ^ y ^ + 义)+ 平饥 ] cos {ky y + t r )exp{-M) (2.67) 
i 
,1 40 
Ex = -器 1 1 ? ^ = - ^ ^ ^ ^ 人 ( 7 ^ ) ( 及 + 小中拟—(众"+。”以厂(一)吻（2.68) 
Ey=0 (2.69) 
zr . ^^y E,= 一譯0 "T"^ 
如 (2.70) 
= - j - o ( ^ - i t 5 ) A ^ y；[{yiKl-k^y^R + x) + ^^Yn{kyy + n^)exp{-jv<^) 
The Ein and Eln modes are of the quasi- TEM modes. The main field components 
are E^ and Hy for the Ein modes and Ey and Hx for the £：)；„ modes. 
2.3.3 The Propagation Modal Equations for Empty Curved Tunnels 
The propagation modal equations are to be derived on the basis of a surface 
immittance approximation. The exterior region of the imperfect waveguide model of 
the empty curved rectangular tunnel is replaced by approximate surface immittances 
at the interfaces to the interior region, hence the derivation of the propagation modal 
equations is considerably simplified. The surface immittance boundary conditions are 
applicable when the tunnel transverse dimensions are somewhat larger than the free 
space wavelength and the permittivity of the ambient medium is relatively high as 
compared with that of free space. It is noted that these two conditions are satisfied in 
most tunnels for UHF radio waves. 
We give the detailed derivation of the propagation modal equation for the 
Ei^ modes. In regards to the propagation modal equation for the E;n modes, since 
it can be obtained similarly, and therefore is omitted. The boundary conditions for 










: E^=±z,j/^ (2.71) 
where the positive sigh for the top and the negative sigh for the bottom walls. 
Hy=±Yt、’Ez (2.72) 
where the positive sigh for the right and the negative sigh for the left curved walls. 
The impedance Z, and admittance Y^  are assumed to represent the surface 
immittances presented by the outside media and can be expressed approximately as: 
- o J f 
Z,= 2 2 (2.73) 
V^2 -尤0 
F , = ~ 绍 (2.74) 
^oJ-^V^"^o 
V £o 
Now we substitute in (2.71) from (2.67) and (2.68) to obtain two homogeneous 
equations: 
-o^yioSin(ky- + a^] = jZ,kyCos(ky ^ + 1 "^1 (2.75) , 
V 2 y V 2 y '1 
I 
“ 
CO^ )^<S4-&y"^  + m ) = jZ,kyCOs(-ky^+nA (2.76) 
V 2 y V 2 y 
Similarly, substituting in (2.72) from (2.66) and (2.70) gives another two 
homogeneous equations: 
逛 二 ] (2.77) 
^ v ( P ) ^ 
4 M = a (2.78) 





P = ( V ^ F ^ ) / ? + ^ " (2.79) 
s = [ . | I f l 4 y R - a ) + ^ '^ (2.80) 
^ = , [ ^ f ^ (2.81) 
Ti = ;o)^ o^ v (2.82) 
2.3.4 The Propagation Characteristics of Empty Curved Tunnels | 
• 1, >i 
The elimination of Q^ in (2.75) and (2.76) yields the eigenvalue equation for 
ky of the E^n modes as: 
1 
(k b\ . CO^lp .Koy|e:2-l 门 ⑶ 
Tan — = -J — = -J ~~7 (2.83) 
V 力 y ^s^y y^ 
Note the eigenvalue equation for ky of the Ein modes in the imperfect waveguide 
model of the curved empty rectangular tunnel is identical to that in the imperfect 
::'! 
waveguide model of the straight empty rectangular tunnel. Not surprisingly, the • 
:l 
identity comes from the fact that the tunnel is not curved vertically. P 
The eigenvalue equation (2.83) has an approximate closed form solution 
already found previously as. 
n% . 2nn ^ o^x 
k y ^ - + J , I U-^ 4) 
b KobNe;2-l 
The solution of equations (2.77) and (2.78) becomes difficult as the Bessel 
function is involved. However, for the present situation, both the arguments and the 
. i 4 3 ;l •I 
播, 
order of the Bessel function are larger than one，and consequently we can use the 
Watson's first term approximation to replace the Bessel function. 
1 
9 1' [ (p2-v2 ) l ^ 
A(P)= ^ ^ , , - , l L ^ ^ 5 for p>v (2.85) 
n {p ' -v J 3v 4 
'p (p2-v2) i「 [ (p2-v2) l ,"| 
丄―；； ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ ^ T 
y ; ( p ) = r i N L 」 3 f o r P > v ( 2 . 8 6 ) i： 
p ( p 2 - v 2 ) ; 冗 i： 
B -Sin ^ ~ ~ T ^ + - 丨: 
(p2-v2)(p2_v2)7 [ 3v 4]j 
The expressions (2.85) and (2.86) are valid if the following condition is satisfied. 
(p2-v2)* 
、P 2 ) » 1 (2.87) 
V 
Substituting in (2.77) and (2.78) from (2.85) and (2.86) with appropriate arguments, 
we get: j 
't ‘ 
！ 
厂 3 1 ] 
l , 2 _ ^ 2 y ^ ^ J ^ l Z ^ , - ) 
^ ‘ 3v^  4 
^ = L T ^ = - 1 (2.88) 
' “ P ) , 2 . 1 . . (P2-V2); J ‘ 
p(p'-v^)^-vV^^ \ 3v2 +7 
- 3 -
(s^-v^yian (' 一 : 》 + -
V ‘ 3v2 4 
^ = L r ^ = 4 (2.89) 
^vW 3 ( , ? ) • 1 ^ 
4 . 2 _ , 2 X l _ , 2 ^ ^ , , i L 4 i - + Z^  
、 , 3v2 4 
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Let us rewrite equations (2.88) and (2.89) as: 
j M j = ^ K ^ ^ (2.90) 
3v^  4 ripv^-p^v^ + v ^ 
j E 4 i . j . r ( : : t (2.91) 




Manipulating the tangential function, we can change equations (2.90) and (2.91) into '; 
)'. 
L 
^ [ ( p 2 - v 2 ) l - ( y 2 _ 4 
[ ” P ( P 2 - V 2 ) I ^s{s'-v'f 
r|pv2-p2v2^ + v4l^  V[SV^ +5^ V^ 1^ -V^ 1^  
=mn + Tan~^  ~ ^ ： —^—=j= ；~"=U (2.92) 
1+ —P2-V2” ns(s'-vJ 
T|pv^  - p ^ V ^ + V l^3 r|5V^+5^V^-V^l^ 
1 L i �J ] 
1 「 r i p ( p 2 - v 2 ) l 1 _ [ n s ( s ^ - v ^ 1 :i 
=mK + Tan ^ 口 ^- — Tan - ^ r ^ T" 
V^l^-p^V^ + T|pV^  V^l^-^^V^-T|5V^ :| 
匕 」 L 」 J 
where m is an arbitrary integer bigger than zero which determines the order of the 
mode in the X direction, and the Tan—i functions are to be taken in the first quadrant. 
By using the identities 
v = k^R (2.93) 
k l = K l - k ' ^ - k l (2.94) 















I ^^ = 0，and neglecting the l/R^ terms, equation (2.92) becomes 
P 
i| r 31 
:: 4 i i i - ^ T = 威 + 『 ‘ 1 1 5 ^ _ _ ^ 
I 3 < 1 傲 “ ] , ， ] 阶 办 | _ 
>^ r 3 n 
； + - # . o 2 - # ' , T 
-Tan-、 \ ^ ¾ 幻 ^ ^ (2.95) r 
、 、 4 - 〔 i _ ^ , , ( & , ” + ,z2〔i_^J ,； 
: ‘‘ 
」 i'{ 
€ 厂 1 「 ， f , 2 « ,2) 1 
」 ^k' M ^x-^k^ 
！ =mK + Tan-' ― ^ Tan-' -^——^^-^ 
:、 ^ - k ' k ' k ^ ^ k ^ - k ' ^ + ^ ] 
R 、 欠 太 ' U RJ 
. 丄*• 」 L J 
( ： 
i! 




Therefore, the Tan'^ functions can be replaced by their series. Assuming R is large 
’ 
and neglecting the terms with the factor l/R^, the solution of equation (2.95) is ‘ 
j ‘ 
I ； 
？ 'I ； 众,=‘+寻 (2-96) I； 
fi ^K 
i . J 
1 where k . is the separation constant of the Emn modes in the imperfect waveguide 
I ‘、 
^ model of the straight empty tunnel, the second term is perturbation related to the 
S 
i 
, change of field pattern introduced by the curvature of the imperfect waveguide 瀵 
I model. The expression for the k^ of the 五么“modes was given in (2.36), and 
I 
I 5 = 秦 " ) (2.97) 















accounts for the extra loss introduced by the curvature. 5^ measures the power that 
the dominant mode in the straight section would convert to modes higher than the 
dominant in the curved section. 
Having determined the separation constants k^  and ky. we obtain the 
propagation constants for the Ein modes in the imperfect waveguide model of the 
empty curved rectangular tunnel as: 
^ 
k ^ = ^ K l - k l - k ] ； 
ll. 
= J ^ o - t - + 4 ^ 1 - k l 丨 
\ { ^ K ) j 
_ ^ ： i 
Af 26 V 1 ‘ 
- ^ o - T K + 丁 +k》 丨丨 ^ |^V ^^xv y � 丨 
. \ - ^ - ^ ] - ^ - 2 ( ^ ] ' (2.98) I 
2 2 a {ak^^ j ( 
V / \ z 1 
, 2 6 .| 
命 了 丨 
•. I 
a { K ' o - k l - k ' ^ ) j 
=k — 'I 
“ 2k^.R : 
|| 
J 
Expression (2.98) clearly shows that the propagation in the curved tunnel suffers an 
extra attenuation which is inversely proportional to the curvature radius. 
2.3.5 Propagation Numerical Results in Empty Curved Tunnels 
Fig. 2.11 shows the frequency characteristics of the extra propagation 
attenuation produced by the tunnel curvature for the dominant Ef^  mode. The 
transverse dimensions of the rectangular tunnel are assumed to be width 8 m and 













curve represents the relationship of the extra propagation attenuation with frequency 
n 
i-
t for the curvature radius 1000 m, and the dashed curve for the curvature radius 
1500m. Note the extra propagation attenuations increase with frequency. Thus, the 
choice of the highest frequencies, though justified for straight empty tunnels, is not 
adequate for curved ones. Moreover, it demonstrates that the extra propagation 
attenuation decreases with the curvature radius. 
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Fig. 2.12 displays the dependence of the frequency characteristics of the extra 
!i 
i 
propagation attenuation on the width of the curved tunnel for the dominant Efi 丨 
mode. The height remains unchanged 4 m. The curvature radius keeps at 1000 m. 
The ambient media are the same with e*j =e*2 =10. The continuous and dashed 
curves represent the extra propagation losses for the tunnel width 8 m and 4 m, 
respectively. The extra propagation attenuation arises from the mode conversion 
caused by the tunnel curvature. The more energy is coupled to the higher order 
















narrow width will help to suppress the excitation and propagation of the higher order 
modes and the mode conversion wil l not be easy in the narrow tunnel. Consequently 
the extra propagation loss, as is evident from the figure, is smaller for the narrow 
tunnel. 
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Fig. 2.12. The effect of the tunnel width on the curvature extra attenuation 
The dependence of the frequency characteristics of the extra propagation 
attenuation on the permittivity of the tunnel ambient media is illustrated in Fig. 2.13. 
The transverse dimensions of the rectangular tunnel keeps at 8 m wide and 4 m high. 丨 
;'i 'j 
The curvature radius is 1000 m. The continuous and dashed curves represent the 
' / 
extra propagation losses for e*i =e*2 =10 and e*i =e*2 = ^ ' respectively. The 
ambient media with the smaller permittivity causes greater extra propagation loss. 
The effect of the ambient media property on the extra propagation loss becomes 
noticeable at higher frequencies. This is different from that in straight tunnels where 
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Fig. 2.13. The effect of the permittivity of the tunnel ambient media on curvature 广 
I 
extra attenuation 1 
‘i 
Fig. 2.14 is an example of the effect of polarization on the curvature extra 
i I 
propagation attenuation. The £:fi and E|^  modes are represented by the continuous 
II 
and dashed curves, respectively. As it is shown that the E^ ^ mode suffers lower |.i i 
1. 
;,f 
curvature extra propagation loss than the Ei\ mode. The reason is that the £^ mode 
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In this chapter, we have first analyzed the propagating modes in empty 
straight rectangular tunnels with imperfect but smooth walls. The structure can 
support many modes of which the E\^  mode has been termed as the dominant one for 
most tunnels. The propagation attenuation constant is inversely proportional to the 
square of frequency and the cube of tunnel cross-sectional dimensions. At given 
frequency, the attenuation is more strongly dependent upon the tunnel transverse 
• . 1 
dimensions than the constitutive parameters of the tunnel. Based on the idealized '丨' ii 
•'丨 
condition of the single dominant mode propagation, we have found that the tunnel ；； 
:.i 
! 




depend upon tunnel transverse dimensions more apparently at lower frequencies. On ij 
[i 
the other hand, the secondary amplitude and phase bandwidths are noticeably | 
• I 
affected by the tunnel transverse dimensions at higher frequencies. The propagation 
；I 
；I 
i - . j 




transmit antenna, the propagation suffers larger attenuation but enjoys short total i 
'1 
i; 
group delay and broad secondary bandwidths. 
Secondly, we have proposed an imperfect waveguide model to represent 
empty curved tunnels. The requirement of the top and bottom walls being perfectly 
reflecting in the model used by Mahmoud and Wait is not necessary in our model. 
The utilization of the field configuration in the optical dielectric guides and the 
surface immitance boundary conditions has greatly reduced the complexity of the 








propagation constants valid for gentle curved tunnels has been achieved. It has been 
shown that the curvature generally increases the propagation attenuation. The 
curvature extra propagation loss is inversely proportional to the curvature radius, and 
almost linearly increases with frequency. By comparison with the horizontally 
polarized mode, we have found that the vertically polarized mode suffers more 
straight loss but enjoys less curvature attenuation in tunnel propagation. In addition, 
under the constant curvature radius, either the tunnel narrow width or the higher 1! 
II 
." 
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Propagation in Occupied Tunnels 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in 
occupied tunnels. The term occupied means that there are objects of various sizes in ^ 
？ 
]-i 
tunnels. Generally, these objects increase the propagation attenuation and make the |, 
propagation problem become even more complicated. The specific objects are ！ 
； I ；I 
I .t 
vehicles in road tunnels, trains in railway tunnels, and supports in mine tunnels. The ;j 
；i 
effects of these objects on the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in their 
I 
：I 
corresponding occupied tunnels are emphasized. 丨 
3.2 Propagation in Road Tunnels 
The propagation problem in a road tunnel is analyzed in this section. The 
丨1 
existence of vehicles in the road tunnel makes it into upper free and lower occupied I 
/ 
regions. The region with vehicles is modeled as a homogeneous impedance layer. 
The concept of effective dielectric constants is used to derive the propagation modal 
equations from which the propagation characteristics of the road tunnel are readily 
obtained. The approach of effective dielectric constants was proposed by 
Mclevige et al. to study the dispersion characteristics of coupled dielectric 
waveguides [23]. The method was later used by Yamaguchi et al. [11] to investigate 





Road tunnels may generally be similar to underground streets. However, their 
environments are somewhat different. In addition, Yamaguchi et al. [24] reported 
the measurements of vehicles on propagation in two scaled road tunnels. They found 
that the propagation loss due to vehicles in tunnels is determined mainly by the 
number and the size of the vehicles. Vehicle location and tunnel transverse shape do 
not affect the propagation loss significantly. The scaling factor of 100 limited the 
r 
range of frequencies referring to actual tunnel sizes within 80 to 120 MHz. The ！ 
ii 
k 
frequency was too low to compare to frequencies used in current microcellular and 
：I 
personal communication networks. 
3.2.1 The Imperfect Partially Filled Rectangular Waveguide Model 
！ 
I 
Road tunnels are featured with vehicles whose effects on the natural I 
i 
I 1 
propagation of UHF radio waves remain unknown. The rigorous analysis of the 丨 1 I 
problem would be impossible if the reasonable simplification was not considered. To :i 
alleviate the difficulty and as the first approximation, we treat a road tunnel to be a 
I 
imperfect partially filled rectangular waveguide of width a and height b as shown in ^ 
Fig. 3.1. The ambient media are lossy nonmagnetic homogeneous with the intrinsic 
constants [iQ,ei,oi for the top and bottom walls, and [iQ,Z2,C2 for the left and right 
walls. The vehicle occupied region is modeled as an homogeneous dielectric layer 
with the constitutive parameters M^，£v, Ov. The heights of vehicles are taken to be an 
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Fig. 3.1. The imperfect partially filled waveguide model of a road tunnel -
？ 
Since the transverse dimensions of the imperfect partially filled waveguide :, 
ii 
‘I 
model are larger than the free-space wavelength, it can be further simplified as the ！ 
! 
combination of two parallel-plate guides perpendicular to each other. The horizontal ： 
：I 
guide as shown in Fig. 3.2 (a) is taken to be infinitely long in the X direction. The 
j I 
• ！ 
upper free and lower vehicle occupied regions are terminated by tunnel top and 丨 
‘i j 
bottom walls, respectively. The vertical guide as shown in Fig. 3.2 (b) is taken to be I 
i 
‘ 1 
infinitely long in the Y direction. The internal space and vertical walls of the tunnel I 
have been replaced by hypothetical media with the effective dielectric constants | 
/ 
e i^ and e^2. The effective dielectric constants will be defined analytically later. The 
propagation characteristics for the original partially filled waveguide model is 
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Fig. 3.2. Two steps in partially filled imperfect waveguide analysis i| 
i,i 
(a) Structure for analyzing y variation, (b) Structure for analyzing x variation. 
I 
. i,i, 
3.2.2 The Scalar Potentials 
1 i i ！ 
: ; ' i 
The electromagnetic fields were described by the y components of Hertz :j 
I 
electric and magnetic vectors when we dealt with the propagation in straight empty ；! 
rectangular tunnels. Here we express the fields in terms of two scalar potentials cj>^  j 
and 中'. 
;l 
Ex = ^ | ^ + coHo^z^ (3.1) 3 
er(y) oydx 
^ y = ^ f ^ ^ ^ ^ ] r (3.2) 
e*r(y)、 dx^J 
- j k ^ 3 f . 3(j)' (飞 7 、 
五 2 = ^ 子 一 卹 0 ^ (3.3) 
& r { y ) 办 dx 












£ 56 ^ :S 
Hy = i k l - f ^ V (3.5) 
V ox ) 
36' d ^ 门 <、 
H, = > e o ^ - y ^ ^ ^ (3.6) 
where ji。and £。are the permittivity and permeability of free space, erW is a 
complex relative dielectric constant in the region of application, and kz is the 
propagation constant in the Z direction. 「. 
'I 
I" 
Note that (^ ' has the dominant contribution to vertically polarized£:^„ modes, i 
！ 
which have the electric field predominantly in the Y direction, and 中"has the 
dominant contribution to horizontally polarized s L modes, which have the electric 
field predominantly in the X direction. Mclevige et al. [23] has demonstrated that the 
solution for the Eln and EL modes can be respectively obtained by setting 中"and 
中'in (3.1) through (3.6) to be zero, respectively. The solution for the propagation 
characteristics obtained in this manner has been found to be quite close to the : 
i| 
solution by using both 中"and 中'in the field expressions. .: 
For the Ein modes,中"in each region of the horizontal waveguide can be 
represented as: 
¢ { y ) = A 》 e x p [ - j kfy >^) e x p { - j k% z) Y > b - d ( 3 . 7 ) 
中 办 { y ) = B ) C o s [ k l y y ) + C'y 彻 ( 略 > ' ) e x p { - j k % z ) b - d > y > 0 ( 3 . 8 ) 
中 " { y ) = D'y C o s { k i y y ) + F ) S i n { k i y y ) e x p { ^ j k % z ) 0 > y > - d ( 3 . 9 ) 
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¢ ^ { y ) = G'y e x p { j k ^ y y ) e x p { - j k % z ) - d > y (3.10) 
where A),B),C),D),F^y,G) are unknown amplitude coefficients and k‘k、’k、y are 
the wavenumbers in the Y direction in their respective regions and subject to the 
relation 
4 / = 8 * l / ^ g - < = / ^ g - ^ g / = E % K l - k i y ' (3.11) 
where k% is the propagation constant of the horizontal parallel-plate waveguide; and "* 
\ ii^  
i e*i, e*ry are the complex relative dielectric constants of their respective regions. We •；' 
may write (3.11) in the equivalent form 
4 / = e ^ . K i (3.12) 
where 
j 8 . ^ = 8 * . - ¾ ( 3 . 1 3 ) 丨 
£》v is defined as the effective dielectric constant [23], and may be interpreted as that ’ 
•、 
1 of a hypothetical medium in which the propagation characteristics is identical to that | 
I ><^  
I 
of the original structure. The effective dielectric constanteJi can be defined in a 
similar manner. However, since most of the energy will trap in the tunnel interior, 
Eel is approximately equal to e*i. 
Having determined the effective dielectric constants of the various regions, 
we can then analyze the propagation characteristics in the vertical parallel-plate 
waveguide.中"in each region of the vertical waveguide can be represented as: , 
f 
1 _^  
l ^  








I c|>"(x) = A5o:p(-j. itf j)o77(-j^z) X > 0.5 a (3.14) 
i 
(|>^ { x ) = B i C o s { k i x x ) + Cj S i n { k i x x ) e x p [ - j k ^ ^ z) - 0.5 a < X < 0 . 5 a (3.15) 
:丨 
I 
:| ¢^ { x ) = Dh e x p { j k l x ) e x p { - j k ' ^ z ) x < - 0 . 5 a (3.16) 
1 
.1 'i .1 
:l where Ai,Bi,C^x>Di are unknown amplitude coefficients and k^ ,^k^x are the 
j 
1 
,i wavenumbers in the X direction in their respective regions and subject to the relation 
j 
！ 
丨 i t p = e J i ^ - i ^ 2 = A ^ _ ^ 2 (3.17) r ； 1:1 
: I ii' 
i !|) 1 j t where k^  is the propagation constant for the Ein modes in the Z direction identical :' 
to the propagation constant in the partially filled imperfect waveguide model. 
For the E%n modes, cj>^  can be obtained by replacing the subscripts or 
superscripts h in the corresponding 中". 
• I 
3.2.3 The Propagation Modal Equations for Road Tunnels | 
'I 
I 
For the Emn modes, (j>^  is set to be zero, the tangential fields to be matched ； 
• f ] 
I I 
:i 
for the horizontal waveguide are Ex and Hz components. The relationships between | 
,¾ 
these components and 中"are J 
E . = o ^ ^ o 4 A ' (3.18) 
fh = - j k % l (3.19) 
Matching the field components Ex and Hz at y = b - d, we obtain 
A? e x p [ - j k^y { b - d ) ] = B'y Cos[k'oy { b - d ) ] + C 》 S i n [ k l y { b - d ) ] (3.20) 
A? k^y e x p [ - j k\y { b - d ) ] = j k'oy [ c ' y Cos[k!^^ { b 一 d ) ] - B'y S i n [ k j ^ ^ { b - J)]} (3.21) 




aty = 0 
B) = D) (3.22) 
C'yk'oy = F'ykiy (3.23) 
and similarly at y = - d 
G ) e x p [ - j k^y d ) = D》Cos{k^y d ) - F ) S i n ( k i y d ) (3.24) 
G ) k L e x p ( - j k L d ) = - j k i y [2¾ S i n ( k ' , y d ) + F ) Cos{k% ")] (3.25) f 
ilJ ,、' 
The six equations (3.20) - (3.25) can be rearranged into a matrix form. For a 
i 
nontrivial solution, the determinant of the coefficient matrix should vanish and gives 
the eigenvalue equation for k^ y 丨 
I 
. . ^ I 
一 k^ j k ^ j k ^ j k ^ / \ I 
^§J T a n [ k i ^ y ( b - d ) y j ^ li-^Tan{kl}yd)卜^：知^ T a n { k l } y d y ^ l + ^ T a n [ k h y ( b - d ) j 卜0 (3.26) j 
、- ^-- 」J LL 」L y 」J 
• I 





components. The relationships between these components and 中"are ;J| 
^ « 
i^ z = -7co^o^ (3.27) J 
dx 
H, = U - ^ 1 ( ^ ^ (3.28) 
V ox ； 
Matching the field components Ez and Hy at x = 0.5 a, we obtain 
「 1 「 「 ~l 「 ] -
A ^ e x p - j k l ^ = ^ j k i , C i C o s k l ^ - B i S i n ^ 4 | (3.29) 
一 ^ J L 匕 J 匕 」一 
_ 1 「 r— ~| —• «_— 




and similarly at x = - 0.5 a 
— _ 「 _ _ _ —— 
D i k l e x p - j k l ^ = - j k i c C i C o s k i , ^ + B i S i n k i , ^ (3.31) 
— 」 L L J L 」-
D i { k f + k l ^ ) e x p \ - j k l ^ ^ { k f + ^ 5 / (55 Co| i tJ . | l - c5 S i n \ k ^ , M (3.32) 
— 」 L L 」 L 」_ 
The four equations (3.29) - (3.32) can be algebraically manipulated to eliminate the 
four unknown amplitude coefficients Ai ,Bi ,Ci ,Di , leaving the eigenvalue equation 
i)'i 
for kix '' 
'\ 
_„〔字)—)竿]「4,+,.华4字]]:。 (3.33) ! 
_ V 2 乂 Egi 」L e^l V 2 乂」 , 
.I. 
5 





n「 ~|「 ~| 本 i 
^ r a n ( , v ^ , y j f l . J ^ T a n U ( t - , ) ) + .&严如广-<)^ l+)!t!^r—,vO =。 (3-34) 
erv r^lJL ^0/rl J 匕 ^rlJ^ ^h^ i^ J 
,i \ 
-众1^4学1-7仏1路+7札4¥1^。 （丄均 ）丨 _ V 2 y JL V 2 yj 
I 
3.2.4 Propagation Numerical Results in Road Tunnels — 
The propagation modal equations (3.26) and (3.33)-(3.35) are solved 
numerically. The results are presented as follows: Fig. 3.3 illustrates the propagation 
attenuation as a function of frequency for the horizontally polarized dominant wave. 
The intrinsic constants chosen in the calculation are e*i =e*2 =1^, e^ =1.5, 
a^ = 0.1 S/m. The transverse dimensions of the tunnel are 8 m wide and 4 m high. 








attenuation when the tunnel is empty. While the dashed and the dashed-dot curve 
display the propagation attenuation when the tunnel is partially filled with the 
vehicles of the average height 1 m and 2 m, respectively. Fig. 3.4 shows the 
propagation attenuation as a function of frequency for the vertically polarized 
dominant wave. As is evident from these two figures that the propagation 
attenuation decrease with frequency irrespective of vehicles. Note the propagation 
r* 
attenuation are increased by the existence of vehicles. However, the increased 3 
,1 
degrees are functions of the average height of vehicles. For instance, when the 1 
i 
average height of vehicles is 1 m, the propagation attenuation are slightly increased ,： 
•‘ 1 
for both the horizontally and vertically polarized dominant waves; however, when the | 
i 
average height of vehicles becomes 2 m，the propagation attenuation are greatly j 
‘:i 
‘*• 
increased for both the horizontally and vertically polarized dominant waves. j 
I t 
！ 
Comparing Figs. 3.3 with Fig 3.4，we observe that the vertically polarized wave still v； 
;; 
suffers higher loss. 、 
1¾ 
20, . . . . . 'J 
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Fig. 3.4. Attenuation versus frequency for vertical polarization 、 
？ 
丨’》» 
The propagation attenuation is insensitive to the relative permittivity of the ；；' 
':1 
equivalent dielectric layer of vehicles. Changing e^ from 1.1 to 1.9, we found that 
I 
there were almost no change in the propagation attenuation. We determined to . 
choose e^ = 1.5 . The value is justified by the fact that the vehicle is considered as a | 
！ i 
• 5 
sparse dielectric medium composed of air and vehicles. ! 
i •] 
The dependence of the propagation attenuation upon the conductivity is 丨 
i 
examined with changing a^ from 0.1 to 1. The transverse dimensions of the tunnel J 
I 
remain unchanged. The average height of vehicles keeps at 3 m. Figs. 3.5 and 3.6 
f* 
show the effects of the conductivity a^ , on the propagation attenuation for both the 
； horizontally and vertically polarized dominant waves as a function of frequency. The 
& 
fe 
， dashed-dot and continuous curves represent the propagation attenuation for 
6 % 
I a^ =O.landa^ =1.0, respectively. As are shown that the conductivity has the 
I 
I different effects on the propagation attenuation for the horizontally and vertically 
暴 












of the propagation attenuation for the horizontally polarized dominant wave but the 
augmentation of the propagation attenuation for the vertically polarized one. 
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Fig. 3.5. Effect of the conductivity on the attenuation for horizontal polarization 
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Fig. 3.6. Effect of the conductivity on the attenuation for vertical polarization 
3.3 Propagation in Railway Tunnels 
The propagation problem in a railway tunnel is concerned in this section. The 
train in the railway tunnel will change the field distribution and block the wave 
propagation. Chiba et al. studied the effects of trains in the railway tunnel by the 
finite-element method with the assumption of both the tunnel and trains to be fuUy 




I t i 
I %
raised TM^ wave cutoff frequencies, and changed field distribution for both TE^ 
and TM^ modes. However, they did not investigate into the effects of trains on 
propagation. Considering the train basic structure, we propose an oversized 
imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model to study the effects of the train on 




3.3.1 The Imperfect Periodically Loaded Rectangular Waveguide Model 
丨‘' 
• 
The simplified geometry of the problem to be treated is shown in Fig. 3.7. |, 
I 
The tunnel is rectangular in cross section with horizontal and vertical dimensions c 
(, 
and d, respectively. The ambient medium, assumed to be lossy nonmagnetic 丨 
I 
！ 
homogeneous, has permittivity £a, permeability |Llo, and conductivity Oa. The interior •! 
s' 
• 1 
of the tunnel is filled with air of electromagnetic constants 8o, M^  and in which a i 
！ 
rectangular cylinder constructed periodically with steel s and glass g located along J 
.f 
", 
the tunnel longitudinal direction with period P = s+g is used to model the train. The ;! 
I 
fJ 
train with transverse dimensions a and b is assumed with permittivity £t, permeability 
^0 and conductivity Gt in order to deal with the effects of passengers on propagation. 
This resulting oversized imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model is believed to 
be able to reveal the important characteristics of natural propagation modes in tunnels 
,;¾' 
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Fig. 3.7. The imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model of a railway tunnel 丨 
3.3.2 The Surface Impedance Approximation 
I 




theory is the surface impedance, which is defined as the ratio of the tangential electric ； 
1 
field to the corresponding orthogonal magnetic field at an interface [17]. The surface i 
1 
'.I 
impedance, an alternative approach to describe the electromagnetic boundary J 
I； 
'\ 
condition, often simplifies the electromagnetic field representation as it can be easily | 
,«•* 
obtained for many electromagnetic problems by using the transmission Hne 
analogy. 
3.3.2.1 The Surface Impedance of a Semi-infinite Lossy Dielectric Medium 
Consider a plane interface of two adjoining media, the upper and lower of 




^ ^ ^ M-o>gQ 
\ M^O,Efl,Ga 
eX 
Fig. 3.8. Reflection from a semi-infinite lossy dielectric medium 
incident with an angle of e, on the interface, we readily obtain the approximate 
3 
expressions for the surface impedance from a consideration of the Fresnel reflection : 
' ' \ 
'：i j 
coefficients of the plane wave on the interface as: ! 
^ o o r i o l + R' 二 ^ 0 ^ ^ 0 二 K o n o ( 3 3 6 ) 
^^ ^ ~ ^ 1 - R^ “ ^e； - S i n \ ~ V ^ “ M ^ o • i 
i 
j 
for vertical polarization at the grazing incidence; j 
> I 
7 . p。1 + /?' %yc-^^ '^ 'e, - ^o^|^：a-l K o y \ o ^ K i - K l i 
^ y z a - ^ o C o s Q , - ^ ^ = - ^ = ^ ; ^ = ^2 (3.37) i 
l - K ^ra ^ra 八 《 ； 
J .;i 
for horizontal polarization, where Ko is given previously, rio 二 y|^o/^o，Ka = K ^ ^ ^ ， ’ 
i| 
(j J 
and here e*a = era- j~—is the complex relative permittivity of the ambient medium, 
肌0 
and 0) is the angular frequency. The surface impedance are constant independent of 
the angle of incidence at the grazing incidence. Note that in this case we need not be 
concerned about the fields in the lower medium in order to solve the boundary value 
problem in the upper region. 




Consider that a plane wave is incident with an angle of 0, on a thin lossy 
dielectric slab of thickness t in free space as shown in Fig. 3.9. The Fresnel reflection 
i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 。 £ 。 
^^^^^^^ l^^^^^^^^ l 
个 i^o，£o 
*nm 
Fig. 3.9. Reflection from a thin lossy dielectric slab |；) 
丨；丨 
coefficients of the plane wave on one interface of the thin lossy dielectric slab are: j 
1 
R ' ( l - P i ^ P . ) 1 
R ： = ^ ~ " ^ (3.38) 5 
‘ W P i " P d ； 
i 
for vertical polarization; j I 
！ ‘i 
R h ( ^ _ p 2 p \ ； 
R^= 、 , 2 (3.39) .| 
l-R'P,^Pd I .i. j 
,i 
I 
for horizontal polarization, where /丨 
,i f 
'\ 
P, = e x p i - j ^ ^ ] = e x p ( - j K ^ t ) (3.40) ‘ 
1 CosVf」 \ >^ 
P^  = exp{jKQ 2tTanQ,SinQi) = 1 (3.41) 
Thus, the surface impedance of the thin lossy dielectric slab can be determined as: 
^. Tlo l + R / _ rio l + R ' ( l + P ' P g ' 
” ~ CosGf l - R / — Cose^ l - R ^ [ l - ^ t ^ ^ d , 
( , 、、 （3.42) 
_ f i i 5 ^ ) r l + - ( - W ) ) 





…. ^ 八 l + R、’h ^ 八 1 + R^ f l + R ^ P . ) 
Z' - rio〔^？戏——V = ”o CosQi V ^ 
) z 。 1 一 尺 / ‘ l - R h [ l - P ^ ^ P ^ 
, 、 ( / 、、 (3.43) 
7^ f i ± j Q ^ l 700 [ i + M - 2 j . M ) 
~ H ^ ^ r ' \ l - e x p [ - V K ^ t ) ^ 
3.3.2.3 The Surface Impedance of a Three-layered Half Space 
The surface impedance of a three-layered half space are given here. The 
method of solution is omitted since the derivation for closely allied problems has been , 
i,^  
given in [17]. As indicated in Fig. 3.10, the half-space region is represented by three ‘ 
't' 
t, ! ：：\ 
homogeneous regions. These are defined in such a fashion that the electromagnetic ! 
1 
properties and thickness are m , £g’o《，t，^, e。，h，and i^。，e“，a^，oo，respectively. 
i. 
' z , y ^ ^ j r \ J a n { K , t ) ) ： 
Z,,-T|, .^ ^ . ~ ^ (3.44) I 
\ ^ j Z , y ^ T a n { K , t ) \ 
V / 1 
！ -1 
/ A .丨 
^ + 7 T | o T a n ( K o h ) I 
Zzy2 = ^ 0 ： — (3.45) 
‘ 0 Tio+J.Zz7—/^oA) i 
V 乂 ''| 
,1 ‘ 
1¾ 
^ l + J r ] J 2 T a n ( K g t ) ) 丨 
Zyz - ri. 7 ~ ^ (3.46) ^ 
‘ ' [ Y 2 T ] , + J T a n ( K , t ) j 
^ + j ± T a n ( K , h ) 
Y, = ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.47) 
l + j ^ T a n ( K o h ) 
[ 〜 
w h e r e r ] g = y | v ^ o / e g ， K g = K o ^ J ^ , and here e*g = e r g - J - ^ i s the complex relative 
coe。 
permittivity of the region with the thickness t. 
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Fig. 3.10. Reflection from a three-layered half space 
" ^ 
3.3.2.4 The Surface Impedance of the Sidewall of a Train in a Tunnel ；； 
i.i 
t/ I 
The sidewalls of a train are made of steel and glass, which exhibit periodic 丨 
, . ( 
structure. A three layered half space illustrated in Fig. 3.11 can be extracted to ： 
• k 
simplify the boundaries of the problem, provided the dimensions of all related ' 
i 
physical structures are larger than the wavelengths of free space UHF radio waves. | 
i 
The approximate expressions for the surface impedance on the interface X = x^ can .J 
i I I 
be written as: 
) '1 
'i' 
Zzy{xo) = Z for o+<z <^- (3.48) ‘ 
I 
Z^{xo) = 0 for 5+<z <p- (3.49) 
Zy^{xo)-Zy^ for o+<z <5- (3.50) 
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Fig. 3.11. A three-layered half space model of the sidewall of a train in a tunnel | 
《 1 
3.3.3 The Hertz Vectors for Railway Tunnels 
i 




functions, and the choice of these two scalar functions is arbitrary [18]. Based on the I 
• n 
( 
problem to be solved, we choose n j and nj^ as two scalar functions, | 
I 
.I , 
.• . i 





Therefore the first step in the theoretical analysis involves determining the 
Wy and n^ in the different regions of the physical model. However, since the 
approximate surface impedance boundary conditions will be used, we are merely 
necessarily find the n j and n^ for the train-occupied region. They can be expressed 
as: 
n'y= i X [AanSinK^^x + B^nCosK,n^]Cos{^^ Exp[-J^z ) (3.52) 








r •. ^ 
?,.. 
T. 00 00 / \ 
n ^ = 1 1 [CqnSinK^^x + D^nCosK^nx]sin\^\ Exp[-^^z ) (3.53) 
q=— n=0 \ b / 
i! 喊 “ 
where Aqn, Bqn, Cqn, Dqn arc unknowH amplitude coefficients. Floquet's theorem has 
been applied to construct the above expressions for the Uy and riy . In these 
equations: 
y, = y + 7 — (3.54) 
p ^ 
？ l'K 
and the separation constant 丨 
I. r 
_ 1 
《，7丫5 + ‘[予〕2 (3.55) •！ 
i 
,.'i 
. — 0 丨 





the train intemal space. 
i 
As the expressions for the n j and n^ has been available, it becomes ; 
‘\ '1 :|' 
straightforward to find the field components. For convenience, only those necessary , 
:3 
field components related to determine the propagation modal equation are given 
below: 
00 CO ( ( ？、 




厂广 \ 1 . * nT^q 
的 7® e? Kqn Aqn 一 " ~ Dqn CosKqn X 
仏 = S i \ \ C o s { ^ ) E x p ( - y ^ z ) (3.57) 
q=— n=0 nK^ 1 \ “ f 
一 j O ) E * K ^ ^ B c j n + - ^ C q n S i t l K g n X 
_ V / _ 
( . riT^q ] 
JCOM<0 Kqn Dqn + — ~ Aqn S i f l K g n X 
E i : \ i \ { S i n { ^ ) E x p U z ) (3.58) 
“一 „=0 [ . ^ nny ] \ “ / 
- 拜 0 Kqn Cgn 一 ~ 7 ^ Bqn CosKqn X 
b 
_ V J � '》1 n !卜 
l_K ； 
( / 、2、 ，丨 ⑵ 如 nK ) r 1 / w7Tv \ / \ •'.[ 
H y = S I K } - — CqnSinK j c + D q n C o s K q n X Sin ^ E x p ( - y . ) (3.59) | 
q = ^ n^0 b L ” J \ b / \ Z I； 
V \ y y 
3.3.4 The Propagation Modal Equations for Railway Tunnels 
i 
.’ I 
In view of the periodicity of the field, only the unit cell is considered again to | 
I 
! 
obtain the propagation modal equation whose solutions will give the propagation : 
i 
characteristics of different electromagnetic modes in our oversized imperfect 
periodically loaded waveguide model. However, the field has been expanded into an | 
^ i 
infinite set of spatial harmonics, all of which must be simultaneously presented so that I 
iwr 
the total field can satisfy the boundary conditions. The harmonics may be considered 
independently only when the boundary is uniform along the Z direction in the cell, 
which is designed along the lower left comer of the train. The boundary conditions 
on the tangential components of the total electric field on the train top and bottom 
walls are automatically satisfied because of the solutions for the n j andn^ 
deliberately obtained above. The boundary conditions at the interface x = 0, a for 
the unit cell require that: 
73 
I 
^,(o ,:y^ ，Z )=Z^,(0)//,(o ,:y，Z ) [ f / (z-^) - U ( z - p ) 0 <Z < p (3.60) 
E y [ a ,y ,z ) = - Z z y { a ) H , [ a ,y ,z ) U ( z - s ) - U ( z - p ) 0 <Z < P (3.61) 
£z(0，y，z ) = -Z,^(0)i/,(o,>' ,z )[f/(z-5) - U ( z - p ) 0 <Z <p (3.62) 
Ezi^a , y ,z ) = Z y , { a ) H y i ^ a , y ,z ) [ " ( z _ 0 - U ( z - p ) 0 <Z < p (3.63) 
where U{z) is the unit function. Now we substitute in (3.60), (3.61), (3.62), and .一 
? 
I_K 
(3.63) from (3.56)，（3.57)，(3.58), and (3.59) and eliminate variable z by using the :' 
J 
[ 
orthogonality properties of the exponential function, that is, multiplying (3.60), 
I 
N 
(3.61)，(3.62), and (3.63) on both sides by Exp (y^z )，here r is an integer in the 丨 
j 




homogeneous equations in the four coefficients, A^„, Bqn，Cqn. Dqn. For a nontrivial 
I i 
solution, it is required that the determinant of coefficients should vanish; thus we '| 
‘i ； 
have the propagation modal equation: ； 
^ - 〜 z i '^  
j^ z*tKqnZX -K 0 ^ ^ ~ ~ 
b 
muY^„ 
0 - ^ - m o K , n - K Z 2 
b 
=0 
j0)e；K^ nZ3 + KTan{Kqna) K - j ( O E ' t Z 3 K c j n T a n ( K g n o ) --^^ Tan{Kqno)Z3 _打^們幻 
b b 






where the following abbreviations are used: 
Z1 = Z , y ( 0 ) ^ ^ (3.65) 
Z2 = Z y M ^ ^ (3.66) 
p-s 
Z3 = Z , y { a ) - ^ (3.67) 
H^  
P-S ？ 





/ \2 '• 
K =K}- — (3.69) \ 
b ： 、“ ! 









丫则 are called the hybrid modes of the oversized imperfect periodically loaded 
;i 
II' 
waveguide model, and are denoted by HEMq,mn • ’ 
I 
Now let Z1 = Z2 = Z3 = Z4 = 0，which means that the train in the tunnel is 
idealized as a rectangular waveguide with perfect electric walls, thus no 
electromagnetic coupling can take place between the interior and exterior of the train, 
that is to say, electromagnetic wave propagation inside the idealized train is 
independent of that inside the tunnel loaded with this idealized train. In this case 
Kqn = ^on , equation (3.64) simplifies to: 
Tan^ Kona ) = 0 (3.70) 
75 
1 
Obviously, the solutions of equation (3.70) are identical to those of the 
rectangular waveguide with perfect electric walls, although the equation takes the 
form different from that of a rectangular waveguide with perfect electric walls. 
It is more meaningful to notice that when n = 0, equation (3.64) 
reduces to two uncoupled modal equations for the TSMq,mo modes 
(transverse section magnetic: Hy = Q ) and the TSEq,mo modes 
^ ？ 
(transverse section electric: Ey = 0) : 
；：[ 
: | 
Me*tK,oK (Z1 + Z3 ) i 
略 “ ) = 〜 8 “ 3 ， (3.71) I 
i 
for the TSMq,mo modes, 丨 
‘ ！ 
i 1 
丁 (^ � _ o K @ K (Z2-Z4 ) 丨 
『 如 ) = 出 2 购 _ 权 2 4 (3.72) I 
I 
for the TSEg,mo modes. Actually, equation (3.72) is an artificial one because no ’: 
•i' 
A 
TSEq,mo modes could exist in such a periodically loaded rectangular waveguide . This 5 
J 
conclusion can be verified as follow: Let assume Z2 = Z4, then the right side of 
equation (3.72) will become zero, this implies that all the TSEq,mo modes would 
propagate without any attenuation. Obviously, this violates the principle of energy 
conservation. Therefore, the nonexistence of the TSEq,mo modes has been proved. 
3.3.5 The Propagation Characteristics of Railway Tunnels 
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I 
Equation (3.64) has to be solved numerically for the separation constant Kqn • 
However, a closed-form solution for the separation constant Kqo from equation 
(3.71) can be obtained easily. Since the right side value of equation (3.71) wil l tend 
to be extremely small as the wavelength becomes smaller compared with the 
dimension of the model. As a result, we may use the technique described in 
Appendix to obtain the separation constant Kqo for the TSMq,mo modes as: 
I ；! 
mn ^^(mKZlZ3o)e;f + J Z l Z 3 ( Z l + Z3)aKo)e；滅 ^ , J ^ ( Z l + Z3) ,。，。、 ：丨 
KaO ~ 1 « h J (3. / 3 ) 
“ l a 2ZlZ3flCOe; a 4m7cZlZ3e? | 
i 
Z1 is equal to Z3 when the train travels in the middle of the tunnel, then .,| 
j. 
m7i J(mnZlZ3coe;y + j Z l Z 3 ( Z l + Z3)ame； mn . T]。 ^ … 、 '| 




This result shows that Kqo has approximate values as for a waveguide with ：[ 
i 
perfect electric walls, except for the imaginary term, which is small, and accounts for i 
!i _ 
the energy loss absorbed by the imperfect walls. Having found Kqn, we can ! 
twr 
calculate y^ from equation (3.55)，on neglecting second-order terms, as: 
i , - A x -^f4rTl (3.75) 
L 2 V Kt J 
Thus, the propagation constant y in the z direction is easily obtained from equation 
(3.54) as : 















3.3.6 Propagation Numerical Results in Railway Tunnels 
落： 
For the purpose of numerical analysis of radio wave propagation in the 
oversized imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model of the railway tunnel, two 
sets of physical parameters are chosen. One represents a train in free space, and the 
other does the train in a tunnel environment. 
For the train in the free space: a = 3 m; b = 2 m; t = 0.03 m; Eg = 5eo ； 
m 
Cg = 10—12 s/m; The train is occupied by passengers with the constitutive parameters '! 
；丨 ^ i 
£, = 280 ； Or = 10 S/m. Fig. 3.12 illustrates the propagation attenuation as a function i 
I 
of frequency for the dominant TSMuo mode in free space. The surface impedance for 
j. 
the thin lossy dielectric slab was used in the calculation. As is evident from the figure 
• | ! 




the train regarded as the waveguide. Note that the continuous curve represents the I 
•！ 
i 
propagation attenuation for the case of s = 1.5 m and g = 1.0 m，while the dashed J 
f 
\ 
curve displays the propagation attenuation for the case of s = 1.0 m and g = 1.5 m. | 
J 
They show that the propagation attenuation decreases with the glass length provided 
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Fig. 3.12. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in free space • 
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I')> 
For the train in the tunnel: a = 3 m; b = 2 m; c = 8 m; d = 4 m; t = 0.03 m; ；'' 
, . ’ 
c 
Ea = lOeo ； o« = 10—2S/m;£《 = 5£o;(Jg = 10-i2S/m; e, = 2eo； a^  = 10^ S/m. The upper | 
curves in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14 show the propagation attenuation as a function of 
I 
frequency for the dominant TSMuo mode when the train travels in the middle of the I 
‘ ！ 
I 
tunnel environment. They correspond to the cases where the unit cell of the train has | 
i 
1-
the same period P = 2.5 m and the different steel lengths 1.5 m and 1.0 m. The : 
1 
‘1 
surface impedance for the sidewall of the train in the tunnel was used in the ;j 
i! 
calculation. The lower curves show the frequency characteristics of the propagation 
J 
attenuation of the dominant £:^  mode when there is no train in the tunnel. It is seen 
that the dominant TSMuo mode suffers higher attenuation than the dominant £:^  
mode. This may be simply thought as the train existence makes the effective 
transverse area of the tunnel becomes small. On the other hand, the propagation in 
the tunnel occupied by the train is more complicated. The propagation attenuation 












I propagation attenuation exhibits fluctuation. This fluctuation phenomenon is caused 
I 
1 by the layered and periodic structure of the physical model. The depth of fluctuation 
I 
h 
h reaches its maximum around the frequency of 1200 MHz and become smaller for 
I 
t higher frequency. The location and magnitude of the maximum fluctuation was 
I 
空. 
I found to be dependent upon the glass thickness. 
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Fig. 3.13. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in the middle of the tunnel * 
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Fig. 3.14. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in the middle of the tunnel 
The curves in Figs. 3.15 and 3.16 show the propagation attenuation as a 
function of frequency for the dominant TSMuo mode when the train travels in the 
left side of the tunnel. The distance between the left walls of the tunnel and train is 
•/•1 
80 
.• i 」 
！ 
1 m. We observe that the propagation attenuation is slightly smaller compared 
correspondingly with Figs. 3.13 and 3.14. The reduction of the propagation 
attenuation for the dominant TSMx,io mode is more noticeable at frequencies lower 
than 2 GHz. 
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Fig. 3.15. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in the left side of the tunnel j I 
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Fig. 3.16. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in the left side of the tunnel 
The effects of passengers on propagation are quantified in terms of the 
intrinsic constants e^  and o,. These values are unknown and vary with a temporal 
density of passengers. We calculated the propagation attenuation with appropriate 
values. From the fact that there are 1-2 passengers per square meters, the train 
81 
i 
interior is considered as a dielectric medium consisting of air and passengers. Hence, 
the permittivity and the conductivity were chosen to be e^  = 2 ~ 4£。，and 
(j, = 10-4-i0-5 s/m, respectively. The variation of these parameters produced 
obvious change in the dominant TSMuo mode propagation attenuation. The curve in 
Fig. 3.17 shows the frequency characteristics of the dominant TSMuo mode 
propagation attenuation for the conductivity <j, = 10_5 S/m. The comparison of the 
5 
curve with that in Fig. 3.13 indicates that the attenuation decreases as the ,, 
'•: 1 
•！ 
conductivity declines. The decrease covers the whole frequency range. While the 1 
I: 
curve in Fig. 3.18 illustrates the frequency characteristics of the dominant TSMuo 
i. 
mode propagation attenuation for the permittivity e, = 4eo. The comparison of the | 
I 
) 
curve with that in Fig. 3.13 indicates that the attenuation is sensitive to the relative ； 
i 
permittivity. The attenuation decreases as the relative permittivity increases. The j 
• f j 
reduction is more significant at lower frequencies than that at higher frequencies, for :;i 、 
instance, more than 50 dB reduction is observed at the frequency of 1.2 GHz. ^ 
w 
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Fig. 3.18. Attenuation versus frequency for the train in the middle of the tunnel ； 
As the cutoff frequency of the dominant TSMyio mode is mainly governed by ；：' 
I i 
the horizontal dimension and the internal permittivity of the train. Therefore, it is , 
obviously higher than that of the dominant E|^  mode. 丨 
• I 
i 
Finally, we list the dominant TSMuo mode propagation attenuation at the | 
! 
• K 
frequencies of 900 MHz and 1.8 GHz from Fig. 3.13 to Fig. 18 in Table 3.1. These j 
• I 
I ！ 




propagation attenuation at the frequency of 900 MHz has the maximum 50.49 丨 
I 
dB/lOOm, minimum 28.24 dB/lOOm, and mean 39.6 dB/lOOm. While the 、 
propagation attenuation at the frequency of 1.8 GHz reduces to the maximum 
17.11 dB/lOOm, minimum 13.34 dB/lOOm, and mean 14.62 dB/lOOm. 
83 
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Table 3.1 The dominant TSM^o mode propagation attenuation ( dB/lOOm) 
Figure Attenuation Attenuation 
900 MHz 1800MHz 
3 13 49.67 14.38 
3.14 35.79 13.36 
3.15 50.49 14.37 
3.16 36.33 13.34 1 
！ 
3.17 37.08 17.11 :1 
：！ 
3.18 28.24 15.15 丨 
L — ! 
3.4 Propagation in Mine Tunnels 
I 
Research on the special problems of UHF natural radio wave propagation in | 
I 
•:, 
mine tunnels can be traced back to the 1970's when the US bureau of Mines | 
i 
: i 
conducted its investigation into the subject in order to realize the prospective benefits ； 
j 
of mobile communications in underground mining. Generally, mine tunnels can be ；丨  
I 
classified into two types: room and pillar mining tunnels, and longwall mining tunnels. 
4r 
Emslie et al. published a theory of UHF natural radio wave propagation in room and 
pillar mining tunnels [1]. They found that the propagation was realized through the 
dominant mode £:fj and the scattering of the mode into higher-order modes by the 
roughness and tilts of the tunnel walls, which room and pillar mining tunnels exhibit 
to a marked degree. In this section we will study the UHF natural radio wave 
propagation in longwall mining tunnels. The distinct feature of a longwall mining 
84 
, 
tunnels. The distinct feature of a longwall mining tunnel is that there are a lot of 
vertical metallic supports periodically placed along the direction perpendicular to the 
tunnel axis. Obviously the actual physical existence of these metallic supports effects 
a change in both distribution and propagation of natural electromagnetic modes, 
makes them different from those in empty tunnels. For instance, a quasi-TEM mode 
may exist in an empty tunnel. However, such a mode is destroyed by the existence of 
% 
metallic supports. 丨 
j 
‘‘s 
3.4.1 The Imperfect Periodically Loaded Rectangular Waveguide Model ' | 
I 
I 
Considering that there are a lot of vertical metallic supports periodically 
i. 
placed along the direction perpendicular to the tunnel axis, we propose the 
periodically loaded imperfect rectangular waveguide model as shown in Fig. 3.19 to 
k 
\ 
simplify the longwall mining tunnels. Normally a long wall mining tunnel is 
I 
I 
approximately rectangular in cross section with horizontal and vertical dimensions a ! •1 
1^  
and b, respectively. The shield metallic-plate top, bottom and left-sided walls can be ； 
idealized as perfectly conducting. The right-sided wall is assumed to be lossy ^ 
nonmagnetic homogeneous medium of permittivity £讲 and conductivity Om，which 
could represent the mine body to be cut. The interior of the tunnel is filled with air 
and in which perfectly conducting rectangular cylinders are used to model the 
metallic hydraulic pressure supports with transverse dimensions 2c and d, 
respectively, which are connected with the top and bottom walls, and located along 





3.4.2 The Hertz Vectors for Mine Tunnels 
The y components of electric and magnetic Hertz vectors are used to 
represent the fields in the periodically loaded imperfect waveguide model of a 
longwall mining tunnel. They can be expressed as: 
U f = I i AfnSin{kqn x ) C o s ( ^ ] exp{- T^ z) 0 < x < e - c (3.77) 
q=-oo n=0 \ t> J 
00 00 / \ ^ 
U f = I IA^lCos[kqn^)^^ 'w ^ exp[-Tqz) Q<x<e-c (3.78) ) 
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Fig. 3.17. The imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model of a longwall mining 
tunnel 
n f = i I U f n Sin{k^n x)+Bfil Cos{k^n A:)]Co/^16xp{- T^ z) 6 + c < x < a (3.79) 




n f = i i [ A ^ ^ S i n { k c i n x ) + B^^Cos{k^nX%mf^lexp{-T^z) e + c < x < a (3.80) 
g=_oo n=0 \ b J 
where 
r , = r + j ^ (3.81) 
k^ n = r?+0)2 ^ io £0 -〔"^) (3.82) 
Floquet's theorem has been applied to construct the above expressions for n j and ^ 
,i 
n ^ . The fields in region a < x < oo must represent outgoing waves in the X direction |; 
I 
and have the form under the assumption of the top and bottom shielding plates in the 丨 
i 
longwall mining tunnel go infinity: 丨 
i 
oo oo / \ j 
n f = £ i A%^n exp{-fy)Cos[ ^ exp{- T , z) a<x<oo (3.83) 1 
q--oo n=0 V t) / I 
{ 
I 
oo CO ( \ :{ 
n f = i i A ^ ^ e x p { - ^ ) S i n [ ^ exp{-T^z) a<x<oo (3.84) i 






《2 = (^丫 一 p 2 一 ^ 2 ^ ⑶ L ^ - j ^ 1 (3.85) 
V b y< 1 (i)EoJ 
In seeking the appropriate form of the solutions for the region e - c < x < e + c , we 
need to concentrate on one unit only because n f and ny^ j^ other units repeats 
itself except for a propagation factor exp{-TP). This leads to the adoption of the 
following forms: 
U f = I i \ A ' J S i n { k n i x ) + 5 ^ ? C o s { k n i x ) ] C o s [ ^ ^ ^ S i n 阮丄“") e - c < x < e + c (3.86) 




Y l f = i i [A32 Sin{kni x) + B f Cos{kni x ) ^ i n ( ^ ] c o s 玩("") e-c < x < ^  + c (3.87) 
n=o/=o V 0 y L P - d _ 
where 
e = c o 2 _ _ 〔 〒 ) 2 _ 〔 A ) 2 (3.88) 
As to the twelve unknown amplitude coefficients in the above expressions of the Uy 
and Uy , they may be determined in terms of the boundary conditions. -
1’ 
1 
3.4.3 The Propagation Modal Equations for Mine Tunnels 丨 
.ri .1 
In view of the periodicity of the field, only the unit cell 0 < z < P is considered 丨 
1 
again. However, the field has been expanded into an infinite set of spatial harmonics, 
i 
all of which must be simultaneously present so that the total field can satisfy the | 
j 
j 
boundary conditions. The harmonics may be considered independently only when the : 
i .i ‘i . 
boundary is uniform along the Z direction in the cell. The boundary conditions on the | 
tangential components of the total electric field on the top, bottom, and left-sided i| 
walls are automatically satisfied because of the solutions for the n j and n^ obtained ！ 
J 
above. Similarly, the tangential electric field on the surfaces of the metallic supports 
perpendicular to the Z axis are also satisfied due to special choice of the nf and 
nj"2 The tangential components of electric field must be continuous across the 
interfaces between different regions, and must vanish at A： = e±c：，and 0 < z < d. The 
tangential components of magnetic field must be also continuous, but are 
88 
s 
discontinuous on the faces of the metallic supports because of the induced surface 
electric current. For convenience, let: 
Ki(^土c) = Afi Sin[kni{e士c)]+ 巧？Cos[kn i {e土c) ] (3.89) 
AS {e 士 c) = A。2 Sin[kni {e 士 c ) ] + B f Cos[kni {e 土 c)] (3.90) 
Al/ 7T^  r r 1 r il 
B h {e 土 c ) = J ^ ^ K i {e 士 C ) - ; c o ^ i o [ A „ f S i n [ k n i {e 土 c ) ] - B f C o s [ k n i {e 土 c ) ] ] ( 3 • 9 1 ) 
如 
BZ {e土 c ) = 二气、A S {e 土c) + 加 e o K i [ A ^ j S i n [ k n i {e土 c)]- B^J C o s [ k n i {e士c)]] (3.92) ) 
b ( d - P ) 丨 
‘,1. .f 
i' 
The boundary conditions at the interfaces at x = e i c are first applied. The boundary | 
！ 
is not uniform along the Z direction, so that the spatial harmonics must be considered •！ 
|. 
：i' 
simultaneously. This yields the following equations for d < z < P ！ 
-1 • j 
l A p i n [ k , n { e - c ) ] e x p { - T , z ) = i K i { e - c ) S i n 玩二) (3.93) ； 
q=— I = 0 一 . I 
I 
I . 
i U ¾ ^ ^ + A?¾7CO^ lo^ n^ Sin[kqn{e-c)]exp{-T,z)= l B f , i { e - c ) C o s ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.94) | 
=^—L b 」 / = o f - d !i 
'i |j 
i \AfnSin[k^n{e + c ) ] + B ' , l Cos[kcin{e + c ) ] exp{-Fci ^ ) = l A h { e + c ) S i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ' f (3.95) ] 
g=_ooL / = 0 r - d 
找兀 r 1 ‘ 
~ ~ ^ Afn Sin[kqn ( ^ + ^ )J + Bfn Cos[k,in {e + c)\ 
I i — ( - r “） 
"一 -7C0 i^okgn AS^  Cos[kc^n{e + c)]-B^SSin[kqn{e + c)] (3.96) 
= M e . c y : o s ^ ! ^ 
z = o P - d 
The right sides of the above four equations are equal to zero for the closed interval 




i A^Xos[k^,(e一 c)]exp(-r,z) = Z A^{e-c^^os 玩广“) (3.97) 
q=~°° i = o P - d 
i \ A $ ^ 7 c 0 8 0 k , n - A S ^ ^ ^ ] c o s [ k , n ( e - c ) ] e x p { - r , z ) = £鄉(")^/"细广") (3.98) 
? " L b 」 1 = 0 尸-以 
I [ A ^ i Sin[k^n (e + c)] + B^^ Cos[k,n {e + c ) ] ] e x p { - T ^ z) = l A Z { e + c ) S i n ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ (3.99) 
¢ = " 0 0 1 二 0 “ 一 “ 
tw 
r p 1 p ^ I l *| 
JC0 80 kqn A f n CoS kqn (它 + c ) — B^n S i n kqn (^ + c ) ‘ 
oo L J L. J 'I 
^ 咖 i i K r " ) ] 
"一 i-"^ 卜『"3彻[^：們(它+〔)]+鄉3 04^>(己+〔)] Jj (3.100) 'I 
- ‘ … l n ( z - d ) ' 
= l B - , ( e + c ) S i n ^ ^ 
1 = 0 P - d 
I 




orthogonality properties of the exponential and the trigonometric functions. : 
！ 
i 
‘ ！ . 
Multiplying equations (3.93) to (3.96) on both sides by exp(-Trz)，here r is an integer | 
in the range of negative infinity to positive infinity, integrating from 0 to P, and !j , 
replacing r with q gives ‘ 
^ 
i Q A ;^ (e - c ) = P A'^n S i n [ k , n {e - c ) ] (3.101) 
i=o 
00 " 兀 Y^ r 1 
Z D i i B ' , i { e - c ) = P A f n ^ ： ^ + A ^ i jco ^ o k , n S i n [ k , n { e - c ) ] (3.102) 
i=o ^ L b 」 
1 C ' i A:, {e + c ) 二 P[A^ S i n [ k a n {e + c)] + B f n Cos[k,^n (e + c)]l (3.103) 
l=0 
^ ^ ^ ^ U f n S i n [ k g n {e + c ) l + B$t Cos[kcin {e + c ) ] l 
I D^5^,(^ + c)=F b (3.104) 
'=。 - j c o ^ 0 k q n U ^ n Cos[kqn {e + c ) ] - B ^ ^ S i n [ k q n {e + c ) ] l 
L L L J L JJJ 
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1 
Multiplying equations (3.97), (3.99) by C o s [ m { z - d ) / { P - d ) ] , and (3.98)，（3.100) by 
Sin\m{z-d)/{P-d)\，respectively, here r is an integer in the range of zero and positive 
infinity, integrating fro d to P, and then replacing r with 1 yields 
I D^l A^^ C o s [ k g n {e 一 c ) ] = A^i {e - c ) { P - d ) 1 = 0 
q = - o o q ^ 
= A ^ i { e - c ) { P - d ) / 2 />0 (3.105) 
*« 
°o 「 舰「《 1 ’ 
I C^1 A^7C08o ,^„ - AS^  - ^ Cos[k,n {e 一 c) = 0 1 = 0 , 
q=~^ " 1 b 」 '[ 




i D ^ j [ A ? ^ S i n h d n {e + c ) ] + B^^ C o s f k ^ (e + c ) ] l = A ^ (e + c ) ( P - d ) 1 = 0 ； 
Ul L L J L JJ 
q=~°° I 
= A^i{e + c ) { P - d ) / 2 />0 (3.107) I 
k 
\ 
^ M ^ o k q n Aql C o s [ k q n (^ + ^ ^ ) ] " Bql S i n [ k q n (^ + c ) ] ！ 
i C ^ A nnT 卜。 / = 0 '| 
" — — q —~r^ fA?? S i n [ k q n {e + c ) l + B ^ ^ Sinhc^n (e + c)]l 
1 b JJJ , 
= BZ(e + c ) { P - d ) / 2 / > 0 二 
(3.108) 
where 
C, = W ( r * i ^ . + ^ t ( - ; ) : - y ] (3.109) 
‘ " ) h + f e ) _ 
91 
Q = J ^ x . ( - r , .)s.. M i ^ . . = / 4 ^ . ( - r . ^ ) - ( - i ) ^ . . ( - r . P ) ] (3. l lO) 
‘ P - " ) [ " + 〔 歧 
^ = f ^ ( r , z p s ^ , . = ^ J ( - ^ ; - K ^ ^ ^ ) - 7 f ^ ^ ) ] (3.111) 
d 尸“ 。 f l n 、 
r n ^ J _ 
z^, = f - 邮 柴 由 = - 中 ) : - ( 々 ) ： ( 々 ) ] (3.112) ’ 
d P - d f 1% Y 
叫 巧 ] ) 
,1 ；！ 
. .I 
The boundary conditions at the jc = a interface, which is assumed to be uniform along | 
1. 
the Z direction, are now applied. They can be enforced on each spatial harmonic 
丨， 
independently. The continuity of Ey, E^ and Hy,Hz at x = a yields: 1 
•I , I j 
_ f n n \ ^ ~ _ 广"兀、2_ .\ 
Kl——— \ A f n Sin kqn a + B f n Cos kqn ^1 = A A%Uw{-^a) (3.113) • 
V b夕」L [ V b y � ！ 
I 
i , 
-^^^^ [Ag Sin kgn a + Bfn Cos kqn«] 「"冗「 1 , 、 ， i i i , 、 ’： 
< b = - ^ A f n + moTA^n^ exp{-Va) (3.114) ’| 
-JC0 ^ 1。kqn [A^f Cos kqn d 一 B^f Sin kqn «] ^ 」 ,I 
、 i 
t¥ 
— 2 — 一 2 — 
K l - { ^ f A ? ? S i n k , n a + B^^ Cosk,na] = K l - [ ^ ] A ^ U x p { - T a ) (3.115) 
V b 7 V o y 
一 J L _ 
-yOD £o kqn [A$1 Cos kqn « — B^^ Siu kqn o] � ^ ^ p _ 
« nn r = " T ^ ^"n + J(oemr AjJ exp{-Ta) (3.116) 
+ - ^ \ A ^ f Sin kqn a + B^f Cos kqn a L ^ 」 
b 
The unknowns concerned with the amplitudes and the propagation characteristics of 
the total electromagnetic modes are all implied in equations (3.101) to (3.116). 
However, it is only the fundamental mode that we are interested in. The propagation 
92 
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modal equation for the dominant mode can be obtained by setting n = 0 in the above 
equations. Note a reduction can be carried out to derive the modal equation. The 
method of reduction is to let equations (3.105) to (3.108) remain in which amplitudes 
Afo, A^^,Afo, A o^^  ^fo' B^ o can be expressed as the functions of amplitudes 
Ao;, Aoi^ , BoJ, B^l from other equations. Thus the four remaining sets of equations 
with four sets of unknowns Ag?, A^f-, B^j, 5¾^  can be more easily solved. The 
’ 
i< 
mathematical processing of reduction is very tedious, hence only some essential . 
J 
results are given. 丨 
1 
1 i E l o i [ - Affi2 Cos[koi {e - c)] + B^ Sin[koi {e 一 c)]] = Ag {e - c){P - d) 1 = 0 ； 
q--oo 1=0 






I £ 4o /K? Sin[koi (e - c)]+ B%] Cos[koi {e - c)]] = 0 / = 0 i 
q=-oo 1=0 i 





Z i E%[A^^ Sin[koi (e + c)] + 棚 2 Cos[koi {e + c)]] = A^ {e + c){P 一 d) 1 = 0 
q=~oo 1=0 
= A!^[{e + c ) { P - d ) / 2 />0 (3.119) 
£ 5 E]oi[A'oj Sin[koi {e + c)]+B^j Cos[koi {e + c ) ] ] = 0 1 = 0 
q=-c<y 1=0 
(P-d)B^j(e + c) 




厂 2 _ k o i D \ i D ^ i C o t k , , { e - c ) 
丑-二 ^ ( 3 . ) 
五 “ = 等 『 , ， ( " ) (3.122) 
(kqQ Sin kq0 « 一 ^bCos kqo a ) S i n kqo {e + c ) 
koi D ' ^ i D ^ i 
+(kq0 Cos kq0 « + ^ ^ S i u kq0 a)Cos kqO {e + c ) 
E%i = (3.123) 
0^0 
「(众沖 pigSin kgOa -E^^bCos kgoa)Coskqo (e + c) 1 ., j 
kqO C^iC^i '' I 
^ qi qi - ( k q 0 li^oCos kgO a + E ^ ^ b S i n kqo a ) S i n kqo {e + c ) 丨丨丨！' 
/r7 ,^ = (J.124) |i 
种 4 > I' 
here 
i 
「O^go Sin kqO a - ^>Cos kqo a)Cos kqo {e + c ) 
e^o = Pk,o , 、 ， 、 （3.125) 
L_(&"oCW>yA:40<3 + e^435"m^40")*^ m^go(e + c)J 
^ K 
「(A0m57"々^a-£m^a?U〜4s/"々^(e + c) ] I 
xPgo = P ( j . l 2 C ) ) ！ 
: +(kqO M-0^os kqO a + E ^ ^ b S i n kqo a)Cos kqo (^ + <^)J | 
'I ！ 
• 'i 
b = ~ i ~ ~ (3.127) J 
_ . dm ！ £rm 一 J 
①£o J 
Putting equations (3.117) to (3.120) into the matrix form, we obtain 
j [Qo]ho = 0 (3.128) 
where[0o] is an infinite block matrix, whose elements can be found in equations 
(3.117) to (3.120), and ho is a vector, whose 1th segment is [A§?, B§, A^f, B^f[. 
Setting the determinant of the block matrix {Qo[ equal to zero gives the modal 






Furthermore equation (3.129) can be divided into two subequations, one 
corresponding to the subvector [^ ¾ ,^ 5¾ ]^^  is an artificial equation because no 
1 
TM^Q to z modes could exist in such a periodically loaded rectangular waveguide 
model, the other relevant to the subvector [Agf, 5¾?]^  is the modal equation for r^。. 
The fields related to r _ are called the TE to z modes of the imperfect periodically ^| 
‘ 1 
I丨: 
loaded rectangular waveguide model of the longwall mining tunnel, and denoted by | 
I, 
TE^Q. The modal equation for r^o has been obtained rigorously. However, i f we 
use the fact that the e is much larger than c, the modal equation can be simplified as: 
〜 。 略 + 令 一 产 。 ^ ^ (3.130) 丨 
•^0 ^^ 0 '• 
‘！ 
3.4.4 The Propagation Characteristics of Mine Tunnels ； 
•:， 
The calculation of the separation constant Kqo from equation (3.130) is a ” ) i i'; 
simple task. The approximate analytical solution can be obtained. Since the right 
,4* 
side value of equation (3.130) is extremely small. As a result, we may use the 
technique described in Appendix to obtain the separation constant K o^ for the TE^^ 
modes as: 
mK . 2rn^o^oV^mi +1 /o i oi \ 
K g O ^ - + J { ^ . L ^ L ) 
q la ^o^ 
This result shows that Kqo has approximate values as for a waveguide with 
perfect electric walls, except for the imaginary term, which is small, and accounts for 
95 
the energy loss absorbed by the imperfect walls. Having found Kqn, we can 
calculate r^ from equation (3.82), on neglecting second-order terms, as: 
r . - i ^ o [ i - f ^ l 1 (3-132) 
2 V ^0 y 
Thus, the propagation constant r in the z direction is easily obtained from equation 
(3.81)as: 
•] 
r = i L - ^ ' - ^ l (3.133) 'I 
2Ko P !' 
- J I： 
j ： 
1 
3.4.5 Propagation Numerical Results in Mine Tunnels 
i. 




imperfect periodically loaded waveguide model of the mine tunnel, we choose ; 
i 
a = 4 m ; b = 2 m ; e = 1.2 m;c = d = O. lm;P= 1.5 m，e^ = lOeo; Cm = lO-^  S/m. They | 
I 
represent the typical longwall mining tunnels. Figs. 3.20 and 3.21 show the 
‘( ；‘ 
propagation attenuation as a function of frequency for the dominant TE^Q mode in the | 
'v' 
imperfect periodically loaded rectangular waveguide model of the mine tunnel and for 
I the dominant E^^ mode in the empty straight rectangular waveguide model of the 
mine tunnel, respectively. We observe that the frequency characteristics of the 
propagation attenuation for the dominant TE^ ^ mode is very flat. The existence of 
such periodic supports makes the imperfect rectangular waveguide exhibits the pass 
band property for UHF radio signals. In addition, the comparison of two figures 
96 
also indicates that the dominant TE^ ^ mode has larger propagation attenuation than 
the dominant £：。mode. 
11.592| ^ . i . . 
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3.5 Summary 
In this chapter, we have analyzed the natural propagation of UHF radio 
waves in occupied tunnels which include road, railway, and mine tunnels. 
The existence of vehicles in road tunnels makes the tunnel interior into upper 
•； free and lower occupied regions. The lower region occupied with vehicles has been 









was proposed to study the propagation problem in road tunnels. The method of 
effective dielectric constants was used in the analysis. We have found that the 
propagation attenuation are insensitive to the relative permittivity of the dielectric 
layer. However, the conductivity of the dielectric layer has noticeable effects on the 
propagation attenuation. The increasing of the conductivity results in the reduction of 
the propagation attenuation for the horizontally polarized dominant wave but the 
]: 
augmentation of the propagation attenuation for the vertically polarized one. The ；! 
.1 
I propagation in road tunnels depends strongly upon the average heights of vehicles. |丨 
The higher the average height of vehicles, the larger the propagation attenuations are 
for both the horizontally and vertically polarized dominant waves. .:! : i The imperfect periodically loaded rectangular waveguide model was proposed ! 
i '1' 
i .^ 
to Study the propagation problem in railway tunnels. The surface impedance j 
I i 
； ! 
i approximation was adopted to formulate the problem. The theoretical results 
; i 




propagation constants for those important TSMq,mo modes was obtained. Meanwhile, 
why TSEq,m,o modes can not exist was also proved. The numerical results were 
presented for the dominant TSMuo mode. The train generally increases the 
propagation attenuation. The frequency characteristics of the propagation 
attenuation becomes more complicated. 
Based on the actual electromagnetic environments in long wall mining 
tunnels, the imperfect periodically loaded rectangular waveguide model was proposed 
98 
to study the mechanisms of the natural propagation of UHF radio waves in mine 
tunnels. A rigorous analysis has been conducted to obtain the modal equation for TE 
to z modes in long wall mining tunnels. The modal equation, after tedious and 
complicated reduction, is in a form suitable for carrying out numerical analysis. The 
approximate analytical solution was obtained for the propagation constant of the TE^^ 
to z modes. The numerical analysis for the dominant 7 ¾ mode propagation constant 
:i 





















Statistical and Deterministic Models of Tunnel UHF Propagation 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter we will describe the UHF radio propagation experiments in 
five tunnels. The experimental results are compiled and analyzed to develop the 1 
‘1 
‘！ 
tunnel UHF statistical model and to validate the deterministic model as well. The ‘[ 
f 
statistical model is obtained by fitting the experimental data with the known 
probability distributions. The deterministic model is developed based on the 
impedance uniform theory of diffraction. The impedance uniform theory of 
. I 
I 
diffraction, without the drawbacks of not being able to easily handle longitudinal :: 
^ 
nonuniform tunnels of the imperfect waveguide theory, offers another theoretical ； 
approach. j 
！ 
4.2 Statistical Model of Tunnel UHF Propagation | 
r 
Multipath propagation in rural, suburban, urban, and indoor environments has 
been extensively studied [29]. It is found that multipath propagation results in the 
signal fluctuations and the intersymbol interference. Moreover, as multipaths change 
randomly, radio propagation channels generally have been characterized statistically. 
I i 
Similar to multipath propagation, multimode propagation in tunnel environments also 
produces the signal fluctuations and the intersymbol interference. As these modes are 
converted in an undetermined nature, tunnel UHF radio channels should be also 
100 
I 
statistically characterized. Accordingly, a statistical analysis of both narrow and wide 
bands radio propagation channels in tunnel environments at 900 MHz and 1800 MHz 
wil l be done in this section. The experimental setups and the testing procedures are 
first described, and then the parameters to quantify the characteristics of tunnel UHF 
narrow and wide band radio propagation channels are defined. Having analyzed and 
discussed the measured data, the statistical representation of tunnel UHF propagation 
！ 1 
： 1.1 channels is therefore obtained. i • f i' 
I〗 
4.2.1 Experiments ;' 
I , 
Previous experimental studies of radio wave propagation characteristics in 
I 
I I 
tunnel environments were almost entirely concentrated on finding the optimum 
； ！ 
frequency bands for minimum attenuation. The results show that the optimum \ 
• “ i‘： 
frequency window lies between 1 GHz and 2 GHz over which propagation | 
I 
attenuation in the far region of a straight tunnel is less than that in free space 
j 
indicating guided waves phenomena involved. Review of these results, we can find | 
(1 
• i that they are by no means sufficient, and more comprehensive experimental data, '^ 
particularly, wideband propagation characteristics, are needed for better 
implementation of tunnel microcellular scheme. Hence, we launched the 
measurement campaigns of the radio wave propagation of both narrow and wide 
bands in various tunnels using mobile and personal communications frequency bands 




4.2.1.1 Experimental Set-ups 
The narrow band experiment set-up is shown in Fig. 4.1，which mainly 
consists of three modules: A Marconi 6055B signal source was used as the 
transmitter. The transmitted continuous waves were picked up by the receiver, which 
was an HP 8592A spectrum analyzer. The output of the receiver was sampled, 
digitized, and recorded onto a floppy disk through a small computer used as the 
1 
data collector for subsequent analysis. This narrow band experiment system was ； 
I 
I 
calibrated with 120 dB dynamic range. ：' 
The wide band experiment set-up is shown in Fig. 4.2. The system consists 
of an HP 8350B sweep oscillator, an HP 8510C network analyzer, and an HP 8517A 
:i 1 
j S-parameter test set. The port 1 was connected to the transmit antenna through a 10 
m coaxial cable. The power outputted to the transmit antenna is 15 dBm. The 
transmitted sweep frequency waves were captured by the receive antenna connected 
i 
to the port 2 through another 50 m cable. The measured data of wide band ； 
] 
I 
propagation characteristics was stored onto a floppy disk through the build-in disk ‘* 
driver of the network analyzer for subsequent analysis. The dynamic range of this 
wide band experiment system is 120 dB. 
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Fig. 4.2. The wideband experiment set-up | 
： I 
； tf i 
The transmit and receive antennas used are listed in Table 4.1. In probing J 
the tunnel narrow band propagation characteristics, we employed standard half-wave 
dipoles. While for the tunnel wide band propagation channel measurements, the 
laboratory-fabricated discone antenna dimensioned for each frequency band were 
used because of their broad bandwidth. 
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I 
Table 4.1 Antennas used in the experiments 
Channel Central Transmit Receive 
Types Frequency Antennas Antennas 
Narrow 900 MHz Half-wave dipole Half-wave dipole 
Band 
1800 MHz Half-wave dipole Half-wave dipole 
Wide 900 MHz ^ . ^ . 
D A ionn A>rtr Discone Discone 
Band 1800 MHz -. 
lj 
4.2.1.2 Experimental Tunnels |' 
i'. 
I' 
Tunnels are long passages which have usually been made under the ground of 丨 
metropolitan cities, through mountains or under the sea. According to different 
i. 




also vary from complicated multilevel structures to simple straight one. Earlier 、 
'( 
experimental studies were mostly carried out in empty and straight tunnels to find | 
basic tunnel propagation mechanisms. In the measurement campaigns reported here, | ； 
5 
the experiments were conducted not only in straight sections but also in curved ones \ 
I』 
of the tunnels. The effects of vehicles and pedestrians on propagation were also 
measured. The tunnels under test are described as follows: 
The Taiyuan Fen Hou (TFH) tunnel was built under the Fen River. The 
tunnel is rectangular with the dimensions of 8.0 m width, 4.0 m height, and 2.0 km 
length. It was reinforced with concrete. The tunnel is open at day when trucks, 
buses, and cars are passing through the tunnel, and closed at night. 
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i 
丨 The Taiyuan Coal Mine Haulageway (TCMH) tunnel complex consists of 
three main tunnels, which are connected through several short branched tunnels. The 
tunnel complex was horizontally drilled in the westem mountain. It has a slightly 
:j arched-shaped cross section and was reinforced with concrete. Measurements were 
made in the vicinity of the junction formed by the central main tunnel and a branched 
one. The central main tunnel is approximately 10 km long, 3.0 m high, and 4.2 m 
1 
wide, and the branched one is 140 m long, 3.0 m high, and 2.8 m wide. The j 
f 
explosion-proof lights are periodically installed just beneath the tunnel roof. There | 
丨  
are metallic tracks on the tunnel floor. The electricity lines for trains and other 
mining machinery are 0.8 m below the roof and on the left-sided wall, respectively. 
I 
. I 
The DC powered trains are used to transport coal, materials, and miners. These 
. (‘. 
moving trains are believed to have great effects on tunnel propagation, but the | 
I 
influences caused by those small fixed objects are usually negligible. 
I 
The Shanxi Institute of Mining and Technology (SIMT) tunnel is a small part i 
；丨 
S 
of underground labyrinth built in 1970s. The substratum of the tunnel is composed of ‘ 
loess and is reinforced with bricks. This rectangular tunnel with the dimensions of 
200 m long, 2 m high, and 2.4 m wide can be roughly divided into three sections with 
the entry one being longest about 100 m. 
The Taiyuan Underground Market (TUM) tunnel also has a slightly arched-
shaped cross section and was reinforced with concrete. Entries and exits in Taiyuan 







The tunnel is straight with the dimensions of 7.0 m width, 3.7 m height, and 120 m 
length. Inside the tunnel two rows of 0.4 m wide and 2.0 m high shelves occupied 
with various goods are positioned along the proximity of the side walls, respectively. 
In front of each row of the shelves there is another row of 0.8 m wide and 1.0 m high 
glass counters. Between the shelves and counters there is a narrow aisle for market 
assistants to move. The customers are either looking around along a 3.0 m wide 
1: 
aisle or shopping at counters. j 
丨| 
!；： 
The Hong Kong (NS173) tunnel constructed of concrete is a subway with !' 
rectangular cross section. The tunnel is 3.43 m wide, 2.6 m high and 258.7 m long. 
We can roughly divide the tunnel into three sections. Of which the 107.7 m long 
middle one is straight while the remaining two are slightly curved with the lengths 51 | 
ti, 
m and 100 m, respectively. The tunnel often remains empty. There are, occasionally, | 
ll' 
I 
a few pedestrians walking through it. 
j 
4.2.1.3 Experimental Techniques | 
i i 
Prior to describing the experimental procedures, the coordinate system of a I 
typical tunnel complex is defined for reference in the subsequent data analysis. We 
define Z-axis as the longitudinal direction of the main tunnel; the X-axis as the width 
and the Y-axis as the height. The width and height of the main tunnel are described 
by A and B, respectively. As for the branch tunnels, their boundaries can be easily 
determined with respect to the main tunnel. The antennas under test are specified in 
terms of both location and polarization For example, if both the transmit and receive 
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antennas are parallel to the floor and perpendicular to the sidewalls, they are referred 
by ( HI-HI ) . The "H" stands for horizontal orientation and 'T', the middle position. 
The first one in the bracket represents the transmit antenna, and the second one, the 
J •j 
receive antenna. The position is further clarified by ( X, Y, Z ). In the above 
i 
arrangement, they are denoted by (0.5A, 0.5B, Zo) and (0.5A, 0.5B, Z), respectively, 
where Zo is used as reference. The experimental data files were compiled based on ： •‘ 
the tunnel, transmitter output power, antenna arrangement, frequency, blockage, and 
1: 
ii 
narrow / wide bands. ‘ 
j. 
The technique of the narrow band propagation measurements are similar to 
that suggested in [29]. Fig. 4.3 depicts the experiment pattem of the tunnel special 
radio environments and probed tunnel UHF propagation channels. Three transmit I 
>•: 
antenna positions and five receive antenna routes were selected. We first located 
|i 
I 
the transmit antenna in position one (0.5A, 0.5B, Zo) with different positions of the 
j 
receive antenna connected with the receiver and the data-acquisition modules of our | 
I 
narrow band system The whole receive unit was housed on a trolley moving along I 
the first three selected routes (0.2A, 0, Z), (0.5A, 0，Z), and (0.8A, 0, Z) to sound the 
tunnel narrow band channels in the longitudinal direction. Furthermore, we also 
measured the fluctuations of received signals in transverse direction along the last 
two routes (0.5A, Y, Z1), (X’ 0.5B, Z1). The process was repeated until all antenna 
arrangements were exhausted. The spatial sampling distances were set to 3 
centimeters and 1 centimeter at frequencies 900 and 1800 MHz, respectively. Such 
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sampling distances were sufficient to follow the fast fading component of a received 
signal. The sampling pulses were generated by a tachogenerator attached to the fifth 
i 
！ 
wheel of the trolley. Most experimental studies of tunnel propagation characteristics 
adopted the sampling distance that was usually longer than signal wavelength, 
consequently, the fast fading components of received signals were lost. 
The wide band propagation measurements were performed using the swept 
1 
frequency technique [47]. In this technique the channel is excited at central ![ 
i' 
frequencies of 900 MHz and 1800 MHz, respectively, with frequency components |' 
over a broad range of 400 MHz. The distorted version of each frequency component 
i 
caused by the tunnel environments was measured. The inverse FFT of the measured 
I 
I 
frequency domain data was taken to provide the wideband characteristics of tunnel I 
'K 
propagation channels. The tunnel wide band propagation channels were measured in | 
i 
a similar manner as illustrated in Fig. 4.3 on a cluster scale. The cluster is of the size 
j |i 
of a 16 cn?. The adjacent cluster on the route was one meter apart for most 
measurements. Four individual impulse responses hc{Py^) were obtained for each 
cluster. Each individual impulse response was measured over several hundred 
microseconds. They were then averaged at each time delay to calculate an averaged 
impulse response “以⑴ to simulate a time invariant condition. This averaged 
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Fig. 4.3. The experiment pattem showing the transmit and receive antenna positions '： 
4.2.2 Statistical Parameters 
There are first-order and second-order statistical parameters. Only first-order ； 
I 
statistics are used to characterize tunnel UHF radio propagation channels. The 
;i i 
second-order statistical parameters such as level crossing rate and average fade | 
duration are not involved. j' 
! i 
4.2.2.1 Parameters to Characterize Narrow Band Radio Propagation Channels j 
I 
The signal fluctuations can be decomposed into the slow fading engendered 
by the global mode variations and the fast fading caused by the interference of local 
modes. The slow and fast fading for many mobile and personal radio environments 
have been found to follow theoretical lognormal distribution, and Rician or Rayleigh, 
respectively. As the propagation in tunnel environment can be described by the 
fundamental mode and higher-order modes, we conjecture that they can also be 










I The lognormal probability density on dB terms is given below in function of 
J the mean rj and of the standard deviation 6 : 
I 
i 1 ( ( r - ^ S ^ ^ 
1 P{r) = ^ ^ e x p - ^ ^ ; ^ (4.1) 
i 5V27i 25^ 
t 、 ^ 
I 
j The Rice probability density on dB terms is given by: 
I 
、 P { r ) = - ^ e x p { - - ( " + - ( " 4 . 3 4 ) ) ] f ^ f 」 ) (4.2) 1 
8.68oc2 ^ 4.34 2a^ U ^ U 3 4 j ) 
V y \ 
\ 
\ 
where /o {x) is a modified Bessel function of order zero, and d is the dominant mode !： 
signal. This dominant mode signal can decrease the standard deviation of the 
received signal envelope if it increases relative to higher-order mode signals. Let 
d = 0，equation (4.2) becomes the Rayleigh probability density. The mean of the 
i f 
Rice probability density is expressed as: | 
Ti = e x p ( - y y x J ^ l ( l + 2 y ) l o ( y ) + 2 y h ( y ) ] ( 4 . 3 ) | 
where /“力 is a modified Bessel function of order 1 and y = ^ ^ ^ 2 . The standard 
deviation is expressed as: 
5 = 如 2 + 2 o c 2 - l (4.4) 
V In equations (4.3) and (4.4), tj and 6 are known after we have statistically analyzed 
%'' 
I 
I the experimental data files. Hence, simultaneous solution to equations (4.3) and (4.4) 
I 
i wil l find the parameters a and d of the theoretical Rice probability density. The 
f 
-I : . 
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* t :\ 
impact of conversion of higher-order modes to the dominant mode signal can be 
described by the ratio of the dominant mode signal to higher-order mode signals as: 
7^  = 吻 〔 " 么 2 ) (4.5) 
In addition, another key parameter to describe the slow fading is power loss 
which generally is represented by Z". Z is the separation between the transmit and 
receive antennas, and n is power distance factor to be determined experimentally. | 
I 
4.2.2.2 Parameters to Characterize Wide Band Radio Propagation Channels i 
！ 
The characteristics of wide band radio propagation channels can be roughly 
quantified by the mean excess delay x 爪 and root mean square delay spread x rms as , 
!. 
defined below: | 
) 
i'. 
h a { ^ ) = lhc(p>^)dp (4.6) 
p !\ 
where the impulse response hc(p>^) is actually a power delay profile obtained from | 
) i 
. 'i 
measurements and scaled such that the first wave arrives at x = 0 in a profile, and 
/i^(T)is space averaged power delay profile. 
‘ , ^ ^ = 虚 (4.7) 
l h a i ^ ) d T l h a { ^ k ) 
0 k 
where hna(^) is normalized ha (^). 
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oo ^^kha i : ^k ) 
Tm = 1^ hna{^ )dT - ^ (4.8) 
G lha{Tk) 
k 
where % ^ is the first moment of the power delay profile with respect to the first 
arriving mode. 
「 f 2 I 
_ o Y x 2 ] V 2 l ^ k ^ h a { ^ k ) . _ x 2 | 
Trms= l L _ : ^ hna(^ )dT - T (4.9) !； 
L O 、 ） 」 X/^a(TiO ^ 〉 
L k � 丨 
where the delay spread x • $ is the square root of the second central moment of the 






4.2.3 Propagation Statistical Results and Discussion 
i 
I 
The objective of characterizing UHF radio wave propagation channels in 1 
I 
I 
tunnel environments is to determine the radio coverage and the data rate limitations 
in such confined spaces. The radio coverage depends upon the signal attenuation and 
variability in the tunnel, and the data rate limitations are studied by examining the 
statistics of rms delay spread. 
4.2.3.1 Tunnel UHF Narrow Band Radio Propagation Characteristics 
As mentioned earlier, tunnel radio propagation channels are multimode 
channels. Multimodes cause the rapid fluctuation of the received signal. Therefore 
112 
I 
signal fluctuation is basically a spatial phenomenon. The propagation power distance 
loss and fading statistics are two important parameters that can fully represent and 
characterize the spatial variation. So, narrow band characterization mainly 
concentrates on finding the propagation power distance loss and fading statistics. 
Processing of the measured narrow band received signal data files first needs to 
separate the slow variation component with the fast fading one. The technique used 
1 
is known as the moving average with the window width equal to 20 wavelength. | 
i' l:, ;i: 
A typical random selected received signal of horizontal polarization at |' 
900 MHz along route (2) of the straight section of the TCMH tunnel is shown in 
i 
Fig. 4.4 ( a ). Another typical random selected received 1800 MHz signal of 
I 
horizontal polarization in the curved section of the NS173 tunnel is illustrated in 
('. 
Fig. 4.4 ( b ). As expected, the received signal drops dramatically and exhibits more 
I 
variability as the receiving antenna is not in the line-of-sight region. While 
I 
Fig. 4.5 ( a ) and ( b ) show the received signals at the frequency of 900 MHz for i 
5 
horizontal polarization along routes (5) and (4) in both main and branch ones of the ‘ 
TCMH tunnel. It can be seen that the longitudinal pattem of the received signal 
decreases with the increasing separation between the transmit and receive antennas 
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Fig. 4.5 ( b ). Signals received along high directions of both the TCMH main tunnel 
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The power distance dependence is a multi-variable function of tunnel 
geometry, electromagnetic parameters such as frequency, antenna position, 
polarization, and imperfection of the tunnels and environments. Fig. 4.6 is a plot of 
the averaged relative power received by moving the receiver along the SIMT main 
tunnel middle longitudinal direction with three transmit antenna positions at the 
frequency of 900 MHz for vertical polarization. 
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Fig. 4.6. Plot of power distance dependence on the transmit antenna positions in the 
straight section of the SIMT tunnel 
Curves (1), (2), and (3) represent the power distance variation for three 
different positions of the transmit antenna: middle, upper middle, and upper left 
corner of the tunnel cross section. The attenuation is almost the same for three cases 
but with different transmit antenna insertion power loss. One can conclude that for 
the dipole antenna, the received signal has 10 dBm differential for each different 
location. Similar results were observed for the horizontal polarization, 1800 MHz 
frequency, and other tunnels. The dipole antenna is generally designed and used for 
open space communications. As a result, it is matched to the free space but not to 
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the tunnel confined spaces. This can be verified by the fact that when the antenna is 
located in the middle of the tunnel, the insertion loss is minimum. The middle 
position is closer to a free space environment than the other two positions. Once the 
energy is radiated, the attenuation is mostly governed by the propagation 
characteristics of the tunnel. This observation can also be explained in a rather 
different way. The measured tunnels behave approximately as oversized imperfect 
I 
rectangular waveguides, and both horizontal and vertical field distributions of the | 
fundamental electromagnetic mode are closed to cosine functions. Thus, the 丨' 
丨： 
electromagnetic field is easy to be excited by the transmit antenna located in the 
middle of the tunnel cross section since the field strength reaches maximum at this ： 
I 
I I 
position. Away from this impractical transmit antenna position, the field strength | 
’:， 
decreases and it becomes no longer easy to excite the electromagnetic field, in other 
words, the transmit antenna insertion loss increases as the transmit antenna moves off 
the middle. However, for the propagation attenuation rate, the imperfect waveguide 
structure ensures that in the far field region it should not change noticeably with the 
different transmit antenna position as long as the field is excited. Therefore, suffice it 
to say that the change of the transmit antenna position can affect the coverage 
distance. The optimum location of the transmit antenna should also take the receive 
antenna position into consideration, for example, the transmit antenna in position ( 2 ) 
will cause 15 dB more penetration loss at the frequency of 900 MHz than that in 
position ( 3 ) for the receive antenna inside a train. 
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The power distance factor was determined in the conventional manner by 
applying regression analysis to the slow fading component of a received signal data 
file. A linear fit was made to the local mean of the received signal in dB versus 
distance from transmitter to receiver on a logarithmic scale. The gradient of the 
fitted line gives the power distance factor. Table 4.2 shows the power distance 
factors and the standard deviations obtained according to the criteria of the least 
. I mean square for straight and unobstructed sections of the five tunnels. It is found ！ 
I 
t 
that the horizontal polarized signals have smaller power distance factors than the |' 
vertical polarized ones due to the attenuation constant that is smaller for the 
horizontal polarization than the vertical polarization. In addition, comparison with 
the power distance factors in the NS173 tunnel at frequencies of 900 and 1800 MHz, 
‘ 卜： 
！ 
reveals that the higher frequency signal have a smaller power distance factor. This is 
contrary to that found in other radio propagation environments. Note our measured 
power distance factors are also different from that predicted by tunnel imperfect 
waveguide theory in which the power distance factor has been determined to be one 
[28] in which only the fundamental mode was considered. Experimental data 
observed that the contribution of the signal was from not only the fundamental mode, 
but also other significant higher-order ones. This discrepancy of the previous 
imperfect waveguide theory was rectified somewhat by including other loss 
mechanisms such as the mode conversion due to either tilts or roughness of tunnel 
walls. 
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Table 4.2 Power Distance Factors for Straight and Unobstructed Tunnels 
Tunnel No. of files 900 MHz 
HP VP nv ^ v ^ SDh 
TFH “ 9 9 4M 131 “ “ I s 7 " “ “ 5 . 5 0 
TUM 9 9 3.71 4.97 2.96 5.42 
SIMT 9 9 2.49 5.21 2.21 4.47 
TCMH 9 9 2.37 3.69 1.87 7.32 
NS173 9 9 4.49 5.04 4.20 5.01 | 
i 
1800 MHz I 
NS173 9 9 ― ^ 6.34 | 2.12 | 6.07 | 
The effects of pedestrians and vehicles in tunnel environments were also 
investigated. One will expect that the existence of the obstruction whether they are 
pedestrians or vehicles causes blockage and additional mode conversion and thus 
increases the propagation loss. The measurements in the TUM tunnel were taken in 
day time over different time periods to account for the variation in pedestrian density. 
The power distance factors at the frequency of 900 MHz for horizontal and vertical 
polarized signals showed an increase from 2.96 and 3.71 for the almost emptied 
tunnel to 3.17 and 5.49 for full occupied tunnel conditions. The measurements in the 
TCMH tunnel indicated that there was 13 dB shadowing loss at the frequency of 900 
MHz caused by the coal mine train. The shadowing loss due to a car or a truck was 
measured in the TFH tunnel. The truck caused 6 -10 dB additional loss while the car 




The tunnel curvature should yield more shadowing loss for the received 
signals are in the out-of-sight region. We measured the curvature extra loss around 
the junctions of the TCMH tunnel by placing the transmitter in the middle of the 
branch tunnel and moving the receive antenna at half tunnel height along route (2). 
The extra loss 17 dB and 30 dB at 900 MHz was measured towards both the end at 
an abtuse angle and entry at an acute angle of the main tunnel, respectively. The 
investigation of the curvature extra loss dependence on frequency was conducted in j 
丨.！ 
the NS173 tunnel. As expected, the higher frequency caused the more curvature 
extra loss because of the sharper penumbra region from the lit region to the shadow 
region. There was 9 dB more curvature extra loss at 1800 MHz with respect to 
900 MHz in the NS 173 tunnel. The measurements on different polarized signals 
indicated that the curvature extra loss was independent of vertical and horizontal 
polarization. The result was consistent to the theory of geometrical optics. 
According to the theory of geometrical optics, the loss due to shadowing effect in 
general is 6 dB regardless of polarization of the incident field. Fig. 4.7 illustrates this 
point where the comer was 10 meters away from the transmitter. Analysis of the 
measured data yields the power distance factors 3.15 and 3.09 for the 900 MHz 
horizontal and vertical polarized signals, respectively. Again the observation of the 
propagation around a corner can be interpreted according to the imperfect waveguide 
theory as follows. The fundamental mode excited by the transmit antenna 
propagates in a highly collimated beam and covers a narrow angular range, so, it is 
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very likely to be blocked by the tunnel curvature and wi l l not contribute greatly to the 
signal received around a corner. On the other hand, the higher-order modes 
propagate in various directions and cover a wide angular range, therefore, it is very 
probable for some of them not to be intercepted by the tunnel curvature and wiU 
therefore contribute significantly to the signal received around the corner. Since the 
higher frequency will make the higher-order mode angular coverage tend to be 
!： 
narrower, as a result, the higher frequency causes higher curvature extra loss. While j 
I: i' 
the sharper curvature can intercept more higher-order mode and therefore produces ‘ 
higher curvature extra loss. The wide angular coverage of higher-order modes wiU 
make themselves gradually lose polarization. Consequently, the propagation around 
the comer exhibits largely unpolarized. 
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Fig. 4.7. A typical received signal with a comer involved along the propagation path 
4.2.3.1.2 The Slow Fading Statistics 
Fig. 4.8 is a typical example of the slow fading component of a received 900 
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the power distance dependence depicted by the best-fit regression estimate from each 
individual local mean value of the received signal power. It is an useful indicator of 
estimate of the coverage and cochannel interference. Many other radio propagation 
environments predicted that the slow fading would follow the lognormal probability 
distribution as expressed in equation (4.7). However, our measured data shows a 
consistent deviation from the lognormal probability distribution as presented in 
Fig. 4.9. The standard deviation is 4.7 dB. This deviation becomes worse when the 
signal level is moved further away from its median value. It indicates that the 
dominant mode and the higher-order modes are closely associated in an enclosed 
space of tunnel and are not randomly independent as in other radio propagation 
environments. 
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Fig. 4.9 Slow fading cumulative distributions of received signals in tunnel 
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4.2.3.1.3 The Fast Fading Statistics 
The fast fading deteriorates the performance of a mobile radio communication 
system since rapid fluctuations in signal level at the moving receive antenna. As can 
be seen from Fig. 4.10, our measurements indicate that the fast fading occurs in 
all regions. 
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Fig. 4.10. Received signal fast fading component 
However, within the short distance region where the receive antenna is near 
the transmit one, the received signal consistently shows more rapid and deeper 
fluctuations. The maximum fade depth of 30 dB is observed, and fade maxima is 
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less sharper than minima. The fast fading is strongly related to the tunnel dimensions 
and the frequency. The fast and deep fading covers longer distance for either the 
case of larger dimensional tunnel or higher frequency. These results can be explained 
as follows. In the short distance region, there are more significant higher-order 
modes that cause large fluctuations. In the long distance region, as the higher-order 
modes become less significant, only the fundamental mode, the direct incident signal, 
contributes the most to the received signal. Therefore, the fast fading diminishes as 
the receiver is moving farther away from the transmitter. Higher frequencies and 
larger dimensions will generate more significant higher-order modes. As a result, the 
fading region will extend farther. The variability of the received signals was found to 
be independent of horizontal and vertical polarization in the SIMT tunnel but not in 
the TUM tunnel. The insensitivity of the received signal variability to horizontal and 
vertical polarization in the SIMT tunnel is likely due to its approximate square cross 
section, this has been further proved from the sensitivity of the received signal 
variability to horizontal and vertical polarization in the TUM tunnel where the cross 
section is rectangular. 
The fast fading component distributions about the local median were 
obtained for all data files and compared to theoretical Rayleigh and Rician 
distributions. The experimental data indicate that the fast fading of the received 
signal in the straight sections of a tunnel is correlated well to Rician distribution while 
the fast fading in the curved sections does not closely fit Rayleigh distribution as 
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shown in Fig. 4. 11 ( a ) and ( b ). The fast fading component distributions at the 
frequency of 900 MHz for two different transversal dimensional tunnels are extracted 
and illustrated in Fig. 4.12 ( a ). The fast fading is more severe in the T U M tunnel 
than that of the TCMH tunnel due to the larger size of the T U M tunnel. 
Fig. 4.12 ( b ) shows the fast fading component distributions in the NS 173 tunnel for 
the frequencies of 900 and 1800 MHz, respectively. Higher frequency received 
signal exhibits more severe fluctuations due to more higher-order modes generated as 
explained previously. Further analysis also revealed that there were some correlation 
between Tx-Rx separation and the fast fading distribution in the straight sections of 
the tunnels. Therefore, the existing conclusions on the statistical characteristics on 
urban, indoor, and factory UHF radio propagation channels should not be applied 
directly to that on the tunnel UHF radio propagation channels. 
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Fig. 4.12 ( a ). Fast fading cumulative distributions of received signals for two 
different transversal dimensional tunnels at 900 MHz 
Fig. 4.12 ( b ). Fast fading cumulative distributions of received signals at two 
frequencies in the NS 173 tunnel 
4.2.3.2 Tunnel UHF Wide Band Radio Propagation Characteristics 
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Wide band radio propagation characteristics in tunnel environments has not 
been reported in the literature. However, one can expect that the multimode 
propagation wi l l cause the intersymbol interference if the tunnel coherence bandwidth 
is exceeded. The intersymbol interference is basically a temporal phenomenon. 
Hence, wide band characterization mainly concentrates on finding the channel 
impulse responses in terms of mean excess time delay, rms delay spread, and delay 
spread statistics. 
4.2.3.2.1 RMS Delay Spread 
To analyze measured wide band received impulse responses, one has to give 
careful consideration of the measurement system and the threshold level. Rappaport 
has developed an empiricaVanalytical technique to interpret the measured impulse 
response data [48]. In this technique the importance of using the measurement 
system with sensitivity comparable to commercial radiophones was emphasized. The 
noise floor of -104 dBm for his 4 MHz bandwidth measurement system corresponded 
to the noise floor of -125 dBm for commercial 30 KHz bandwidth cellular 
telephones. Thus for our 400 MHz bandwidth measurement system the 
corresponding noise floor should be - 84 dBm. This yields a threshold of - 74 dBm 
for a 10-dB input SNR. Our threshold is determined to be between 
-74 and -80 dBm identification of the time-of-arrival of the direct wave. 
Fig. 4.13 ( a ) and ( b ) show the averaged 900 MHz impulse responses 
measured in the NS 173 tunnel with 50 meter antenna separation for horizontal and 
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vertical polarization, respectively. The arriving time of the direct wave that has the 
largest amplitude is shown at 167 ns. The time-of-arrival of the direct wave is 
estimated from the length of the shortest propagation path. Before the time of 167 
ns, it is noted that relative received power fluctuates below - 76 dBm, which further 
validates our threshold level. More significant echoes for horizontal polarization than 
those for vertical polarization are observed. This is because that the attenuation for 
the horizontal polarized wave is smaller than that of the vertical polarized wave. The 
rms delay spread is 13.48 ns for horizontal polarization under the threshold of - 76 
dBm compared with 7.21 ns for vertical one with the threshold of - 77 dBm. 
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Fig. 4.13 ( a ). Averaged horizontal polarized impulse response measured in the NS 
173 tunnel at the frequency of 900 MHz for line-of-sight propagation path 
Fig. 4.13 ( b ). Averaged vertical polarized impulse response measured in the NS 
173 tunnel at the frequency of 900 MHz for line-of-sight propagation path 
Fig. 4.14 ( a ) illustrates an averaged vertical polarized impulse response 
measured at the frequency of 1800 MHz with the antenna separation of 5 meters. 
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There are two significant delayed waves. The first one, 10 dB below the direct wave, 
is at 36 ns. It is reflected from the tunnel floor. The second one, 20 dB down from 
the direct wave, is at 47 ns. It is from the tunnel sided walls. The rms delay spread is 
8.3 ns under the threshold of - 80 dBm. Fig. 4.14 ( b ) shows an averaged vertical 
polarized impulse response at the frequency of 900 MHz measured with the 
transmitter outside and the receiver inside the tunnel. A well-defined incident pulse 
is recovered for it is in the line-of-sight path. It is more interesting to note that the 
pulse amplitude is smaller, which indicates the difficulty of propagation from land 
into tunnel. The delayed waves have longer time span with 36.90 ns of rms delay 
spread under the threshold of - 75 dBm. 
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Fig. 4.14 ( a ). Vertical polarized impulse response measured at the frequency of 
1800 MHz in the NS 173 tunnel for line-of-sight propagation path 
Fig. 4.14 ( b ). Vertical polarized impulse response measured at the frequency of 
900 MHz with the transmitter outside and the receiver inside the NS 173 tunnel for 




Fig. 4.15 ( a ) and ( b ) show measurements made for the tunnel with a model 
vehicle. Fig. 4.15 ( a ) shows the case where the antenna separation was 20 meters, 
and the vehicle was located at the middle between antennas. The direct wave arrives 
at 67 ns. Several delayed waves that have larger amplitude than the direct wave are 
also shown. The rms delay spread is 76.23 ns under the threshold of - 75 dBm. The 
impulse response was recorded again when the vehicle was relocated at 40 meters 
from the transmit antenna. The direct wave is recovered to maximum field intensity 
at 67 ns for it is in the line-of-sight path. The delayed wave at 200 ns is due to the 
reflection from the vehicle. The change of the arriving time of this delayed wave is 
correlated to the change of the distance between the receive antenna and the vehicle. 
The longer distance results in greater rms delay spread. For the impulse response 
shown in Fig. 4.15 ( b ), the rms delay spread with the threshold of - 75 dBm is 96.86 
ns, which shows more spread even than the case of an obstructed line-of-sight 
propagation path. 
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Fig. 4.15 ( a ). Horizontal polarized impulse response measured at the frequency of 
900 MHz in the NS 173 tunnel for line-of-sight propagation blocked by a vehicle 
Fig. 4. 15 ( b ). Horizontal polarized impulse response measured at the frequency of 
900 MHz in the NS 173 tunnel occupied by a vehicle for line-of-sight propagation 
path 
One can conclude that rms delay spreads are generally less than 25 ns for the 
straight empty tunnel, and increased to 103 ns for the tunnel occupied by the vehicle. 
4.2.3.2.2 RMS Delay Spread Statistics 
The statistics of rms delay spread has been compiled from the 1000 measured 
impulse responses. Fig. 4.16 ( a ) shows the cumulative distributions of rms delay 
spread for the emptied. Curves (1) and (2) represent the cumulative distributions of 
900 MHz channels for vertical and horizontal polarization, respectively. The 
maximum value of rms delay spread for vertical polarization is 8.68 ns, and increased 
to 14.5 ns for horizontal one. Curve (3) depicts the cumulative distribution of rms 
delay spread for 1800 MHz channel. Comparing curve (1) with (3) shows a strong 
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relation of the rms delay spread with frequency. Higher frequency has caused larger 
time delay spread. The rms delay spreads are less than 3.01 ns, 4.12 ns, and 6.03 ns 
50 % of the time for 900 MHz vertical, horizontal and 1800 MHz vertical polarized 
channels, respectively. The maximum value of rms delay spread for 1800 MHz 
channel is 21.7 ns. 
The cumulative distributions of rms delay spread obtained for the occupied 
tunnel are shown in Fig. 4.16 ( b ). In general, rms delay spreads are larger than 
those of the emptied tunnel. The maximum rms delay spreads for 900 MHz vertical 
and horizontal polarized channels are now 83.46 ns and 96.90 ns, respectively. The 
rms delay spreads less than 50 % of time increase to 13.64 ns, 13 ns, and 58.65 ns, 
respectively. The dependence of rms delay spread on frequency still remains. The 
maximum rms delay spread for 1800 vertical polarized channel is 103 ns. 
It is well known that the ratio of rms delay spread to symbol duration in 
digital radio communication systems must be kept below 0.2 to have a tolerable 
intersymbol interference. Based on this criteria, the smaller rms delay spreads for the 
tunnel under empty condition can support maximum data rates of 25，13 and 
9 Mbit/s for 900 MHz vertical, horizontal and 1800 MHz vertical polarized 
nonequalized channels, respectively. However, the maximum data rates would 
decrease greatly to 2.4, 2.9 and 1.9 Mbit/s for the tunnel under occupied condition. 
繁 
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Fig. 4.16 ( a ). Probability that rms delay spread less than or equal to abscissa for 
the tunnel under empty condition 
Fig. 4. 16 ( b ). Probability that rms delay spread less than or equal to abscissa for 
the tunnel under occupied condition 
4.3 Deterministic Model of Tunnel UHF Propagation 
Mobile and personal communications services are moving towards the 
objective without the time and space constraints on communicators. To construct 
such versatile networks relies heavily on the microcellular scheme which implies 
decreasing the cell size in order to increase frequency re-use and leading to a much 
higher system capacity. The accomplishment of microcells requires the radio wave 
excitation techniques that can effectively confine the radiated power into its own 
microcell without leaking into other ones and the radio wave propagation knowledge 
that can guide to optimally design microcells. The excitation techniques such as 
employing two-element array and lowing base station antenna height were found to 
be very effective in trapping the radiated power [26]-[28]. Extensive studies have 
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been undertaken both theoretically and experimentally in various microcellular 
environments [29]. For instance, measured propagation characteristics in rural areas 
was reported in [30] and suburban propagation measurements were described in [31]. 
Studies related to determine urban propagation mechanisms have received much 
greater attention since the vast majority of communications take place in the centers 
of population [32]-[33]. Recently, propagation research has turned to concentrate on 
the characterization of radio channels in indoor environments such as in houses, 
office buildings, and factories [34]-[38]. Tunnels constitute very special 
microcellular environments for which we have developed the imperfect waveguide 
theory. The imperfect waveguide theory well explain the existence of frequency 
cutoff phenomena in tunnel propagation. It can also accurately predict the 
propagation loss in the far region. However, the imperfect waveguide theory will fail 
i f the assumption of the tunnel longitudinal uniformness is unsatisfied. The 
impedance uniform theory of diffraction (IUTD) offers another approach to tunnel 
UHF propagation and seems well suited to solve the propagation in longitudinal 
nonuniform tunnels. In this section, we start first from the development of a 
propagation model based on the geometrical optics for longitudinal uniform tunnels 
and then the model is extended to include the contribution of the diffracted field so 
that it can not only predict propagation for simple straight tunnels but also more 
complicated ones. The prediction of the propagation characteristics of both narrow 
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and wide band signals from the model is compared with the measurements made in 
actual tunnel environments. The comparison validates the model. 
4.3.1 The Tunnel Geometrical Optical Propagation Model 
The GO model to predict UHF radio wave propagation in straight and empty 
rectangular tunnel can be mathematically expressed as follows: 
. , V E x p H ^ ^ W V 
Pr = ^ Pt HGmnRhRh — (4.10) 
V 4兀 y m n Lmn 
where Pr and Pt are the received and transmitted power at the operating frequency, 
respectively. The integer m and n run from negative infinity to positive infinity. 
One special case m = 0 and n = 0 represents the contribution to the received 
power Pr by the direct ray, the other cases m = 0 n * 0 , m ^ 0 n = 0 , and 
m * 0 n * 0 account for the contribution to the received power from all tunnel 
wall reflected rays. Gmn is the gain product of both the transmit antenna and receive 
antennas in the direction of the mnth ray.胁‘"and R、are the reflection coefficients 
of the mnth ray with km and kn being the numbers of reflection on the vertical and 
horizontal walls, respectively. Lmn is the mnth ray propagation path length. For later 
description convenience, let N = km + kn be the total reflection number. 
Alternatively, the received power can be calculated as the sum of power radiated by 
each virtual transmit antenna weighted by the reflection coefficients. The virtual 




shown in Fig. 4.17. Assuming that the transmit antenna is located at (Xo,Yo,0 ), the 
coordinate of its mnth image is easily found to be ( Xm,Yn,0 ) where Xm = 2mA 士 Xo 
and Yn = 2nB 土 Yo. Since the contribution of a reflected ray to the received signal 
power is weighted by its reflection coefficient, and will become weaker as the 
reflected ray undergoes multiple reflections. In other words, only those images in the 
vicinity of the tunnel walls are significant. This is actually the basis of developing the 
multiray model to simulate the received signal power for the line-of-sight regions in 
any microcellular environments. 
Y 
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Fig. 4.17. The set of images in a rectangular tunnel 
The sequence of computation begins with the direct path, followed by aU 
paths with one reflection, double reflections, and so on, up to the specified number of 
reflections. The computation traces each reflection path to the corresponding image 
to ensure all significant images are included. For a reflection path, if the reflections 
of N times occur, then N vectors are constructed to contain N reflection points. 
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Meanwhile, associated with each reflection point, another two vectors are needed, 
one contains the normal to the plane of incidence in order to decompose the incident 
wave into its parallel and vertical polarization components, the other stores the 
normal to the reflection surface for the calculation of the angle of incidence. 
Taking the mnth reflection path as an example, we trace this path from the 
receive antenna to the mnth image as shown in Fig. 4.18 and first meet the Nth 
reflection point. Formula to determine the position of this point RPTn can be 
expressed as follows: 
^N = ^ - r N (4.11) 
— 
RM = ^  (4.12) 
RN 
_ ^ _> 
RPTN = rN+RN* CN (4.13) 
— ~ » 
where y and y^ are the vectors to the receive antenna and to the mnth image from 
~ > 
the coordinate original, respectively. R^ is the vector from the mnth image to the 
receive antenna. 
/ \ 
^ ,,. . 0 -Xn Q-Fn A-Xn B_Y„ /4 14、 
C/v = Minimum ~—~， — ， ~ — ~ " ， ~ — ~ {^-^^J 
^ Rm RNy RNx RNy j 
One component of RPTN will be either 0 or A or B because the reflection point is 
positioned on one of the tunnel walls. We have made the simplifying assumption that 
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the rectangular tunnel walls are orthogonal. Therefore, the normals to the reflection 
planes are 
A A 
rirN = 土 jc i f the Nth reflection plane is either x = 0 or x 二 A (4.15) 
A A 
rirN = 士 :v i f the Nth reflection plane is either y = 0 or y = B (4.16) 
and the normal to the plane of incidence is 
niN = RN^riiN (4.17) 
Similarly, we can find the position of the (N-l)th reflection point as: 
RPTN-i = RPTN + RN-\* CV—i (4.18) 
where 
/ \ 
^ A r 0-PTNx 0-PTNy A-PTm B-PTNy /4 igx 
C j ^ - l = Minimum ——— ， — ， — ， — l4.iV>) 
�RN-lx RN-ly RN-lx RN-ly ) 
A 
The direction of the reflection path /?^_i must be changed and is related with the 
A 
direction of /?^ by 
A A ( A A ^ A 
RN = RN-l-2 nrN*RN-l nrN K ^ ' ^ ^ ) 
V / 
This procedure is repeated until the first reflection point from the transmit antenna 
RPTi is found. 
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Fig. 4.18. Illustration of the reflection path associated with the mnth image 
Having located the reflection points, let now determine the angles of 
incidence for each reflection. For a reflection plane normal to the X-axis and an 
image located at ( Xm, Yn, 0) , the incident angle relative to the X-axis is given by 
, 、 i ( y r y e f + i Z b - Z e f , ^ 、 r^ ^n(q)) = ^  (4.21) 
Xb Xe 
for reflection planes normal to the y-axis 
r — ) j ( h - 。 2 + ( z ^ (4.22) 
y . - y . 
where 
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for the Nth reflection point along the reflection path associate with the mnth image: 
xb = X 
yb = y 
. M = Z (4.23) 
xe = RPTNx 
ye = RPTNy 
ze = RPTNz 
for the first reflection point along the reflection path associate with the mnth image: 
xb = RPTix 
yb = RPTiy 
.^b = RPTiz (4.24) 
Xe = Xo 
ye = YO 
Ze = Z0 
for the ith reflection point along the reflection path associate with the mnth image: 
'xb = RPTi+ix 
yb = RPTi” 
Zb = RPTi+iz • .J ^A K 、 
\<i< N (4.23) 
Xe = RPTix 
ye = RPTiy 
Ze = RPTiz 
Known the angle of incidence, the reflection coefficients can be calculated by Fresnel 
formulas. 
To compute the product of the radiation patterns of the transmit and receive 
antennas along the reflection path associated with the mnth image, we need to put the 
transmit and receive antennas into their own spherical coordinate systems, 
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respectively. The spherical coordinate system of the transmit antenna is related with 
the original rectangular coordinate system by: 
X = rSinQSin(^ + XQ 
Y = rCosQ + Yo [ (4.26) 
Z = -rSMCos(^ 
The relationship of the spherical coordinate system of the receive antenna with the 
original rectangular coordinate system can be obtained in a similar fashion. The 
departure direction of the mnth ray from the transmit antenna has been specified by 
— ~> 
the vector Ro in the rectangular coordinate system. The vector /¾ goes outwards 
from the original in the spherical coordinate system of the transmit antenna and has 
the elevation and azimuth angles e^，中,.While the arrival direction of the mnth ray to 
~4 
the receive antenna has been designated by the vector R^ in the rectangular 
— 
coordinate system. The vector RN goes towards the original in the spherical 
coordinate system of the receive antenna and has the elevation and azimuth angles 
0^  ， 中 “ F o r such simple antennas as dipoles, there are analytical formulas for 
radiation patterns, the calculation of the product of radiation pattems can be easily 
done. While for complex antennas, radiation pattems have to be sampled with a 
resolution of ten points per degree and are stored in look-up tables. 
The propagation length of the mnth reflection path can be computed by: 
Lmn 二 ^ {Xm-X )'+(Yn-r f+Z' (4.27) 
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The tunnel GO propagation model has been developed by assuming the 
electromagnetic waves radiated from the transmit antenna to be sharply defined rays. 
This implies that the model is only valid for the tunnel whose cross-sectional 
dimensions are sufficiently greater than a free-space wavelength. 
4.3.2 The Tunnel Impedance Uniform Diffracted Propagation Model 
Tunnels are generally long narrow passages through which vehicles or 
pedestrians travel. They have typical rectangular and arched cross sectional shapes. 
The layouts, depending upon geological conditions and applications, vary from 
curved, branched, and complicated multilevel structures to simple straight one. 
Clearly, the usefulness of the available tunnel GO model is very limited. It is 
inadequate to quantify the propagation problems caused by tunnel curvature, vehicle 
blockage, and transition between tunnel and land, and should be extended by taking 
the appropriate contribution from diffracted rays by the impedance wedges 
associated with vehicle blockage, tunnel curvature, tunnel entrance and exit into 
consideration. The extension is to develop a tunnel propagation model based on the 
uniform geometrical theory of diffraction for impedance wedges. This tunnel IUTD 
propagation model is mathematically expressed as below: 
, , 、 2 ! .RhGnGriSi^ i 2 
~ p ’ 
Pr “ U^ j ‘ + 1 1 R|^rb 2)拟„ Rkra Qtu Gru Su 0 „ + I 1 Rh D^ D^+Iv Rkr, Q^ Q^ S. Ov 




In this equation, the first term represents the contribution to the received signal 
power from such rays grouped by i as have undergone kr times reflection but 
without diffraction from any wedge of which kr = 0 means the direct ray; the second 
term accounts for the contribution to the received signal power from the rays labeled 
by u that have undergone krt times reflection before, with single diffraction from 
wedge w，and subsequent reflection km times after the wedge; the third term denotes 
the contribution to the received signal power from the rays indexed by v that have 
undergone krc times reflection before, with double diffraction from any two 
successive significant wedges, and reflection krd times after the succeeding wedge. 
The elements in (4.28) are explained below: 
Rkr reflection coefficient of the ith ray intercepted by the receive antenna and 
undergone kr times specular reflections from such reflected surfaces as the 
tunnel walls and so on; 
Gti product of the gain and the directivity of the transmit antenna in the direction 
of its launched ith ray; 
G„ product of the gain and the directivity of the receive antenna in the direction 
of its received ith ray; 





Q>i = exp - j , phase factor for the ith reflected ray with propagation path 
X 
V / 
length L i . 
S =distance to the diffraction point from either the transmit antenna or the reflected 
point that is pre-closest the diffraction point. 
s - distance from the diffraction point to either the receive antenna or the reflected 
point that is post-closest the diffraction point. 
^ rb reflection coefficient of the uth ray intercepted by the receive antenna and 
undergone krb times specular reflections from the reflected surfaces before 
being diffracted by wedge w; 
Bwu single diffraction coefficient of the uth ray at wedge w; 
][(kra reflection coefficient of the uth ray intercepted by the receive antenna and 
undergone km times specular reflections from the reflected surfaces after 
being diffracted by wedge w; 
Gm product of the gain and the directivity of the transmit antenna in the direction 
of its launched uth ray; 
GV« product of the gain and the directivity of the receive antenna in the direction 
of its received uth ray; 
5^ spreading factor for the uth ray involved with single diffraction at wedge w; 
1 ( I~~;'~~) 1 
& 二 丄 " ~ ^ ^ 丄 (4.29) 
“ Lub \^\ Su {su + 5"«) J Lua 
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where Luh and Lua are the propagation path lengths of the uth ray before and after 
the diffracting wedge but not including the lengths of section Su and Su • 
Ow phase factor for the uth ray involved with single diffraction at wedge w; 
( - j 2 n ( \ 
0« = exp —~~ {Luh + Su + Su + Lua) (4.30) 
V ^ y 
R r^c reflection coefficient of the vth ray intercepted by the receive antenna and 
undergone krc times specular reflections from the reflected surfaces before 
being doubly diffracted by any two successive significant wedges; 
Dwv first diffraction coefficient of the vth ray at wedge w; 
7)wv+i second diffraction coefficient of the vth ray at the successive significant 
wedge; 
jflJcrd reflection coefficient of the vth ray intercepted by the receive antenna and 
undergone krd times specular reflections from the reflected surfaces after 
being doubly diffracted by any two successive significant wedges; 
Q^ product of the gain and the directivity of the transmit antenna in the direction 
of its launched vth ray; 
Grv product of the gain and the directivity of the receive antenna in the direction 
of its received vth ray; 
5p spreading factor for the vth ray involved with double diffraction at any two 
successive significant wedges; 
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s. = — I 1 丄 (4.31) 
Lvh、〜Svl Sv3 (^vl + 5"v2)(^ v2 + ^vs) j Lva 
where Luh and Lua are the propagation path lengths of the vth ray before wedge w 
and after successive significant wedge w + 1，respectively, but not including the 
lengths of section ^vi, Svi, and ^v3. 
Ov phase factor for the vth ray involved with any two successive significant 
wedges; 
(-j2n ) 
Ov = exp {Lub + Svl + 5v2 + ^v3 + Lua) (4.32) 
V 入 y 
Now if a tunnel complex was assumed straight, empty, and infinite long, 
apparently, this would mean that Dwu, Dwv, and Aw+i in equation (4.28) were equal 
to zero. As a result, equation (4.28) becomes: 
f 1 \2 2 (4.33) 
Pr= — PtlRtGtiGriSi^i 
v47iy '• 
Which actually corresponds to the geometrical optical model developed previously. 
The tunnel IUTD propagation model has been developed for a rectangular 
tunnel. However, it can also be used to predict propagation in an arched tunnel 
provided we can find the equivalent rectangular tunnel of the arched one. The 
equivalent width sets to be equal to the width of the original arched one, while the 
height can thus be obtained by making the equivalent tunnel have the same cross 
sectional area as the original arched one. This equivalent principle has the 
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reasonableness since the propagation is insensitive to the tunnel cross sectional 
shape [2]. 
The digital radio proliferation into tunnels has been envisaged. For digital 
transmission, the signal becomes wide-band. So far, no work has been reported 
about the wide-band signal propagation in tunnel environments. The tunnel I U T D 
propagation model, except the prediction of the received signal power level, provides 
information about the tunnel wide-band channel characteristics roughly quantified by 
the rms delay spread 冗画 defined below: 
l P r . T l 
T _ = ^ 〒2 (4.34) 
]| l P r . 
where 
Xr Prx^x 
〒 = ^ (4.35) 
SPr. 
X 
is the mean excess time delay, and Pyx is the received power from the xthmy. 
Knowledge of the delay spread Xrm.v gives an indication of the potential for the 
intersymbol interference in digital transmission. 
4.3.2.1 Determination ofDiffraction Points 
The diffraction point is located at the edge formed by the wedge under 
consideration. The assumption of the tunnel walls being orthogonal impUes that two 
coordinate components of the diffraction point are known since the position of the 
edge has already been located. As shown in Fig. 4.19，Y^ and Yr represent the 
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heights of the transmit and receive antennas, Y^ determines the diffraction point, and 
can be found for the case of Y^ being equal to Yr as ： 
Ya = Y. (4.36) 
However, if y , is not equal to Y^, we have to divide the distance between Yt and 
Y, into small segments. The number of the segments Ns depends upon the required 
accuracy to locate the diffraction point. 
Yd = Yr+ y 「 " ks 1 < ks < Ns (4.37) 
Ns 
where ks is selected to make s'+s minimum. 
\ / / v 4 ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
/ / j X ^ Y r : ^ ^ Rx 
» ^ 
Fig. 4.19. Illustration of defining the diffraction point 




The original formulation of the uniform geometrical theory of diffraction is 
only applicable to wedges formed by perfect conducting surfaces, so as to take 
account of the finite conductivity of impedance wedges, a heuristic modified formula 
of diffraction coefficient obtained by Chamberlin and Luebbers [39] has been widely 
used. In our tunnel IUTD propagation model, a new diffraction coefficient rigorous 
for right-angle and heuristic for arbitrary angle impedance wedges is used. The new 
formula is described following Hwang and Kouyoumjian with slightly different 
notation [40]. Referring to Fig. 4.20, the diffraction coefficient is given by: 
_ j k S M { j k Dh Sin(^ — ^ ^ D,2) 一 ‘ { j k D,, Sin(s^ - i,, A ) ( 4 ^ ^^ 
D - (jkSine-^^XjkSin(^-^,) . 
where 
ji「 B_ 3 + ] 
2Sin— C o s - + Cos-^ 
^ 2n 2n 2n 
e x p ( - ; - ) 
D . = p ^ + a f ( p - ) F C f i T a + ( p - ) ) + o c r ( p - ) F ( ^ r ( p - ) ) (4.39) 
g 2 n 4 ^ 
+[oc + (P+)FCfi :a+(P+))+ocr(P+)F(Kf l - (P+)) ] 
^ ^ 
7C「 B_ B+1 
2Sin-Cos^"一Cos^ 
^ 3 2n 2n 
e x p ( - j - ) 1 
D,2 = ^ U \ a t i ^ ~ ) F ( K a ^ ( ^ - ) ) + a i ( p - ) F ( K a - ( K ) ) (4-40) 
^ 2n^j2JcK J 
- [oc^ (p+)F( i ^a+(p+) )+ocr (P+)F( i ^ " - (p+) ) ] 
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0 71 + B 
C o s \ ^ ^ ) 
a p = ^ - (4.41) 
彻 (逊） 
2n 
The other expressions such as Dh and Ds can be found from reference [37]. While 
the value of ^ is given either by: 
^ = - j k ^ (4.42) 
Fo 
for an incident TE wave or 
^ = - j k ^ (4.43) 
Zo 
for an incident T M wave, where Ys and Zs are the admittance and impedance of 
the wedge surface, respectively; Zo is the characteristic impedance of free space and 
y - J - In the case of an impedance surface with the complex 
Zo 
permittivityEe = £ o ( £ r - j60Xc ): 
1 二 - j k (4.44) 
^Er-j60h5 
for an incident TM wave or 
^ 二 - j k ^ e r - j 6 0 X c (4.45) 
for an incident TE wave. 
For the surface at 伞=nn of the wedge is perfectly-conducting, the 





D = j k D h S i n < ^ - ^ A for ^ , ^ Q (4.46) 
jkSin(^ -《1 
for T M wave illumination, 
D J k D g i S — - 、 a for ^ , ^ - o o (4.47) 
jkSin(^ - ^ j 
and for TE wave illumination. 
When the surfaces of the wedge are perfectly-conducting, the diffraction 
coefficient becomes to 
D — Dn for ^, — 0, ^ , — 0 (4.48) 
for T M wave illumination, 
D — Ds for ^1 — -oo,《2 — — (4.49) 
for TE wave illumination. The above diffraction coefficients have been obtained for a 
right-angle wedge with one surface having a uniform impedance boundary, and the 
other surface either a Neumann, Dirichlet, or impedance boundary. However, they 
can be used approximately to treat diffraction by an arbitrary-angle wedge, if one of 
wedge surfaces satisfies the Dirichlet boundary condition. The solution becomes 
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Fig. 4.20. A two-impedance wall right-angle wedge 
4.3.3 Comparison with Measurements 
To assess the validity of the IUTD propagation model, measurements were 
conducted in various tunnel environments. The comparisons are presented as follow: 
4.3.3.1 Narrow Band Comparison of Simulated and Measured Results 
Narrow band characterization of a radio wave propagation channels mainly 
concerns both local and global variations of received signal levels. The narrow-band 
comparison based on the IUTD propagation model in spatial domain is made on a 
relative basis since we did not measure various losses caused by the experimental 
setup during the measurements. 
4.3.3.1.1 Narrow Band Propagation in Empty Straight Tunnels 
The first comparison illustrated in Fig. 4.21 was made in a 2000 m long 
straight empty road tunnel with a rectangular cross section 4 m high and 7.5 m wide. 
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Curve ( 1 ) shows the measured result of the variation of the received signal power 
level versus the distance between the transmitter and the receiver at a frequency of 
900 MHz. The transmit and receive antennas are half-wavelength dipoles, vertically 
polarized and located at (0.25A, 0.3B, Zo ) and ( 0.2A, 0.3B, Z ), respectively. 
Curve ( 2 ) represents the simulated received power from the IUTD propagation 
model, which has been vertically displaced from curve ( 1 ) for better comparison. 
We note a rather good similar longitudinal spatial pattem between the simulated and 
measured results. 
-20| i . ‘ ‘ ‘ 1 
Vertical Polarization 
- 3 0 -\ ( 1 ) - Measurement 
^ \ ( 2 ) = GTD Simulation 
1 1 \ A, 
r-5o- uV\^ n ⑴ 
I - , V ^ A . / v ^ j 
i:::>f^  : 
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Distance ( m ) 
Fig. 4.21. Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in a straight empty 
rectangular road tunnel 
The second comparison was made in the straight and empty section of a coal 
mine haulageway tunnel with a arched cross section maximum 3.0 m high and 4.2 m 
wide. Curves ( 1 ) in Fig. 4.22 ( a ) and ( b ) illustrate the measured results of the 
variations of the received signal power levels versus the distance between the 
transmitter and the receiver at a frequency of 900 MHz for horizontal and vertical 
polarization, respectively. Curves ( 2 ) in Fig. 4.22 ( a ) and ( b ) represent the 
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relevant calculated results from its equivalent 4.2 m wide and 2.9 m high rectangular 
tunnel obtained according to the criteria stated previously. Again, a rather good 
agreement between measured and simulated propagation results was achieved. 
Fig. 4.22 clearly shows that the important fluctuations of the received signals appear 
in the vicinity of the transmit antenna irrespective of polarization. This is due to the 
fact that in the short distance region, there are more significant reflected rays that 
cause large fluctuations, while in the long distance region, as the reflected rays 
become less significant, only the direct ray contributes the most to the received 
signal. Therefore, the magnitude of fluctuations diminishes as the receiver is moving 
farther and farther away from the transmitter. Furthermore, it can be seen from both 
measurements and predictions that there exists a distinct tuming point along the Une-
of-sight path in the tunnel environment before and after which propagation takes 
different attenuation rates. This propagation behavior was also observed in other 
microcellular radio environments, and the method of determining the location of the 
tuming point was given in [42], which was found to be also able to estimate the 
position of the tuming point in tunnel environments. Here it is worthwhile 
mentioning that the available tunnel waveguide model neglected this tuming point 
propagation phenomena, and therefore overestimated the coverage distance. 
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Fig. 4.22 ( a ). Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in a straight 
empty arched coal mine haulageway tunnel for horizontal polarization 
Fig. 4.22 ( b ). Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in a straight 
empty arched coal mine haulageway tunnel for vertical polarization 
4.3.3.1.2 Narrow Band Propagation in Curved or Obstructed Tunnels 
All actual tunnels are not always straight. They may be branched and curved. 
The tunnel branch or curvature will block the line-of-sight path, and thus result in the 
dramatic drop of the received signal power in the shadow regions of the tunnel. 
Fig. 4.23 ( a ) and ( b ) illustrate the additional loss of the tunnel branch to the power 
of the received signals of both horizontal and vertical polarization, respectively. 
Curves ( 1) represent the measured results from a tunnel complex of 4.2 m width and 
3.0 m height. When the experiment was being undertaken, the transmitter positioned 
in the middle of the branch tunnel was 10 meters away from the junction formed by 
the branch and its main one at an angle of 15 degree. As the receiver was being 
moved from the branch tunnel into the main one, it was observed that the received 
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signal power first decreased greatly in the junction vicinity, and then dropped slowly. 
Curves ( 2 ) are the theoretical results calculated from our tunnel IUTD propagation 
model with the electrical characteristics of the tunnel walls being a =10"^V^and 
e, 二 10. It is interesting to note the similarity between the simulated and measured 
propagation pattems although there are small peaks and dips showed up on the 
measured curves. These peaks and dips which were also observed in urban radio 
propagation environments [27], are believed due to scattering by small objects in the 
vicinity of the receiver. In the computer simulation, we found that the contribution 
to the received signal power from the third term is almost unnoticeable compared 
with the first two terms of our tunnel UTD propagation model in the case of dealing 
with the propagation in branched tunnels. Furthermore, in the near region of the 
junction, the contribution to the received signal power from the first term is 
dominant, however, in the far region, the second term contributes most to the 
received signal power. 
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Fig. 4.23 ( a )• Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in a branched 
empty arched coal mine haulageway tunnel for horizontal polarization 
Fig. 4.23 ( b ). Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in a branched 
empty arched coal mine haulageway tunnel for vertical polarization 
Tunnels are often occupied by various vehicles. It is known that the vehicle 
occupancy may also block the line-of-sight propagation path and cause the received 
signal power drop as tunnel curvature and branches do. However, unlike the tunnel 
curvature that is stationary and has permanent influence on propagation, the effects 
of vehicles are temporary. The extra loss caused by the obstruction of vehicles to the 
power of the received signals was found depending on the vehicle dimension and its 
position in the tunnel. In addition to the line-of-sight blockage, the rays reflected 
from the wall are also shadowed. As a result, higher extra shadow loss to the 
received signal power was observed in the far region. In the theoretical study of the 
vehicle occupancy effects on tunnel propagation, we idealize the vehicle as a 
rectangular metallic box on the tunnel floor. The edge diffraction coefficients related 
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to the vehicle rectangular metallic box model are calculated based on 90 degree 
perfect conducting wedges. Fig. 4.24 ( a ) shows 900 MHz vertical polarized radio 
wave propagation in a two-lane tunnel where there is a truck at one lane 64 m away 
from tunnel entrance. Curve ( 1 ) represents the measured received signal power 
obtained from [12]. Curve ( 2 ) is the theoretical result calculated from our tunnel 
UTD propagation model with the electrical characteristics of the tunnel walls being 
a = 10"^^/mand e, = 5. It can be seen that there is a rather good agreement 
between the measured and our IUTD model simulated results. Fig. 4.24 ( b ) 
compares 900 MHz simulated undisturbed propagation result against the pattem 
caused by the truck in the tunnel. It is noted that the truck existence produces two 
undesired effects on propagation: making the received signal power exhibit more 
severe fluctuations, and resulting in an additional loss behind truck. Furthermore, in 
the computer simulation, we found that the contribution to the received signal power 
from the third term can not be neglected any more. It becomes a dominant term 
particularly in the region behind the truck. 
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Fig. 4.24 ( a ). Measured and simulated received power at 900 MHz in an vehicle 
blocked tunnel for vertical polarization 
Fig. 4.24 ( b ). Simulated received power at 900 MHz in an vehicle blocked tunnel 
for vertical polarization 
4.3.3.2 Wide Band Comparison of Simulated and Measured Results 
The narrow-band study has shown that our tunnel IUTD propagation model 
can satisfactorily predict propagation characteristics of narrow-band radio signals in 
actual tunnel environments. We have extended the same theoretical model to study 
the wide-band propagation characteristics in temporal domain to analyze the power 
delayed profiles and rms time delay spreads and compared the calculated results with 
measured ones. The information of wide-band signal propagation in tunnel 
environments was not available until we performed wideband propagation 
measurements in the Hong Kong NS 173 tunnel by using the swept frequency 
technique[46]. The rectangular subway tunnel under test is constructed of concrete 
of dimensions of 3.43 m wide, 2.6 m high, and 258.7 m long. In our measurements 
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the tunnel wide-band radio propagation channels were excited with frequency 
components over a broad range of 400 MHz at the central frequencies 900 and 1800 
MHz, respectively. The distorted version of each frequency component caused by 
the tunnel environment was measured. The temporal domain characteristics of wide-
band tunnel radio propagation channels was then obtained from the inverse Fourier 
transformation of the measured frequency domain data to offer power delay profiles 
on the scale of 2.5 nanosecond resolution and 1.0 microsecond repetitive period. 
4.3.3.2.1 Wide Band Propagation in an Empty Straight Tunnel 
The measured and simulated power delay profiles for different straight and 
empty measurement locations at the two frequencies of 900 and 1800 MHz are now 
compared and discussed. Figs. 4.25 ( a ) and ( b ) show measured and simulated 900 
MHz horizontal and 1800 MHz vertical polarized power delay profiles for the 
straight section of the tunnel by locating the transmit and receive discone antennas at 
(o.5A, 0.5B, 0 ) and ( 0.5A, 0.5B, 5 ), respectively. Note that the measured noise 
floor is much higher than the simulated. Also, above the threshold level the number of 
simulated pulses are more than those measured. This might be expected, since the 
simulation has much higher resolution than the measurement and the wall is modeled 
by a surface with uniform surface impedance, in reality, the wall has a rough surface. 
As a result, the fine granularity of simulated pulses is not observed in the 
measurement. For the 900 MHz horizontal polarized power delay profiles there are 
five simulated pulses generated from nine multipath components corresponding to 
. 
two measured pulses. The maximum arrival time difference among the first four 
waves is 2.5 ns equal to the resolution limit of the measurement system. Therefore, 
the first four simulated pulses have been overlapped by the measurement system and 
are resolved as the first measured pulse. The fifth simulated pulse has a longer delay 
and accounts for the second measured pulse. The measured and simulated rms delay 
spreads are 2.4 and 2.42 ns, respectively. Observe also the 1800 MHz vertical 
polarized power delay profiles, Three measured pulses are above the threshold level. 
The simulated power delay profile predicts the amplitudes and arrival times of the 
I significant multipath components. The rms delay spreads are quite similar. 
I 
I Furthermore, in comparing the 900 and 1800 MHz power delay profiles concludes 
j 
I that the higher frequency signal suffers longer delay spread. 
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Fig. 4.25 ( a )• Measured and simulated power delay profiles at 900 in an empty 
straight tunnel 
Fig. 4.25 ( b ). Measured and simulated power delay profiles at 1800 MHz in an 






Figs. 4.26 ( a ) and ( b ) display the 900 MHz measured versus simulated 
power delay profiles for horizontal and vertical polarization with 50 m separation 
between the transmit and receive antennas. Note that the amplitudes and arrival 
times of direct path and shorter delay multipath components are correctly predicated. 
However, The multipath components with longer delay are failed to trace. This is 
because the more complex propagation environment exists in the more distant 
locations and the rough surface of the wall can not be accounted for in the uniform 
surface impedance model. The horizontal polarized power delay profiles spread 
somewhat wider than the vertical polarized ones. For instances, the measured and 
simulated rms delay spreads for the profiles shown here are 13.5 and 10.1 ns for 
horizontal polarization, while they are decreased for vertical polarization to 5.49 and 
6.2 ns, respectively. The different rms delay spreads for different polarization are 
thought to be due to the different attenuation constants for two polarization. The 
attenuation for the vertical polarized waves is higher than of the horizontal polarized, 
thus making the horizontal polarized power delay profile spread wider. 
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Fig. 4.26 ( a ). Measured and simulated power delay profiles at 900 MHz for 
horizontal polarization in an empty straight tunnel 
Fig. 4.26 ( b ). Measured and simulated power delay profiles at 900 MHz for 
vertical polarization in an empty straight tunnel 
The propagation is crucial near tunnel entrance and exit. A theoretical 
approach based on the uniform theory of diffraction has been proposed to predict 
propagation in transition regions[32]. However, the study was emphasized on signal 
strength variations in the narrow-band propagation measurements. To better 
understand propagation mechanisms in such environments, a measured 900 MHz 
vertical polarized power delay profile with the transmit antenna outside the tunnel 
and the receive antenna inside is shown in Fig. 4.27 and compared with the simulated 
result. As is evident that the amplitudes and arrival times of major multipath 
components are clearly identified. It is also found that the amplitude of the first 
measured pulse becomes smaller compared with that in Fig. 4.24 ( b ) although the 
line-of-sight propagation path still maintains and the separation between the transmit 
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and receive antennas is actually shorter, which is 20 m. This indicates the difficulty in 
the power received in the transition region. Our IUTD propagation model can also 
correctly predict accordingly. 
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Fig. 4.27. Measured and simulated vertical polarized power delay profiles at 
900 MHz with the transmit antenna outside the tunnel and the receive antenna inside 
4.3.3.2.2 Wide Band Propagation in an Obstructed Tunnel 
Comparison of the measured and simulated power delay profiles in more 
complex measurement locations were also conducted. Fig. 4.28 illustrates the 
measured 900 MHz vertical polarized power delay profile obtained from a vehicle 
obstructed location with the simulated result. Because of the higher-order diffracted 
rays are not included, the predicted profile does not contain as many multipath 
components as that found with the measurement. The predicted rms delay spread is 
different from the measured one. Higher-order diffracted rays are generally difficult 
to be implemented in the analysis and present a practical limitation in the application 
of the geometrical theory of diffraction. 
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Fig. 4.28. Measured and simulated vertical polarized power delay profiles at 
900 MHz in an obstructed tunnel 
Fig. 4.29 ( a ) shows the 900 MHz measured and modeled vertical polarized 
power delay profiles for a vehicle that is outside the line-of-sight path as a distinct 
reflector. Notice the model correctly predicts the amplitudes and arrival times of 
almost all significant multipath components in this complicated environment. The 
measured and simulated rms delay spreads are 96.86 and 63.7 ns, respectively. 
Similarly, the comparison of the measured and simulated power delay profiles for 
1800 MHz vertical polarization is depicted in Fig. 4.29 ( b ). In this case, the vehicle 
was moving while the data were taken. Consequently, the arrival times of vehicle-
caused multipath components are changed and the rms delay spread is greater. They 
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Fig. 4.29 ( a ). Measured and simulated vertical polarized power delay profiles at 
900 MHz in a straight tunnel with a vehicle 
Fig. 4.29 ( b ). Measured and simulated vertical polarized power delay profiles at 
1800 MHz in a straight tunnel with a vehicle 
4.4 Summary 
The confined spaces of tunnels constitute considerably special radio 
propagation environments. The statistical and deterministic propagation 
characteristics in tunnel environments have been studied in this chapter. 
The statistical model has been obtained by fitting the experimental results of 
both narrow and wide band signals at 900 and 1800 MHz in five tunnels with the 
known probability distributions. 
Analysis of narrow band measurements revealed that power distance factors 
range from 1.87 to 4.44 with the standard deviation of 3.69 to 7.37，respectively. 
The propagation loss was insensitive to the location of the transmit antenna. 
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Because of the dipole antennas used in the measurements, the antenna insertion loss 
was sensitive to the location. 
The effects of pedestrians, vehicles, and curvature in tunnel environments on 
propagation were also investigated. The power distance factors for 900 MHz 
horizontal and vertical polarized signals were increased from 2.96 and 3.71 to 3.17 
and 5.49 in a almost emptied to fully occupied underground market tunnel, 
respectively. Thus pedestrians constituted an additional loss. The measurements in a 
coal mine tunnel indicated that there was 13 dB shadowing loss at 900 MHz caused 
by the coal mine train. The shadowing loss due to a car or a truck was measured in a 
road tunnel. The truck caused 6 -10 dB additional loss while the car shadowing 
effect was negligible. In comparison with either pedestrian or vehicle extra loss, the 
tunnel curvature yielded much more the shadowing loss. Depending upon the 
location of the receive antenna whether it was in the penumbra or deep shadow 
region, the shadowing losses were measured from 17 dB and 30 dB around the 
junction of the coal mine tunnel at 900 MHz. The frequency dependence of 
i 
shadowing loss on frequency was studied in the NS173 tunnel. There was 9 dB more 
-•I 
extra loss at 1800 MHz with respect to that 900 MHz. This was due to a sharper 
penumbra region. It was also found that the shadowing loss was approximately the 
same for the horizontal and vertical polarization. This observation was consistent 
with the theory of geometrical optics. 
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The slow variations of the received signals in tunnel environments followed 
the lognormal distribution with averaged standard deviations 4.7 dB for 900 MHz 
channels. The fast fading component distributions about the local median were 
obtained for all data files and compared to theoretical Rayleigh and Rician 
distributions. Rayleigh distribution does not fit the fast fading of the received signal 
in the curved sections of the tunnel. In the straight sections of the tunnel, the fast 
fading of the received signal followed closely Racian distribution with 4 dB < K < 8 
dB. 
The tunnel wide band radio propagation channel was characterized in terms of 
rms delay spread and the cumulative distributions. Analysis of wide band 
measurements indicated a broad coherent bandwidth characteristics of the channel. 
The rms delay spread showed a clear dependence on frequency. Higher frequency 
causes larger rms delay spread. The rms delay spread was found to be less than 25 ns 
and 100 ns for the emptied and occupied tunnel conditions, respectively. Thus, the 
data rate up to one megabits per second without equalization can be supported in 
tunnel environments. The impact of the change of the threshold on the conclusion of 
analysis has been pointed out by [48] and should be considered carefully in the 
deduction from the measured data. 
The deterministic model has been developed based on the uniform theory of 
diffraction for impedance wedge. Theoretical prediction has been compared to both 




with those measured at 900 and 1800 MHz in five tunnel environments showed a 
good agreement. Comparison between the modeled and measured power delay 
profiles demonstrated that the tunnel IUTD propagation model was able to simulate 
basic wide band propagation characteristics. The amplitudes and arrival times of 
individual multipath components were correctly predicted, the calculated and 
measured rms delay spreads were found quite similar in most cases. 
For propagation in straight and empty tunnel environments, measurements 
and simulations indicated there existed a distinct turning point before and after which 
propagation would take different attenuation rates. Also propagation in such 
idealized situations had very short delay spread less than 25 ns and thus enjoyed 
broad coherent bandwidth. 
In curved or branched tunnels, propagation suffered a larger loss which 
severely limited the coverage. It was also found that propagation was difficult either 
from outside into tunnel or vice versa. Obstacles such as vehicles in tunnel 
environments make propagation even more complicated. It was observed that the 
vehicle existence produced undesired effects on propagation, that is, making the 
received signal exhibit more severe fluctuations, large varying rms delay spreads, and 
additional loss. 
Previous work in tunnel propagation has focused on the frequency 
characteristics of narrow band transmission and has not undertaken on the frequency 







that the higher frequency caused longer rms delay spreads. Thus, the channel had 
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Chapter 5 
Propagation in Tunnel and Open Air Transition Region 
5.1 Introduction 
In previous chapters the tunnels were assumed to be infinite long. As a result, 
there was no need to consider the radio wave leakage from tunnels into open air. 
However, in many actual situations this assumption is not satisfied. The radiation of 
the radio waves into open air from the antenna inside a tunnel and in the reverse 
sense are inevitable and have to be treated. Moreover, there are cuttings connected 
to either the entrance or the exit or both of the tunnels, the propagation in cuttings 
certainly differs from that in tunnels. Recently, Mariage et al. studied the problems of 
radiation outside and penetration inside the tunnel through the uniform theory of 
diffraction [13]. They found that the radiation pattem in open air was very sharp and 
the penetration into the tunnel was difficult. Open groove structural cuttings are 
similar to urban streets. Therefore, experimental results obtained for the propagation 
in urban streets can be drawn upon to understand propagation in cuttings, theoretical 
geometrical optics models developed to predict propagation in urban streets can also 
be used to predict propagation in cuttings[26]-[27]. 
In this chapter, we deal with the radiation of UHF radio waves from a tunnel 
into open air and the cutting propagation in a rather different way. The equivalent 
^ 
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source principle is used to study the radiation from a rectangular tunnel into open air, 
and the imperfect waveguide theory to predict propagation in cuttings. 
5.2 Radiation of Radio Waves from a Rectangular Tunnel into Open Air 
The radiation from a rectangular tunnel is illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where the 
media of the tunnel sidewalls are assumed to be lossy dielectric with relative 
permittivity £r and conductivity C i . The medium below the ground plane has the 
complex dielectric constante^. 
v i ^ o 
^ ^ 
han temm r / Earth Surface 
Fig. 5.1. Radiation outside a rectangular tunnel 
5.2.1 Formulation of the Radiation by Equivalent Current Source Concept 
It is well known that the natural propagation of UHF radio waves along a 
rectangular tunnel is realized through a number of electromagnetic modes. However, 
only the dominant mode remains significant in the far field region. Owing to the 
width being larger than the height for most rectangular tunnels, the dominant 
electromagnetic wave is ^f, mode, which has the electric field polarized 
predominantly in the horizontal direction. The 对丨 mode is approximately a TEM 
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wave, and its main field components in the tunnel space 
(-0.5a < X < 0.5a, -0.5b < y < 0.5b) have been expressed previously as: 
Ex {x, y, z) = Eo Cos(k^ x) Cos(k^ y) Exp(-jk^ z) ( 5 . 1 ) 
Hy {x, y’ z) = — Eo Cos(k, x) Cos(k^ y) Exp(-jk, z) ( 5 . 2 ) 哗。 
where the expressions for ki, k2, and k3 have been given in Chapter two. Now 
assuming a half-wavelength dipole antenna located at (xo, y。，Zo) far away from the 
interface (x, y，0) in the tunnel as shown in Fig. 5.1 oriented in the x direction to 
excite the E\^  mode, then, the main fields on the interface are: 
E, - E、+ E', = (1 + r f i )E i = (1 + r f i ) ^ . { x , y，Zo) (5.3) 
Hy - H'y - fTy = (1 - r f i )H; = (1 - T^i)Hy {x, y, Zo) (5.4) 
where r f i the reflection coefficient for the En mode at the interface is 
^ —o 
r . - J k z i i = 3 & l A _ . 風 么 「 = 0 , 〜 
i i、。+ zfi | K + ^  > ^ + 2 * ^ P (5«5) 
\£o h Veo 
Thus, the equivalent current sources can be expressed as: 
J = z X H, = x ^ C o s ( k , X ) C0s{k2 y)Exp(-j k3 Zo) (5.6) 
‘ 4^^ o 
M = - \ X Ex 二 〜Eo Cos(ki x) Cos(k^ y)Exp(- jk^ zo) ( 5 . 7 ) 
Referring to Fig. 5.1，one can see that the electromagnetic field at the 
observation point is composed ofthe incident field from the equivalent current source 
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itself and the reflected field from the equivalent current virtual source to 
account for the influence of the ground: 
E^ = E' + E' (5.8) 
The incident electric field can be calculated easily in the case of the 
observation point in the far field region. 
/coLi Exp [-jk�R) f —'八、「八广八 � f ^ { A \ 
E ' = ^ ^ ^ — — ^ : j E x p jkoR •R R RXJ + J ^ RXM ds 
4冗 R \ )y V y v^o^ )_ 
= ^ E ^ H 、 \ j ^ ( _ e ) 脚 U j ' . ^ ] E . ^ s (5.9) 
471 R ^ [i^ o \ V ) 
= & • 、 : k 。 R 、 E 。 E x p i - j k , z o ) P m x 
4% R 
where 0 and 中 are respect to the Z and X axes, respectively. 
{i + CosQ lF{ (e, ^ ) + F \ (e, ^ ) + F , (e, ^ ) + n (Q> ^)) ( 训 
厂(铁的=~ { k ^ - kl Sin' e Cos" ^ ){kl - kl Sin" 6 Sin'中)~~ . 
F i _ = , i 4 ^ y ^ f A ^ ^ ^ ] (5.11) 
V 2 乂 V 2 J 
F“e，c^ ) = “ c 。 { ^ ^ > " e c _ . < ^ " 2 e c _ ) (5.l2) 
, 、 (kib、n fkobSinQSindf^ /r io^ 
F^e, (^ ) = k2Sir1 ^ Cos - ^ ~ ~ - (5.13) 
V 2 y V ^ 乂 
{kob\ „ . (kohSinQSin<S^\ (c^ i z ^ 
n(e，¢) = ko Cos[ ^ ]sinQSin(^fSin - ^ - ~ ~ ^ (5.14) 
V 2 y V z ) 
pi(Q,(^) is defined as the free space radiation pattem of the semi-infinite long 
rectangular tunnel. 
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The calculation of the reflected electric field is somewhat more complicated 
on account of both vertical and horizontal polarized reflection coefficients being 
involved simultaneously. This is as a result of the image of the equivalent electric 
current source producing the horizontal polarized wave while the image of the 
equivalent magnetic current source results in the vertical polarized wave. 
/cou exp i - j k R^) ( — A、「ArA A [^7广八 、 
E'^-^——^ :|Exp jk^R'r*Rr Rr RrXThJ +,— RrXr,M ds 
471 Rr \ j [ V 乂 V^^A j_ 
co^t^ Exp { - j K R r ) 「 k , [ ^ ]F'(e,A); 
~ ~ ~ 瓦 ~ ~ E o E ^ P ( 一 爲 “ ) n < + r v J f " e r O T ^ ,《1《、 
(5.15) 
^oExp {-jk^{R + bSinQ)) 「^3 | ^ J P(Q,<^)x 
«^^~^ EoExp [-jk^zo) Th + Tv, —CosQ 
4n R \ _ co^ o Vi^ o _(l + CVwe) 
- 1 
= n ^ + T.^CosQ , 1 ? / : ~ {-jKbSinQ) 
• O 和。 (l + Cos6) 
Substitution of expressions (5.9) and (5.15) into (5.8) yields the expression 
for the total electric field 
_ -
, 、 ^ o f r . - + r v & ^ ^ e l 
f jKE。EM~jKR-jk3z。) i ^ _ A _ ^ _ _ v ^ _ L E . p {-jk^bSine) F'(e,^)i 
4nR (1 + CosQ) 
(5.16) 
Finally, we can define the radiation pattem of the semi-infinite long rectangular tunnel 
as: 
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f —— \ 
n . T H - + T.^Cos^ 
0)Ll \ U, 
F' (e, ¢) = 1 + ^ ~ ~ ^ — — ^ — — L Exp [-jko bSinQ) F' (9, c|>) (5.17) 
1丄十 v^C^*j Xj ) 
— — 
where 
~ r ^ - l 





r . = 产 (5.19) 
V ^ . K - i 十1 
^e/^o 
are the ground reflection coefficients for horizontally and vertically polarized 
waves, respectively. 
5.2.2 Radiation Numerical Results 
The numerical calculation of the tunnel radiation pattem as defined in 
expression (5.17) has been undertaken by assuming the tunnel being rectangular with 
width of 8 m and height of 4 m. The relative permittivity of the tunnel walls is 
£r = 10 , whereas, the dielectric constant of the ground is 8e = lOe。. The frequency 
is selected to be at 1800 MHz for personal communication networks. The tunnel 
radiation pattem has been plotted in Fig. 5.2 as a function of the elevation angle 0 . 
The solid line represents the radiation outside the tunnel with taking the ground 
influence into account. For comparison, the dash-dot line depicts the radiation 
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outside the tunnel without the ground effect. As is evident from Fig. 5.2，the 
radiation pattem is very sharp. The influence from the ground on the pattem is very 
noticeable for an elevation angle less than 2 degree, however, the effect of the ground 
becomes small as the elevation angle increases. Fig. 5.3 illustrates the tunnel 
radiation pattem as a function of the azimuth angle (j>. In the same fashion, the solid 
line and the dash-dot line represent the radiation outside the tunnel with and without 
taking the ground effect consideration, respectively. It is noted that the effect of the 
ground on the radiation pattem exists over the whole angle range. The radiation 
pattem is maximized at an azimuth angle of 90 degree since the field on the tunnel 
entrance interface takes maximum value in that direction. From the simulation, we 
conclude that the transmitting antenna radiation outside the tunnel wil l have an very 
narrow coverage area where does not depend appreciably on the position of the 
transmitting antenna. Inversely, based on the antenna reciprocity, we can readily 
deduce that the penetration of the UHF radio waves into the tunnel through the 
interface depends strongly on the directions of the incident external waves. Only can 
those external waves incident on the interface in or near negative Z direction excite 
the electromagnetic field in the tunnel effectively. In other wards, the position of the 
transmitting antenna in open air affects the field strength in the tunnel significantly. 
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Fig. 5.3. Radiation pattem versus azimuth angle 
5.3 Propagation Characteristics of UHF Radio Waves in Cuttings 
Fig. 5.4 shows a simplified cross section of the cutting to be considered here. 
The media of the sidewalls are assumed to be lossy dielectric with relative 
permittivity8ri and conductivity Ci • The medium below the ground plane has 
dielectric constant zn and electric conductivity a2. 
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Fig. 5.4. Cross section of a cutting and coordinate system 
5.3.1 The Attenuation Constant due to the Absorption 
Waveguide theory demonstrates that guided wave characteristics of any 
structures in a Cartesian coordinate system can be described by its wave vector 
(^ Kxi, Kyi, Kzi), where i = 0, 1，2. They are related by the following equations: 
Klo + K'yo + Klo = Kl (5.20) 
/¾ + ^  + ¾ = ^ (5.21) 
Kl2 + K ] , ^ K l , = Kl (5.22) 
where Ko，K\, K!. The components of the vector are also termed the separation 
constants. Exact solutions to the wave vector are difficult to derive, considering the 
boundary conditions, hence some reasonable assumptions are needed. For the 
frequencies of interest here, the wave propagation is mostly in the Z direction. From 
the geometrical optics viewpoint, the ray makes small grazing angles with the 
sidewalls and the ground. Then we may assume: 
Kxo«Kzo> Kyo«Kzo, Kzo = Ko (5.23) 
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Due to the transmit and receive antennas being located near the ground plane 
in microcellular and personal communication systems, the energy carried by the 
electromagnetic wave is concentrated in the cutting region and the near zones of the 
surrounding media. Then 
Kx0^Kx2, Ky0^Kyi (5.24) 
can also be assumed. In addition, Kzo = Kzi = Kzi = Kz is required by the physical 
nature of the match of the tangential field, and what we want to know are all impHed 
in Kz. From equation (5.20)，we find: 
f v^ 4- V^ \ 
K . - K , \ l - ^ ^ ^ ^ \ (5.25) 
V 2i^ o j 
Thus the attenuation constants for guided electromagnetic waves for one hundred 
meters are: 
MR/ � ororr/ � o.n JRe(Kxo)Im(Kxo) + Re(Kyo)Im(Kyo)] .^ ^.. 
^[/lOOm] = -S68.6Im(Kj = 868.6]^ — — J ( 5 . 2 ¾ 
It is obvious from (5.26) that the first term accounts for the power loss 
caused by the absorption of the sidewalls, and the second terms explains the power 
loss from absorption of the ground. Usually (b) is larger than (a), so if the 
electromagnetic parameters are the same for both sidewalls and ground, then the 
power loss due to sidewall absorption is greater than that from the ground because 
the multiple sidewall reflections imply multiple absorption，whilst the one ground 
reflection implies one absorption. 
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Under assumption (5.24), the cutting can be approximately decomposed as an 
imperfect parallel-plate waveguide to model the sidewalls and an infinite plane 
interface to represent the floor. This modification enables us to calculate K^^ and 
KyQ easily. The separation constant 欠』is contained in a transcendental equation 
that is obtained by matching the tangential electromagnetic field components on the 
boundaries of the parallel-plate waveguide. In a similar manner, the equation for Ky^  
is derived by matching the tangential electromagnetic field components on the infinite 
plane interface. 
For vertically polarized waves: 
Tan{ ^ 1 ^ /化舞,广 1 )欠 0 (5.27) 
、2 ) K^Q 
K;2-i^r2-j^O^02)K],o z^-Zo (5.28) 
K;2 + {^r2-j6OXa2)K;o ~ Z^ + Zo • 
where Xi is the ground surface impedance for vertical polarization, and Zo = 377^ 2 is 
the free space characteristic impedance. Equation (5.27) could be solved numerically 
for the separation constant Kl^，however, a closed form expression for Kl^ can also 
be obtained easily. As the wavelength becomes smaller compared with the dimension 
of the structure, the ratio of K^io the absolute value of K^^  will tend to be extremely 
large. As a result, we can use the analytical technique described in Appendix A to 
obtain the separation constant ^ expressed as follows: 
^v 工 + j - _ _ 丨 2m7z (5.29) 
'0 « a'J(eri-J60Xoi-l)Ko 
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This result shows that K^^ has the same values as for a metal plate waveguide, 
except for the second term, which is small, and accounts for the power loss by the 
sidewall absorption. Let m = 1, we get the dominant mode K^Q. Obviously the 
dominant mode has the smallest absorption loss. 
Once K^2 is approximately expressed as: 
K ; 2 + 2 - K : - ( K o f (5.30) 
The separation constant ^ ^ is found from equation (5.28) as: 
K%^ ？ ^ ~ ~ - (5.31) 
〜 Z ^ ( E r 2 - J 6 0 X o 2 ) 
where 
^ ^ ^ K o Z o y | K j - K ^ ( 5 . 3 2 ) 
Similarly, for horizontally polarized waves: 
The separation constants are found approximately as: 
Kh 減 " . 2 m K ( e r j - J 6 0 X o 2 ) (5.33) 
功 a a'^{zri-j60Xc2-l)Ko 
ryh J^h 
K 、 J ^ (5.34) 
沖 Zo 
where 
K^y2-^K l -K l - (K%f (5.35) 
KoZo (5.36) 
^ ' ~ M ^ o 
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The theory up to this point predicts that the power loss is approximately inversely 
proportional to the square of the frequency. This is not true for higher frequencies, 
and this suggests that some additional loss mechanism sets in at higher frequencies. 
The additional loss mechanism must come from the imperfectness of the structure, 
such as the roughness on the sidewall surfaces, the sidewall tilt, etc.. The 
imperfectness can result in mode conversion, for instance, the dominant mode 
scattered or converted into other modes and vice versa. Mode conversion is sure to 
increase the power loss. 
5.3.2 The Attenuation Constant due to the Roughness of the Sidewalls 
Roughness is regarded as local variations in the level of the surface relative to 
the mean level of the surface of a sidewall. Wave scattering or converting from a 
statistically distributed rough surface has been investigated by many researchers. 
Based on the particular structure here, we adopt the result from reference [1]. For 
the case of a Gaussian distribution of the surface level defined by a root mean-square 
value (h), the attenuation constant due to roughness in dB/lOOm for the dominant 
mode is given by the formula: 
, ^ ^ S / l O O m ) = ^ ^ ^ (5.37) 
b'f.J\io^o 
It may seem surprising that the loss due to roughness is inversely proportional 
to frequency. The reason is that, in a ray picture of a given mode, the grazing angle 
of the ray on the sidewalls decreases with frequency. The loss varies directly with 
grazing angle, number of bounces per unit length, and frequency. Increase in 
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frequency decreases the first two factors and increase the third. The net effect is a 
decrease of loss with frequency. 
5.3.3. The Attenuation Constant due to the Sidewall Tilt 
The sidewall tilt relative to the mean plane which defines the dimension (a) 
causes power in the dominant mode to be converted into other modes. The power 
being carried by other modes from the conversion may be converted back into the 
dominant mode. Suppose the electric field of the dominant mode in the non-tilt 
cutting is expressed by: 
E,=F{x,y)exp{-jk^^z) (5.38) 
The existence of the tilt defined by a small angle 9 wil l change the electric field into 
Exc = F(x，y)exp[-Jk^o(zCos2Q + xSin2Q)] (5.39) 
Thus, the converting factor can be calculated as follows: 
I J R . . H ； (5.40) 
ff E^ dxdy Exc dxdy 
J J » • 
where the integrations are over the cross section of the cutting. The superscript 
asterisk indicates complex conjugate. Since 9 is small we can replace Cos2d by one 
and Sin2d by 29 . Then (5.40) becomes 
2 
J J | / f exp(2Jk^Qjce)dxdy 
Cf = “ ^ V • ) 
{^\\\Ffdxdy) 
Substituting CosK,^xexp[-jKy^y) for F in (5.41), we obtain 
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0.5fe「0.5a 2 1 2 
j J Cos{KxQx) exp{^-jKyQy^ exp{2jKzoxQ)dx dy 
—-0.5feL^ .5a 」 
Cf= F — z r ^ 
0.5Z>「0.5“ 2 1 
J j Cos{Kxox)exp{^-jKyQy^ dx dy 
_-0.5^ 7[~0.5« 」_ 
厂 I" ,9 1 2 
oo 00 f 2 2 \ 
M r X y 
exp exp(2 j KzO xQ)dx dy 
L —U V « " J」 （5.42) 
~ r~~~r “ “ “ n “ “ n 2 
0 0 0 0 � f 9 2 \ ~ | 
^ y , . 
exp _~"Y~72 dx dy 
L丄_ 1 « “ 人 
_ L- 」 -/ 1 、 
= exp - - ^ f l ^ e ^ 
V 4 
f 1 , 9 9^ 
= exp ——Kla^Q 
V 4 / 
The converting factor for a distance z is 
7 t Z 
^ ( 1 1^2 2rv2 1 A^ ofl2 
C/= exp --K^a 9 
L 、 4 Jj (5.43) 
r 7c^e^zl 
= 叫 了 ] 
and the attenuation constant due to the tilt is found as: 
2n2 
oc(_00m) = 217.5^^^ (5.44) 
A 
5.3.4 Propagation Numerical Results in Cuttings 
The numerical calculation of the frequency characteristics of the overall 
propagation constant in the cutting has been carried out by the sum of the above 
three losses with these parameters:£ri = £r2 = 4.18，ai = Gi = 0.026 S / m , 
a = 3.9 m, b = 4.8m，h = 0.05 m. These parameters were used in reference [19]. 
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Fig. 5.5 ( a ). Frequency characteristics of the total attenuation constant for 
horizontal polarization 
Fig. 5.5 ( b ). Frequency characteristics of the total attenuation constant for 
vertical polarization 
Fig. 5.5. shows the frequency characteristics of the attenuation constant 
together with the experimental data. The theoretical results were obtained for various 
assumed value of 0 . It was found that a value 0 = 0.9° gives good agreement with the 
experimental values available from [19]. As seen in Fig. 5.5, the attenuation constant 
decreases with increasing frequency below 1 GHz. In this frequency range, the 
attenuation is mainly due to the absorption of the dominant mode by the surrounding 
media. On the other hand, the high order modes are greatly attenuated by the 
absorption of the surrounding media. Therefore, from the pointview of long range 
transmission, the higher modes are not worthy of consideration. They do need to be 
considered when the excitation of the field, or short range propagation is interested. 
In addition, the absorption loss due to the sidewalls was found greater than that by 
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the ground during the simulation. The attenuation constant increases slightly above 
2 GHz, which is due to the imperfectness of the structure. However, the sidewall tilt 
contributes more to the increase in attenuation at higher frequencies than the 
roughness. The minimum value of the attenuation constant seems to be around 
1 GHz above which the vertical polarized wave has the lower attenuation rate than 
the horizontal polarized wave. 
? . | \ i " N 
« 5 0 X ^ ^ 一 Theo,y : 5 2 . N l ^ ——T_ 
一 ^ V c 5 1 - ^ N ^ » Measured 
^ 4 9 • \ ^ Measured a3 N ^ 
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( a ) ( b ) 
Fig. 5.6 ( a ). Comparison of the calculated attenuation with the measured for 
horizontal polarization 
Fig. 5.6 ( b ). Comparison of the calculated attenuation with the measured for 
vertical polarization 
Fig. 5.6 shows a comparison of the attenuation of the field strength at 2 GHz 
along the open-groove structure found in Mountain Tateyama, Japan. In the figure, 
straight lines are plotted by the least square method based on the calculated data and 
the measured ones. The experimental data are once again obtained from [19]. The 
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attenuation rate is taken as the total attenuation constant per 100 meters. The 
measured attenuation rate is 4.45 dB/lOOm for horizontal polarization, and our 
calculated one is 4.84 dB/lOOm. Whereas, they are 6.11 dB/lOOm and 4.96 dB/lOOm 
for vertical polarization. The corresponding calculated rates from the geometrical 
optical theory are 5.02 dB/lOOm and 6.84 dB/lOOm for horizontal and vertical 
polarization, respectively [19]. 
Based on the above results, the propagation mechanism in the cutting can be 
understood as: At low frequency, say below 1 GHz, supposing vertical antennas are 
used for both transmitter and receiver, then the propagation mainly follows the law of 
the dominant mode with more effect from the roughness than from the tilt. At 
frequencies around 1 GHz, the propagation is equally controlled by the vertical 
dominant mode, the scattering due to the roughness, and the conversion due to the 
tilt. At higher frequencies, say over 2 GHz, the propagation are mainly controlled by 
the mode conversion due to the tilt 
5.4 Summary 
Based on the equivalent current source principle, we have derived an 
analytical formula to study the radiation of UHF radio waves outside the rectangular 
tunnel into open air. The simulation has shown that the radiation takes an very sharp 
pattem since the radio wave has been constricted during its propagation in the tunnel. 
The effect of the earth on the radiation pattem has also been investigated. 
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The propagation characteristics of UHF radio waves in the cutting has been 
studied in terms of the imperfect waveguide method. The theoretical results are 
compared with available experimental data, and they are in good agreement. The 
pattern of the frequency characteristics of the propagation is very similar to those 
obtained from the geometrical optical approach. A l l these suggest that the method be 
applicable for the cutting structure. This method gives better prediction for 
propagation in the immediate vicinity of the transmit antenna and makes it useful to 
design microcellular cell. 
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